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ABSTRACT
Title: Perfuming Posterity: Smell as Identifier and Preserver of Early Modern Spanish
Culture
Candidate’s Name: Heather Lyn Young
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy
Temple University, 2012
Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Dr. Montserrat Piera

This doctoral dissertation examines the presence and function of the sense of smell in
Early Modern Spanish literature. It studies the use of the olfactory in key works of the
period and analyzes how each one reflects a certain contemporary aspect of Spanish
culture and society. Though its role in literature has not been considered as widely as
that of the other senses, smell’s indubitable presence in the works and its unique qualities
allow for a singular approach to the texts in question as they serve to preserve the beliefs,
themes and trends of Renaissance and Golden Age Spain.
This work analyzes four texts, one from the late Middle Ages and three from the Early
Modern period: Fermoso cuento de una santa enperatrís que ovo en Roma & de su
castidat (14th century); La Celestina, Fernando de Rojas (1499); Don Quijote, Miguel de
Cervantes y Saavedra (1605 and 1615); “La inocencia castigada,” María de Zayas (in
Desengaños amorosos – 1647). These selected works permit an analysis of the function
of smell within a variety of themes and across the span of the period.
Serving to orient us in our search for literary scent, Chapter 1 presents considerations
for the study of the olfactory in literature – how the senses have been perceived over
time, how smell differs from the other senses and how smells are represented verbally.
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Chapter 2 deals with Fermoso cuento de una santa enperatrís que ovo en Roma & de su
castidat and the way that the medieval saint-sinner dichotomy is reflected in pleasant and
foul smells, respectively. Chapter 3 reviews the historical, cultural and social changes
that took place in Iberia from the end of the Middle Ages into the Early Modern period to
better understand changing perceptions and how they appear in literature during this time.
Chapter 4 studies La Celestina and the title character’s sensorial (olfactory) manipulation
of others in the work. Chapter 5 looks at the role of smell, contrasted with the other
senses, in Don Quijote’s creation of Dulcinea. Chapter 6 analyzes the martyrdom of
women in marriage as presented through smell in “La inocencia castigada.” The epilogue
briefly considers the role of smell in Lazarillo de Tormes and its implications for further
study of the olfactory in literature.
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CHAPTER 1
IN SEARCH OF LOST SCENT: AN INTRODUCTION
Life is experienced through the senses. By virtue of being human, of living in our
physical world, we cannot escape them, nor can we function without them. We are
designed to observe, interpret, and respond – to interact and commune with – the world
we inhabit through these five purveyors of information. Beyond our need of them for
proper and satisfying function in the world, we aim to please ourselves through what we
take in through our eyes, ears, noses, mouths and skin. We seek out beautiful sights,
harmonious sounds, sweet touches, delightful tastes and lovely smells to enhance our
existence on this earth. Though the manner in which it is accomplished varies across
time and space, our desire to please the senses is a unifying quality of the human race.
To be human is to sense.
Because sense perception takes place in the human body, whose basic makeup does
not change through history or from one location to another, one may assume that the act
does not vary greatly from any one person to the next. Fortunately, though, we are not all
simply physical beings but are made of body, mind and soul and these last two pieces are
greatly influenced by the circumstances and contexts they inhabit, be it fourth-century
Africa or twenty-first-century America. Our nature gives us functioning senses with the
ability to interpret the world, but our nurture determines how and what that interpretation
will be.
Barbara Rosenwein has identified what she terms “emotional communities” in the
Middle Ages in an effort to better understand how to interpret emotions in medieval texts,
explaining them as “groups in which people adhere to the same norms of emotional
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expression and value – or devalue – the same or related emotions” (Emotional 2).1 It is
within these given communities that decisions are made (though perhaps unconsciously)
about the proper emotions to display in certain moments and how those same emotions
will be interpreted by others. There is danger, then, in attempting to perceive emotions
historically – reading emotions in a text written centuries before, for example – since the
interpreter is external to the emotional community. He or she must attempt to understand
the context in which these emotions are displayed in order to correctly assess their true
meaning.
I contend that the senses must be treated in much the same way, especially due to the
intimate connection between them and the emotions. One perceives another’s emotions
through his senses, and responds with his own emotions based on that interpretation. The
original emitter processes and counters in the same way thus creating an emotionalsensorial conversation. For that reason, studied through historic texts, whether factual
accounts or inventive fiction, the senses must be considered as working within a
“sensorial community,” and therefore attempted to be understood within their historical
and cultural context. Such is my aim in this dissertation – to read the written senses –
smell, in particular – within their community, or communities, those found in early
modern Spain.
Understanding the sensorial community of this period naturally requires that we
consider the broader scope of the senses for the implications that historical senses will
have upon sixteenth- and seventeenth century Spain. The devastation played on the
human soul by the senses is of course not a problem belonging strictly to any one period

1

Rosenwein focuses on sixth- and seventh-century Byzantium in her 2006 book Emotional Communities in
the Early Middle Ages and her 2010 article “Thinking Historically about Medieval Emotions.”
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of time. Rather, it is timeless, the senses an ever-present foe in the history of mankind,
Christianity and the Church. The physicality of the human body and its accompanying
senses was already a crucial issue for the church in its inception in the first century. In
the book of First John, the author begins by addressing the Gnostic rejection of the
physical body.2 John emphasizes that Christ’s earthly presence, resurrection and the
Gospel were known through touch, sight and hearing:
That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen with
our eyes, which we looked upon and have touched with our hands, concerning the
word of life— the life was made manifest, and we have seen it, and testify to it and
proclaim to you the eternal life, which was with the Father and was made manifest to
us— that which we have seen and heard we proclaim also to you, so that you too may
have fellowship with us; and indeed our fellowship is with the Father and with his Son
Jesus Christ. And we are writing these things so that our joy may be complete.
(English Standard Version, I John 1.1-4)
The senses are also at work in the Song of Solomon in the sensual verbal exchange
between the lovers. While much is communicated through sight as the two exclaim over
the visual beauty before them, the other senses are powerfully engaged: “My lover spoke
and said to me, ‘Arise my darling, my beautiful one, and come with me” (2.10, my
emphasis); “How delightful is your love, my sister, my bride! How much more pleasing
is your love than wine, and the fragrance of your perfume than any spice!” (4.10, my

2

One of the disputes between Jews, Christians and pagans revolved around the question of whether
anything existed beyond the known physical world. As part of this debate, the Gnostic sect (arising from a
Platonist tradition), depreciated the physical world and body, claiming that, “the immaterial world ‘above’
was more real and stable than the volatile and shifting material world ‘below’” (Freeman 142). In this first
letter, John reminds his audience that God created the physical world, called it “good” (Gen. 1-2), and that
Jesus himself, God incarnate, took on a physical body for his time on earth.
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emphasis). Though these examples call attention to the positive properties and functions
of the senses, the negative also abound.
The Bible deals with the power of the senses in leading man into temptation and it is a
theme which appears frequently in the writings of the fathers of the Early Church. In his
Confessions, Saint Augustine wrestles clearly and constantly with the provocation of the
senses finding them a dominant tool in the arsenal of the enemy. At the same time, in his
description of the Lord reaching out to him, he elucidates the manner in which God broke
through to him by way of each of his senses:
You called me; you cried aloud to me; you broke my barrier of deafness. You shone
upon me; your radiance enveloped me; you put my blindness to flight. You shed your
fragrance about me; I drew breath and now I grasp for your sweet odour. I tasted you,
and now I hunger and thirst for you. You touched me, and I am inflamed with love of
your peace. (232)
Augustine’s description clearly recalls the recognition of God found at the beginning of I
John.
The senses are required to interpret the world and they serve a good purpose as they
delicately relate to our inner being that which is before us in the physical world. Indeed,
they are shown to have noble uses, as above, used by the Creator to speak to his creature.
Despite this, they can also prove traitorous, as one perceives that which leads him into
sin. Coupled with cognizance, the senses work magnificently in the human being, having
the power to lead him, as Augustine demonstrates, both to glory and to death. While
sight and touch very easily lead to lust and taste promotes gluttony, smell, generally
considered one of the lesser senses, is not acknowledged as readily as part of the path to
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damnation. Perhaps for this reason, even though sight and sound are recognized
frequently in literature for their roles in experiencing the world, smell is more commonly
lacking in written accounts (though this is not to say that it is absent) throughout history
and into the Spanish Golden Age.
Though smell has received less attention than the other senses, this is not for its not
having been an integral part of the Spanish Baroque. In fact, the importance of smell that
is found in preceding periods continues into the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and
we find that this scent, “an important means of discovering and knowing the world in a
pre-modern age” (Evans 197), continues to identify and reveal the world in which it is
perceived. Due to the fleeting and nebulous qualities of scent, it cannot be preserved in
the museums and treasure troves that are the safe keepers of history’s other gems; we rely
on the written world to perfume our perception of the past and are still only permitted an
imagining of a scent in history. Perhaps the truest charm of aromas is the knowledge that
our enjoyment and perception of them is only in the moment. In this way, the ultraephemeral quality of scent poetically links it to history, the past that changes the moment
it is left behind and forever after in each revisiting, impressing a sense of wonder upon
the student of smells of days gone by.
Another enigmatic element of smell is its strong connection with memory, the
reference between smell and an event, a place or specific object – something from the
material world. Here we of course think of Marcel Proust’s À la recherche du temps
perdu (1913-1927) in which he remembers a bit of his childhood upon tasting/smelling a
madeleine. “La madeleine de Proust” has become part of collective French knowledge,
the phrase used commonly to refer to later life experiences that incite the remembrance of
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something in one’s childhood. In this type of emotional connection, a particular smell
will invoke a certain experience in which that smell was present (Bonfigli 16), an
affirmation corroborated by Hans Rindisbacher (“Peddling” 55).3
Augustine speaks directly to this personal connection. His exploration of the senses
goes beyond their enticement to sin as he marvels at the expanse of the senses and the
impressions they leave in our memory:
In the memory everything is preserved separately, according to its category. Each is
admitted through its own special entrance. For example, light, colour, and shape are
admitted through the eyes; sound of all kinds through the ears; all sorts of smell
through the nostrils; and every kind of taste through the mouth. The sense of touch,
which is common to all parts of the body, enables us to distinguish between hard and
soft, hot and cold, rough and smooth, heavy and light, and it can be applied to things
which are inside the body as well as outside it. All these sensations are retained in the
great storehouse of the memory, which in some indescribable way secretes them in its
folds. They can be brought out and called back again when they are needed, but each
enters the memory through its own gateway and is retained in it. The things which we
sense do not enter the memory themselves, but their images are there ready to present
themselves to our thoughts when we recall them. (214-15)
This connection is therefore both emotional and very personal, not a mere piece of
information that is then processed by the brain, but rather one that determines the
emotional environment in which cognitive processes are realized (Bonfigli 9). The
intrinsic emotion of the olfactory greatly distinguishes it from the other senses.

3

Rindisbacher assigns even greater importance to this connection: “For what is a scent other than the
association it triggers?” (61).
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Smell’s complexity is also manifested in the language used to describe it. It is
difficult to study smells due to their not having been stored away in museums (Dugan 5).
Instead, as mentioned above, we rely on humble written words to attempt a re-creation of
experienced smells. The olfactory again demonstrates its peculiarity in that it is unable to
be conquered by words. Rindisbacher (among others) recognizes the lack of abstract
vocabulary for smells, in contrast to sight and the many names for colors (“Peddling” 52),
because smells are part of a symbolic system, not a semiotic one (“Peddling” 55). He
explains the function of language in relation to the olfactory:
It is the nature of language as a reference system to allude to reality not to recreate ‘the
thing itself,’ but to appeal to the imagination to trigger a representation of that thing.
The olfactory with its virtual lack of recall potential for smell qua smell seems in its
textual presentation to be one step further removed from reality than other senses […].
(Smell 14)
Due to the lack of an olfactory register, language supplants it with comparisons to the
material world. Holly Dugan has discovered what she calls a “language of olfaction” (4)
in the English of the era:
[E]arly modern English included a much larger vocabulary of sensory description than
most scholars assume, a vocabulary that is now mostly obsolete. […] [E]arly modern
men and women had distinct ways to speak about perfume and its effects, with words
that described the effects of perfume, incense, and scent in religious, medicinal, and
sexual experiences. Objects ambered, civited, expired, fetored, halited, resented, and
smeeked; they were described as breathful, embathed, endulced, gracious, halited,
incensial, odorant, pulvil, redolent, and suffite. Scent descriptions included marechal
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(cherry), naphe (orange), thymiama (incense), and suffiments (general terms for
medicinal scents), and they existed as diaspasms, powders, sainses, smokes, waters
and balms. (5)4
Beyond this abundant lexicon, Dugan also corroborates the use of metaphor to give
presence to smells.
Of particular interest is the popularity of perfumed gloves in the early modern period.
Gloves were used at every level of society, from protecting the hands of the working
class to simply decorating those of the upper echelons. This adornment was further used
to distinguish social status by the addition of scent. Those higher on the social scale wore
perfumed gloves made from ambergris-scented leather (Elizabeth I was known for her
great inclination for them) and the most sought-after gloves were “perfumed in the
‘Spanish’ style and heavily scented with ambergris” (Dugan 127). The popularity of the
perfumed glove in Spain will become part of our discussion of deception in Celestina and
the existence of Dulcinea.
As we consider the expression of the olfactory through metaphors, it is relevant to
mention here Patrick Süskind’s 1985 novel Perfume: The Story of a Murderer, whose
exquisite descriptions of smell must rely on a connection with the material world through
metaphor. Set in eighteenth century France, the book follows the quest of its protagonist
Grenouille to create the perfect fragrance. Born without his own scent but with a
heightened sense of smell, Grenouille works as a perfumer’s apprentice to learn how to
capture smells and manufacture perfumes. He begins to hunt and kill virgins in his

4

That this set of vocabulary has become “obsolete” emphasizes the placement of smell within a sensorial
community.
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search for the ultimate female scent and finally finds it in a young girl in the southern
French town of Grasse.
The book’s great popularity and the adaptations that have spawned from it attest to the
novelty of Süskind’s endeavor and the unique way in which he verbalizes the olfactory
and describes its powerful connection to memory and emotions. Though the graphic
descriptions and gruesome acts of the protagonist may shock and disturb, there is also a
sense of comfort that overtakes the reader as he finally sees narrated something he
previously thought and felt inexpressible.
By way of the use of metaphor Süskind “has taken us remarkably close to the world of
Grenouille but he has done it through a language which reflects a perceptual system
largely dependent on the visual” (Popova 149). Even Grenouille, an invented and
imaginary person, with abnormal sensibilities, who smells smells where others did not
even know they existed, who perceives an olfactory world that does not belong to ours, is
also condemned to limit himself with the metaphor, explaining inexplicable smells by
means of the physical and visual world. Perfume’s narrator comments: “there were no
real things at all in Grenouille’s innermost universe, only the odors of things. (Which is
why the façon de parler speaks of that universe as a landscape; an adequate expression,
to be sure, but the only possible one, since our language is of no use when it comes to
describing the smellable world)” (125).
These qualities of smell, that it cannot be described through its own means nor
preserved as other relics, establish it as more subjective than the other four senses and for
that reason our understanding of it can be more easily manipulated by the whims and
changes of those who perceive it and ‘remember’ it in written word. Since it cannot be
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confined, smell is able to float across time, acquiring different meanings as it emanates
and is ingested in varied periods of time. While this is true of scent, we recognize that
sensual perception as a whole changes through time as the surrounding culture influences
the way in which the senses are employed and how the information perceived through
them is then processed.
In Empire of the Senses: The Sensual Cultural Reader David Howes explains that
while the senses are not expressed the same way as other linguistic forms of
communication, they do indeed carry great meaning for each society. They are “heavy
with social significance” (3) so that the general significance of the senses is multiplied by
the uncountable number of societies throughout the world and across every epoch.
Howes goes on to explain how the meaning behind senses is constructed by each society:
perception is a shared social phenomenon – and as a social phenomenon it has a
history and a politics that can only be comprehended within its cultural setting. It is
true that significant individual variations may exist within society […h]owever, such
individual ways of sensing are always elaborated within the context of communal
sensory orders. (5)
We consider at this moment the theory set forth by Michael Solomon in his book The
Literature of Misogyny in Medieval Spain: The Arcipreste de Talavera and the Spill. Of
particular interest is his conclusion that illness is a social construct, changing according to
the society in which it is present. I propose that smell is also a social construct as it has
similar mutable characteristics, its “unconcreteness” allowing each society to assign it its
own values and qualities. Understanding smell in this way, we can then use it to analyze
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a given society through its written perception of smell and the prejudices, ideologies and
values therein preserved.
The American psychologist Howard Gardner, whose research, among other things, has
worked to identify multiple intelligences, excludes taste and smell as ways to acquire
knowledge in his taxonomy of the senses. Howes very much disagrees with Gardner’s
rejection of these two “lower senses”: “For many societies outside the West tasting and
smelling are ways of knowing. We also find indications of this in the premodern West,
for example, in the etymology of words such as ‘sapient,’ which means both flavorful and
knowledgeable, and the medieval ‘nosewise’” (6). As they are ways of knowing, they are
also ways to be known, both by those who perceive the sense (taste/smell) and by those
of us who read their preservation in literature. This is not to say that history and literature
are one and the same, of course, but that the written word, as the best preserver of smells
and tastes, allows us a glimpse into worlds past. Let us consider then how the senses, and
smell in particular, have been viewed throughout history as a way of understanding the
pliability of the senses and the variety of meaning assigned to them over time.
We begin in Antiquity where Plato made a distinction between the senses that, as we
will see, has endured well into Modernity. He classified vision and hearing as “higher”
senses and relegated touch, taste and smell to the “lower” level,5 “exalting the former
only as pathways to rational knowledge […] He was aware that vision and hearing could,
like the other senses, also excite what he called, ‘irrational pleasure’ at the level of mere

5

Though this distinction endures throughout the history of the West, Mark M. Smith cites Marshall
McLuhan who, in The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typographic Man (1962) and Understanding
Media: The Extensions of Man (1965), identifies the elevation of vision in the sixteenth century with the
invention of movable type: “For McLuhan, it was the printing press that ushered in Guttenberg’s sensory
galaxy, a world in which seeing became preeminent and the importance of the other senses dulled and
lessened” (9-10).
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sensation. But to let oneself be ruled by sensation ought to be morally repugnant to
people of good taste and virtue” (Humphrey 62).6 Humphrey proceeds to state that this
idea appeared again in the celebration of Antiquity that was part of Renaissance
humanism:
When classical Greek ideas reached Europe at the beginning of the Renaissance, this
Platonic prejudice was reinvoked. Boccaccio for example could write that Giotto “had
brought back to light that art that had been buried for centuries under the errors of
those who painted rather to delight the eyes of the ignorant than to please the intellect
of the wise.” (62)
Notwithstanding its distinction as a baser sense, we will demonstrate in this study that
scents are laden with meaning and given a great deal of thought throughout history.
Within this period of late Antiquity, the care given to the identification of odors and
the perfuming of daily life produces an overwhelming olfactory experience for the
modern reader of historical texts in which these practices are described. In their study of
the cultural history of smell, Aroma, Constance Classen, David Howes and Anthony
Synnott enumerate the multiple uses and dimensions of smell in late antiquity, among
other later periods and peoples. What we find is that smell is an integral part of the way
the ancients understand and respond to their world, perfuming every aspect of life, from
bodies and clothing to food, parties and processions. It is logical that such care be taken
in all these areas because of their recognition of and appreciation for the natural odors
that envelop daily life, from the unadulterated scent of flowers and the “odour of the
earth” (14) to water which was celebrated for its sweetness (25).
6

Another element of this distinction relates to what we have acknowledged as the ephemeral nature of
smells. While scents cannot be secured for later generations to experience, that which is perceived by
vision can. Preserved in museums, artifacts are viewed in their original state by posterity.
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The odors that surrounded them were so intense and unique, every little bit with its
own olfactory identification, that, “different local odours created the effect of an olfactory
map, enabling the inhabitants of the city to conceptualize their environment by way of
smell” (18). This manifests itself in a culture that perfumes different parts of the body
with unique scents (16), offers perfume to guests as commonly as we would a drink (21)
and so perfumes dishes that cooks and perfumers could be considered to have similar
professions (23), creating an aromatic aura so intense that a certain cook “remarks that
the odour of his dishes is so compelling as to have the same mesmerizing effect upon
those who smell it as sirens have upon those who hear them” (22).7
While pleasing smells are found, created and enhanced, those which show themselves
disagreeable are also dealt with in great fashion. Baths are taken frequently, stench is
covered by perfume and armpit hair is removed by both sexes to lessen the retention of
underarm odor (32). Though there are methods of decreasing foul smells, the efforts to
do so are criticized by some who understand that the offensive odor still exists. Martial
and Socrates are among those who disapprove of the olfactory cover-up, the latter
arguing against perfuming as it lessens class distinction: “If you perfume a slave and a
freeman, the difference of their birth produces none in the smell; and the scent is
perceived as soon in the one as the other; but the odour of honorable toil, as it is acquired
with great pains and application, so it is ever sweet and worthy of a [freeman]” (qtd. in
Classen, Howes, Synnott 34-5). This distinction also carries over to the gender divide
and more specifically to classes of women, beautiful woman being assigned pleasant

7

The connection between food and the senses is taken on in the modern work Como agua para chocolate
(Laura Esquivel, 1989). In this bestseller the author employs magical realism to demonstrate the emotive
effects of the protagonist’s impassioned cooking.
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smells and those less attractive given a terrible stench (36), prostitutes and witches among
those of the second group, a differentiation that will carry into the Middle Ages.8
Likewise, the ancients were concerned with the odor of death (42) and the aroma of
the gods (45), two spheres impregnated with smell and meaning; though the signifier
changes across time, the signified remains and is abundant with significance. Across this
wide scope of odors and aroma, the ancients learned about their world and preserved it in
written form for all of posterity. They recognized that smells, though ‘fascinating’ in and
of themselves, are a path to something deeper, a link to enjoyment and understanding.
Writing in the first century B.C, Lucretius signals this belief as he asserts that, “the soul
is part of the body in the same way that scent is part of a lump of frankincense. The acts
of emitting and inhaling odour, consequently, were not simply thought of as sensory
processes, but as models for the expression and attainment of knowledge and life”
(Classen, Howes and Synnott 49-50).
Transitioning between Antiquity and the Middle Ages, we consider briefly the role of
the senses in the religious sphere of the Byzantine Empire. In her study of Byzantine
relief icons, Bissera V. Pentcheva explains that these three dimensional religious works
of art were undoubtedly intended to engage with all the senses. She laments that what we
know of them in modernity must be experienced only with the eyes as the other four
senses are denied the originally intended interaction by the display cases in which they
are now found (1). The exchange between human (senses) and icon served to negotiate

8

Let us remember that Mary Magdalene was popularly depicted as (and criticized for) using make-up and
perfumes, identifiers of her life as a prostitute. Dugan identifies this fragrant portrayal in the Digby Mary
Magdalene in which she is “compared to numerous smells, including frankincense, clary, musk, cinnamon,
grains of paradise, and gillyflowers – a curious blend of biblical, imported Levantine and English scents
that construct her sensual debauchery and penitence within England’s olfactory landscape” (“Scent” 2301).
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the highest potential of significance in the work of art. Every sense was required to
create the icon’s greatest meaning as Pentcheva illustrates in this enchanting description
of ninth century icons:
These luxury eikones [metal repoussé figures imprinted on gold and silver, decorated
gemstones and exquisite filigree] became animated under the agitated light of
flickering candles, whose flames were in turn stirred by drafts of air or human breath.
Dense layers of fragrance and smoke from burning incense enveloped the icon, while
polykandelia (metal disks with multiple oil lamps or candles) and wrought-metal grille
cast last shadows moving across its face. This luminous, umbral, and olfactory
richness was enhanced by the reverberation of music and human prayer. The
phenomenal changes affecting and reflected from the icon’s material layers activated
the polymorphous appearances of the eikon. In turn, these phenomenal
transformations inundated the human senses to the point of saturation, arousing an
internal agitation (pathema). Experiencing this pathema, the faithful projected their
own psychological stirrings back onto the surfaces of the icon, seeing in the passing
phenomenal changes, the shifting shadows and highlights, a manifestation of inner
life, of indwelling spirit, transforming the inanimate object into empsychos (animate,
inspirited) graphe. (1-2)9
Though the importance of the sensorial within religion is seen in this example, there is
also a clash between the two that arises with the rise of Christianity. With the start of the

9

Béatrice Caseau confirms this interaction between the earthly and heavenly realms, revealing that,
“[i]nside churches, around the persons of saints and their relics, the senses were deeply involved and
participated in a complex process of communication with the divine world” (“Christian” 107). Not only are
the faithful presenting rich fragrances as an offering to God, but he also is seen as reciprocating in a way
that recalls Augustine’s explanation of God reaching out to him through the former’s senses.
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Middle Ages came a sharp disapproval for the use of perfume of any sort and a general
Christian denial of the senses: “Indeed, in their reaction against ‘pagan sensuality’, many
Christians even ceased washing themselves and were proud to reek of ‘honest’ dirt and
sweat – the scents allotted to the human body by its Maker” (Classen, Howes and Synnott
51). With the end of the Roman Empire and the surge of Christianity, we find many
changes in the perception of the senses, aside from this artificial olfactory rejection, and
while smells are not embraced in the same way they were in the earlier period, the
preoccupation with them signals their obvious presence and workings.
In his book Mystical Language of Sensation in the Later Middle Ages, Gordon Rudy
lays out the progression of sensual thought from Origen of Alexandria into the later
Middle Ages. A great critic of the use of incense, this Church Father argued for the
existence of two groups of senses, the five physical senses which are recognized today
and a separate category of spiritual senses. While the former allows man to know his
material world, the spiritual senses allow for a connection with and understanding of God
(1). For Origen,
sensory language about God – in particular, the sensory language of the Bible, does
not refer to bodily things but necessarily refers to spiritual things. He also made a
further claim about the structure of the human person. He argued that sensory
language in the Bible refers to ‘spiritual senses” that belong to the “inner,” spiritual
person: just as a person has bodily senses that allows them to know material things, so
a person has a second set of spiritual senses that allow them to know spiritual things –
God, in particular. (Gordon 1)
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This dualism, Origen’s doctrine of the spiritual senses, which divided the body, senses
and sensual perception into contrasting realms of spiritual and material, greatly
influenced late antique and medieval theologians, perhaps first among them Saint
Augustine in whose Confessions this split is clearly delineated.
Though I will discuss senses in the medieval and early modern periods with greater
profundity in Chapters 2 and 3, it is important to note that the religious implications
related to the senses, and the olfactory in particular, are maintained into these epochs.
For one example, it was believed in the Middle Ages that holy people had a heightened
sense of smell (Webb 275-6), but also that those who were saintly possessed an “odor of
sanctity” that marked their holiness (Classen “Witch’s” 52-4). This point is noteworthy
because we again see a dualism at work in regards to the senses – meaning can be found
in what is presented and in what is perceived.10
Beyond the Renaissance, the senses remain a distinguishing instrument between
people groups. The groups that are established and maintained continue to reflect the
trends, beliefs, dynamics and members of each society. We consider three examples
from Alain Corbain of sensorial judgments that manifest societal perceptions. For one
example, he explains that the lower classes were thought to be less sensual in general,
less able to perceive through the senses. He relates an eighteenth-century doctor’s
description of the sailor, one that was painted to clearly distinguish the doctor and his
reader from those of a lower class: “In this inferior being, taste and smell were corrupted
by the use of tobacco, delicacy of touch was destroyed by the handling of ropes, that of
hearing by the proximity of the artillery, that of sight by the salinity of the environment.

10

This dualism presents itself with great force in La Celestina as the title character manipulates the senses
and influences what others perceive through them. (See Chapter 5.)
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In a word, the sailor has essentially lost the sharpness of his senses; he had become an
insensitive being” (133, my emphasis). Moving into the ninteenth century we see that the
senses could be used to support the divisions between the healthy and the sick as doctors
identified them.11 Corbin explains that heightened senses were connected with hysteria
and there was therefore a “discrediting of the use of smell in order to avoid any suspicion
of a too highly developed olfactory sensibility” (134). In the same century, in his
Rougon-Macquart novels Émile Zola paints the class division in terms of which senses
are primarily employed and enjoyed by which group.12 Touch was everything to the
common people while “among the bourgeoisie and the aristocracy, seduction required
distance, a visual caress, a trail of perfume, in sum, an assumed delicacy in the use of the
senses” (Corbin 134).
This brief jaunt through olfactory valuation in history demonstrates the varied ways in
which smells are viewed and employed at different points in time and place. However,
considering medieval and early modern Spain, one must remember that we are not
dealing with a homogenous society but rather, with a striking mix of Christian, Jewish
and Muslim cultures. Rosenwein notes that, “[m]ore that one emotional community may
exist – normally does exist – contemporaneously” (Emotional 2) and this idea is logically
transferred to the unique situation of the Iberian Peninsula and the coexistence of the
three faiths. Though the works I will be dealing with are written within an explicitly
Christian context, we recognize the Muslim influence on Iberian culture as a whole and
take a moment to consider the place of smells and fragrances within the Muslim world.
11

It is interesting to consider the power that doctors possessed for determining these categories in light of
Michael Solomon’s explanation of “diseasing.” (See Chapter 5.)
12
Les Rougon-Macquart is a series of twenty novels set during the Second French Republic. They trace
two related family lines through this period and are known for the over 300 main characters that populate
the narration.
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Linking Christian and Muslim interpretations of smell is the identification of holy
“with the paradisiacal, sweet fragrance of flowers and exotic spices” (134), as Mary
Thurkill presents in her comparison of the two groups’ “odors of sanctity.”13 Both
valued pleasing scents for their relation to the divine and included fragrance and incense
as part of their religious practices. The difference between them, though, lies in the depth
of their representation. For early Christians, the “odor of sanctity” represented a
transformation. The saints and martyrs whose bodies were preserved from the natural
foul stench of physical rot in death were believed to have been spiritually transformed;
the pleasant smell emanating from them represented the conversion to a holy being. On
the other hand, for Muslim culture, pleasant smells are not a manifestation of inner
sanctity but a representation of “a body perfected in its purity” (135), most notably
through ritual cleansing that was pleasing to God. Pleasant smells, therefore, reflected a
person whose acts accomplished purity. They never indicated the presence of the divine
in a person. Instead, earthly enjoyment of the sensual “may be seen as merely a glimpse
of paradisiacal delights” (139).
Françoise Aubaile-Sallenave illustrates the value assigned to perfumes and smell
within Islam and explains the importance of “good” smells within the culture as a sign of
“well-being – they are a way of fostering contentment with oneself and with others”
(391) – and describes the weight placed on pleasant odors at every stage of life. From the
moment a child exits its mother’s womb until the aged body is buried in death, this
culture surrounds itself with particular smells for every pivotal occasion. The
implications of the smells and the effects they are believed to produce are an integral and
13

Thurkill’s article “Odors of Sanctity: Distinctions of the Holy in Early Christianity and Islam” is a
concise and enlightening analysis of the basic tenets of each faith’s perception of the holy through the
olfactory.
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active part of the society. Though its particular uses may vary among certain Muslim
communities, and, naturally, in time, the highly fragrant associations demonstrated here
are a visible characteristic of the culture as a whole. Recognizing the heterogeneous
society and interaction of Christians and Muslims for over seven centuries in medieval
Spain, one cannot help but wonder about the extent of olfactory influence shared between
the two groups.14
The omnipresence of smell – that it exists in every culture and across every land
throughout the expanse of time – makes it a unique lens through which to study any given
society. We rely on the written word for access to the past and, as will be the case here,
are able to do so through fictional narratives. Despite their fictional nature, there is
veracity in these texts because, whether or not the stories truthfully reflect real life, the
author’s approach to the information shared reflects the society in which he or she writes.
In these texts, these works of art, we see life imitated. However, this mimesis does not
attempt to merely replicate life (Plato’s understanding of the mimetic function of art) but
to share a greater message. In this way, it more closely approximates Aristotle’s belief
that art mimic life but not necessarily that it be an exact copy. The commonly accepted
view of the relationship between life and art can be understood thusly:
Fidelity to convention, not fidelity to nature, is the source of mimesis. The
conventionalist account makes mimesis radically dependent on the social and
historical context in which a work is produced and received. Different cultures have
different ways of describing reality, and different historical periods are dominated by
different conventions, so a work that ‘matches’ the expectations of one culture or
historical period might seem strange or artificial for another. (Potolsky 4-5)
14

This would certainly be a worthy topic for future scholarship.
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Again we are reminded of the need to look at artistic (re)presentation within the
conventions of the society in which it is produced.
The past three decades have seen an “outpouring of historical work on the senses”
(Smith 1),15 and this historical inquiry has crossed into the realm of literature as scholars
have begun to look more at the presence and function of the senses in the fictional page.
However, there is a dearth of scholarship on the play of smell in literature, a lack which is
particularly striking when we consider the intense preoccupation with the senses in
general in the early modern period. In his book Vision, the Gaze and the Function of the
Senses in Celestina, James F. Burke focuses on the uses of the senses, primarily sight, to
illustrate the descent from the heavenly to the earthly in the work. Though he dedicates a
chapter to smell, his focus is simply the existence of things related to smell, showing that
the olfactory is present in the work, and not an analysis of its function. Lesley Twomey’s
fascinating article on smell in Celestina (“Perfumes and Perfume-making in the
Celestina”), is concerned with the extensive references to fragrance and womanly
deception implied through its use.
The idea of the senses is much more abundant in Don Quijote, due to the widespread
mistrust of the senses during this time period. However, we again find that there is
relatively little explicit criticism dealing with the topic, and that which does exist deals
with the so-called higher senses, vision and hearing. These include Roberto González
Echeverría’s article “Don Quijote: Crossed Eyes and Vision” and Ciriaco Morón
Arroyo’s “Ver, oir: Sancho sentido,” and I will refer to both in Chapter 5. There is

15

Smith’s lengthy bibliography contains over 250 sources dealing with the senses, most published within
the last twenty years. Most notable in this collection is the work of Constance Classen, Alain Corbain, Jim
Drobnick, David Howes, Mark Smith, and Anthony Synnott.
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virtually no scholarship on the senses in the works of María de Zayas as the majority has
focused on the roles of women and violence in her narrative.
Even where the sense of smell is mentioned in scholarship, it is not dealt with in the
same manner as the other, “higher,” senses. This treatment would lead us to believe that
the olfactory does not perform in any significant way and that its inclusion in the works is
merely for descriptive entertainment. Closer analysis, however, proves that smells,
though subtle in many cases, speak loudly and emphatically in these texts.
In the study that follows, I analyze the presentation of the olfactory in the late
medieval work Fermoso cuento de una santa enperatrís que ovo en Roma & de su
castidat (fourteenth century) and three early modern works, Fernando de Rojas’s La
Celestina (1499), Cervantes’s Don Quijote (1605 and 1615), and María de Zayas’s “La
inocencia castigada,” one of the stort stories of her Desengaños (1647), for the ways in
which they represent the concerns, trends and themes of the period. In Chapter 2 I
explore the presence of smell in Santa enperatrís to set a foundation for the role of the
olfactory in the late Middle Ages. We see that in the theocentric Middle Ages, there
existed a clear distinction between good smell as indicative of intimacy with God and
foul smell as representative of the presence of sin. Santa enperatrís serves as an
excellent illustration of this dichotomy through the presence of a heavenly-smelling
saintly empress and her odorous would-be seducers.
The third chapter serves as a more historical assessment of the monumental changes
that affected Spain at the end of the fifteenth and into the sixteenth centuries. In this
chapter we see that the changes in Spanish society over this time span resulted in a
different and more amorphous understanding of “good” and “bad” along with new
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designations of groups of people. I also consider how changing perceptions came to
manifest themselves in the literature of the period, referring particularly to the writings of
Santa Teresa de Ávila and San Ignacio de Loyola.
I then move into my analysis of the olfactory in three early modern works. Due to the
wide topic that I have chosen for this dissertation, there is a wealth of literature that I
could analyze. I selected Celestina, Don Quijote and Zayas’s “La inocencia castigada”
for a couple of reasons. First, in dealing with a span of nearly two centuries, I wanted to
sample works that appeared, essentially, at the beginning, middle and end of the time
frame. Second, Celestina and Don Quijote are seminal works and it is precisely because
they have been studied so widely that I feel we must approach them anew to search out
the scents they hold which have heretofore been neglected. Lastly, though not as well
known as Rojas and Cervantes, María de Zayas is perhaps the best known female author
of seventeenth century Spain and there has been a surge in scholarship done on her
writing in recent years. As with the other works, however, the function of smell in her
writings has gone unstudied.
Chapter 4 considers the function of smell in Celestina and there are two main points
on which I focus in this work, the grotesque body (as defined by Rabelais) and the
deceptive power of smell, both of which are embodied in the eponymous Celestina. In
Chapter 5 we look at Don Quijote for the special consideration given to smell when used
in conjunction with the other senses to construct a description of Dulcinea between Don
Quijote and Sancho Panza – the treatment of the lady’s smell being different from the
information perceived by the other senses. This olfactory presence sheds light on the
Golden Age theme of desengaño and the general distrust of the senses that pervades the
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time period.16 Chapter 6 analyzes how Zayas employs smell in the short story entitled
“La inocencia castigada” for the purpose of asserting the general sainthood of women
within the martyrdom of marriage. Lastly, the Epilogue returns us to the sixteenth
century and briefly considers the role of smell in the anonymous picaresque work
Lazarillo de Tormes (1554).
This survey of the various uses and functions of smell in early modern Spain can then
be applied to other works of the period. As I laid out above, due to the lack of
scholarship on this topic, I chose to analyze the olfactory in works that span the period
and which are well known within the Spanish canon. I believe that the wide scope and
the accessibility of the selected literature lay a foundation from which other works may
be examined.

16

I will be using engaño and desengaño throughout this dissertation due to the precise meaning of each and
because of their significance to early modern Spain and the topic of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2
FERMOSO CUENTO DE UNA SANTA ENPERATIS QUE OVO EN ROMA Y DE SU
CASTIDAT: THE SMELL OF SAINTS AND SINNERS IN THE MIDDLE AGES
The storyline in which an empress, accused of adultery, is forced on a long journey
resulting from her punishment and returns in triumph with magic healing powers is not
unique to the fourteenth century Spanish romance Fermoso cuento de una santa
enperatrís que ovo en Roma & de su castidat,17 but appears in various texts of the late
Middle Ages.18 In this work we see two genres melding together, the chivalresque and
the hagiographic, complementing each other in a way that creates what Leonardo Romero
Tobar deems, “ósmosis de géneros literarios medievales” (9). In fact, the combination of
romance and hagiography seems in many ways to establish its own genre. What is
interesting in this combination, which indeed does appear in other works of the same
period, is how the rather far-fetched plotline of the novela de caballerías and the fictional
allusion to a saint’s vita are equally representative of the times. The reader is given much
information about the interests and beliefs of the period through an understanding and
analysis of these texts and we are privileged to gain much insight through this work of
fiction.

17

From this point on, I will be referring to the work as Santa enperatrís.
There is a plethora of adventure romances and chivalresque novels that deal with the motif of the hero
who must prove himself (one of the tasks is to defend an empress accused of adultery) and sets off on a
long journey to do just that – Tirant lo Blanc (fifteenth century), the Amadís de Gaula (fourteenth century)
and Curial e Güelfa (fifteenth century), among others. However, it is the specific combination of
chivalresque and hagiographic, with a female heroine, that is of particular interest here (and for our
comparison) because of the ways in which Santa enperatrís differs from others with the same
characteristics. We will also look briefly at Carlos Maynes and Otas de Roma to establish how Santa
enperatrís differs from these other examples of the same genre.
18
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The research done thus far on Santa enperatrís deals mostly with the feminine
discourse present in the work and the characteristics which help to identify its genre,19
studies done by Milagros Irizarry20 and Romero,21 respectively. These studies confirm
the ways in which Santa enperatrís represents a variety of the literary trends of the
period. Santa enperatrís, however, is only one text among a number that incorporate the
two genres and in doing so, speak to the place of the woman’s body in the late Middle
Ages. The critical work done thus far has not recognized Santa enperatrís for the
uniquely religious tone that sets it apart from other hagiographic tales.
Classen, Howes and Synnott write of the Middle Ages that, “[t]he inhabitants of this
period […] lived in a world that not only abounded in potent odours of all sorts, but also
abounded in potent olfactory meanings, a world in which a whiff of fragrance could
signify divine grace, while a sulphurous reek hinted at eternal damnation” (54).22 My

19

The original manuscript is housed in El Escorial and is a collection of nine hagiographic-chivalresque
works, “un códice que reproduce las expectativas de recepción del molinismo y que, en este caso, acoge los
padecimientos de una heroína que va a ser expulsada, mediante infamias y calumnias, de un marco
cortesano, como lo fuera la propia doña María de Molina por parte de la nobleza nada más entrar en la
mayoridad su hijo Fernando IV” (Alvar and Lucía Megías 369). There are two modern editions of Santa
enperatrís, one from Adolf Mussafia (1866) and the more recent by Anita Benaim Lasry (1982). Lasry’s
edition includes a study of the differences between the Spanish text and its French source, Gautier de
Coincy’s L’empereriz de Rome, and she explains that there is a missing intermediary Galician translation of
the French story. After comparing the original French source with the Spanish text she concludes that the
Spanish is “extensively abbreviated” (50), uses simpler language, and contains the insertion of explanatory
transitions. Lasry also identifies a different emphasis in the Spanish text: “[the empress’s] beauty loses the
relevance attached to it in the original and her piety is stressed” (69).
20
Irizarry has contributed two pieces to the discussion, her 1996 unpublished dissertation entitled, “De
donde se habla de los funestos resultados del adulterio y del hablar excesivo: Manipulación histórica y
literaria del cuerpo y del discurso femenino en Noble cuento de Carlos Maynes, Fermoso cuento de una
santa enperatrís, Cuento del emperador Otas de Roma y La doncella Teodor” and her more recent article
“Violencia en tres cuentos hagiográficos de la España medieval” which primarily focuses on the
hagiographic quality of the stories.
21
Romero’s article “Fermoso cuento de una santa enperatríz que ovo en Roma: entre hagiografía y relato
caballeresco,” as the title suggests, explains the mix of genre found in the work. In considering its generic
identification, he asserts that the particular traits of the story and “su localización en la parte del códice que
copia relatos de duelos y batallas, son componentes que dotan al cuento de un valor sintomático como
espacio de confluencia entre hagiografía y novela caballeresca” (17).
22
The intensity of smells is also a theme of Paul Freedman’s book Out of the East: Spices and the Medieval
Imagination in which he explores the significance of the array and use of spices in Europe in the Middle
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aim in this chapter is to analyze the ways in which the olfactory and odors of Santa
enperatrís manifest the societal beliefs at the end of the medieval period in Spain,
specifically as they relate to the roles of sinner and saint. In this chapter I will show how
the depictions of smell in Santa enperatrís reveal the heroine’s elevation to sainthood,
particularly in contrast to her pursuers’ sinfulness. In order to show this, in my analysis
of the tale I will identify the cause and function of the empress’s pleasant smell which
results from her vision of the Virgin Mary, as well as the foul smell that then proceeds
from the leprous pursuers and the ways in which these odors relate to late medieval views
and understanding of the male and female body.
The story narrates the tale of the empress of Rome who, in the absence of her
husband, rejects the suitors who attempt to seduce her, thereby maintaining her chastity.
The empress and her husband, happily in love, are separated for a time when he leaves
her in the care of his brother in order to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. The brother-inlaw quickly falls in love with the empress and displays well-known signs of lovesickness;
he comes to visit the empress one day, “tan magro & descolorado” (182) that she
expresses concern for his health. He responds, “Señora, non es maravilla sy yo só negro
& amarillo, ca tan grant coita me da el vuestro amor & el vuestro fermoso paresçer a que
yo nunca vi par, que la non puedo sofrir nin endurar” (182).
As fits the pattern of courtly love, every refusal of the saintly wife incites more
passion on her suitor’s part. She firmly, yet gently, discourages him, explaining logically
that nothing will happen between them. However, “más él era así preso de su amor que
quanto lo más ella castigava, tanto se él más ençendía en su amor, de guisa que todo era

Ages both for cooking and medicinal purposes and the effects of spices, their trade and acquisition on the
social life of the period.
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abrasado” (183). The empress speaks sternly to him on each occasion until finally she
tricks him into a tower which she is able to lock. Thus protected, she awaits the return of
her husband. All her efforts prove in vain, however, as her husband returns and the
vengeful brother-in-law lies that the empress has been unfaithful, stressing that she will
deny this vehemently and recommending she be put to death.
Under her husband’s orders, she is taken to the mountain to be killed and quartered
but before they carry out the order, her executioners make a motion to rape her. As she
pleads to Mary and God to protect her chastity and kill her before she is raped, a prince
passing by hears her cries and saves her, killing her would-be rapists. The empress does
not reveal her identity and the prince takes her home to become governess for his son.
Again, the man of the house’s brother wishes her ill and attempts to seduce her,
promising her marriage. The empress, even more saintly through her suffering, continues
to refuse him and this too ends badly for her. The brother-in-law murders the child in her
care and frames her for it. As punishment, he proposes she be buried alive and then
burned. The mother of the dead child, who has become close with the empress, pleads
for her and instead the empress is to be taken to a deserted island and left there. Her
escorts look to take advantage of her but she is again saved through imploring to the
Virgin and they instead throw her into the water.23
The empress finds herself on an island where, after three days and nights of sleep, she
is blessed with a vision of the Virgin, who comes to her aid and essentially rewards her
for her saintliness and chastity, promising an end to her trials. On waking from sleep and
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El libro del caballero Zifar (c. 1300) has a similar scene concerning the wife of the protagonist.
Kidnapped and taken to sea, the lady’s beauty inspires those on board to talk of raping her. She cries out to
the Virgin Mary to save her. Mary hears her cries and, with a desire to save this good woman, comes to her
aid. The seamen fight over the lady and end up all killing each other.
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the vision, the empress discovers that part of her new life is conditioned by a special herb
given to her by the Virgin, one which she will use to cure lepers. After the vision, she
also begins to change in physical appearance, losing the beauty which had become a
curse for her. In the midst of her trials she had exclaimed, “Por mi beldat me viene tanto
mal, que todos me demandan” (202).24 She follows her path backwards visiting her last
pursuer who is now suffering from leprosy.25 The onset of this illness on the wrongdoer
can be clearly seen as God’s punishment for this man’s sin, his attempt to seduce the
empress. After he confesses his sin, the empress cures him and continues back to Rome
where she carries on curing lepers.
The emperor, her husband, hears about this healing woman and sends for her to cure
his leprous brother, the same brother-in-law who had tried to seduce her at the beginning
of the story. She arrives at the side of the infirm and again, after requiring a confession,
heals him. The empress also reveals herself (her physical changes had left her
unrecognizable) but rejects her husband’s wish that she stay with him, choosing to
continue her life as the bride of Christ and retiring to a convent.26
To realize the significance of odor in this text, it is imperative that we first understand
the ways in which Santa enperatrís embodies the literary trends of the late Middle Ages
and exemplifies the religious beliefs of the time. The chivalric genre generally leads to
thoughts of Christian crusaders setting out to fight for honor of God, country and a
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Her altered appearance can be likened to that of María in Vida de Santa María Egipciaca (thirteenth
century) whose youthful beauty disappears, becoming uglier as an outward signifier of her refining process
and inner sanctification and beauty.
25
The Virgin quite purposefully gifts the empress with the ability to cure leprosy, thereby leading her back
to those who have wronged her.
26
Irizarry recognizes this point in the narrative as that which definitively identifies the work as
hagiographic: “La renuncia de la vida secular, y por consiguiente, a la posición social y a las riquezas
materiales asociadas a ésta, es el evento que relaciona a Santa enperatrís con la tradición hagiográfica
medieval” (132).
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beautiful lady, in the style of the Amadís de Gaula,27 making less clear the relation of the
genre to our tale, especially recognizing that the hero in this case is instead a heroine.
There are, however, a number of ways in which Santa enperatrís relates to this adventure
novel of the Middle Ages as she also sets out on a journey (two, in fact), fights various
foes (in her successful attempts to preserve her chastity) and returns vindicated to each
attacker, wielding her healing power over him.
At the same time, and perhaps more obviously, Santa enperatrís can be easily
regarded as hagiographic in plot and tone, extolling the virtues of a saintly protagonist
and presenting both the trials and rewards of living such a life. Indeed, the incredible
suffering, emphasis on virginity and chastity and ability to enact miracles identify it as
hagiography, though its exemplary religious quality manifests itself in even more overt
ways, namely the empress’s vision and (as part of it) her rescue by the Virgin Mary.
While these three elements are intimately (perhaps even innately) connected, it is
reasonable to consider them separately for the distinct way in which each relates to
popular genres of the later Middle Ages.
Michael E. Goodich in Violence and Miracle in the Fourteenth Century: Private Grief
and Public Salvation explains how the particular historical and social situation of Europe
led to the proliferation of the miracle tale (whether Marian or other) in the fourteenth
century:
The fourteenth century has long been characterized by historians as one of the most
uncertain, fear-ridden periods of European history, when many of the traditional
foundations of the medieval consensus had broken down, and the lives of many were
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Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo’s work, published in 1508, follows the adventures of the quintessential
knight-errant and hero of chivalric romance, the tale’s title character, Amadís.
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endangered by war, pestilence, famine, and other ills. It has often been viewed as a
transitional phase between the waning middle ages and the nascent Renaissance.
Nevertheless, despite the despair and hopelessness with which many were gripped,
faith in the restorative power of God remained. The ‘rescue miracle,’ in which an
innocent victim is saved from a violent death, found an increasing place in miracle
stories; and, owing to the greater accuracy and specificity of such reports, it may be
regarded as a reflection of the fears and conflicts which characterized a turbulent age.
(ix-x)
The text under scrutiny here certainly attests to these cultural trends.
The story narrated in Santa enperatrís is also in line with how David A. Flory defines
the Marian miracle tale in his book Marian Representations in the Miracle Tales of
Thirteenth Century Spain and France:
Real human beings, usually weak and sinful, find themselves in desperate situations.
These situations may be the result of the person’s own wrongdoing, or they may be the
result of the malevolent actions of others. Often the person in trouble dies. It is at the
moment of greatest desperation, either in this world, or the next, that the Virgin Mary
appears – dea ex machina – and performs a miraculous rescue, in the process often
contravening orthodox theological expectations. (16)
These Marian miracle tales were collected beginning in the eleventh century and were
quickly diffused throughout and beyond Europe (Deyermond 64). Among the best
known are, of course, two collections from the thirteenth century, Gonzalo de Berceo’s
Milagros de Nuestra Señora and Alfonso X’s Cantigas de Santa María. These miracle
tale collections serve to relate stories of Mary’s intercession on earth on behalf of those
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faithful to her, but also to inspire devotion in those who would read the tales (Deyermond
65). The parallel to Santa enperatrís is quite obvious as the empress is without hope but
that of divine rescue from the mother of Christ. As she continues with her saintly life
(though in an amplified manner), she promotes devotion to the Blessed Mother in readers
and hearers of her story.
Visions of the other world, of heavenly beings or even voyages to this world beyond
are a common element of hagiographic and exemplum literature (Easting 10) and reflect
the medieval preoccupation with the heavenly realm, its very real existence as a reward
for a life well lived and its influence on the present earthly life. Carolyn Muessig and Ad
Putter assert the constant presence of this future goal:
Indeed, the theme of heaven when applied to medieval culture emerges in almost
every context as it was the anticipated fulfillment and much hoped for completion of
the Christian life. An ever-present anticipation of heaven made such thoughts of the
afterlife a vital part of one’s daily existence. This explains the popularity of vision
literature. […] [O]ften these visions happened as part of a near-death experience. (5)
Muessig and Putter go on to explain that traditionally, beginning in the twelfth century
when this type of literature appeared in great force, visions were experienced by men and
they were only given one vision. In the thirteenth century came tales of women who
received visions and not only once, but multiple times, giving them a unique position
over men. Considering the dynamic between holy women and the men who controlled
the recording of their stories, John W. Coakley explains the advantage that late-medieval
holy women had:28
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In Women, Men and Spiritual Power: Female Saints and Their Male Collaborators Coakley studies nine
cases of holy women and the men who wrote, supervised or edited the saints’ vitae, analyzing the works
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Yet the very exclusion of women from the realm of priestly authority ironically
endowed them with a new significance outside it. For there were desirable aspects of
Christian experience that the institutional authority could not guarantee to clerics and
indeed often seemed to block them from: the deeply affective elements of faith, the
Spirit that blows where it will, the immediate presence of God. These became the
particular province of holy women. (2-3)
It is this type of holy woman that we find in the heroine of Santa enperatrís. She
experienced God in a way that the men around her did not, as a reward for her chastity
and saintliness.
As we have seen, Santa enperatrís is in many ways a fusion of the literature that was
prevalent at the end of the Spanish Middle Ages. It is chivalresque in its harrowing
plotline and adventure telling while it is hagiographic in its reminiscence of a saint’s vita.
However, as stated in the beginning of this chapter, the work is exceptional in that within
this context it also includes connections to Marian rescue tales and vision literature, two
elements not found in other works of the same hybrid genre. In understanding the
singularity of Santa enperatrís, it behooves us to now briefly consider it in light of two
other romances in which the wife is accused of adultery and eventually vindicated,
Carlos Maynes and Otas de Roma, to see the ways in which they differ from each other.
Carlos Maynes tells the story of an empress-wife (Sevilla) accused of adultery who is
finally exonerated and, though many years have passed, returns to court and her previous
station. While the plot follows the empress, Milagros Irizarry points out that, “la
emperatris, más que un personaje, es una excusa que el narrador usa para contarnos cómo

(they date from about 1150 to1400) for the ways the men include themselves in them and how this shows
their power in relation to the women.
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el emperador pierde a su familia y cómo la recupera, cómo las intrigas de sus adversarios
políticos ponen en peligro su poder y su reino. En definitiva, esta es la historia de Carlos,
no la de Sevilla” (84). The empress Sevilla is aided by Barroquer, a very human farmer,
in contrast to Mary who comes to the aid of the empress of Rome. Though in the end the
wrongs are righted, the entire hagiographic substance found in Santa enperatrís is
missing from this story.
Another work even more similar in storyline is Otas de Roma as it too is a
combination of chivalry and hagiography, bearing a striking resemblance to Santa
enperatrís. Due to its many similarities to our text, we here consider the small and
noteworthy ways in which it differs. When the empress Florencia finds herself in the
forest about to be raped by her brother-in-law, she pulls out a magic rock that has the
power to protect her. After suffering more trials, she is shipwrecked and saved on an
island where she finds a convent. She lives among the nuns continuing her saintly life.
Her healing power also leads her along the path of many lepers and eventually back to the
home of her husband the emperor who himself is suffering the disease. She cures him
and remains with him, essentially returning to her life as it was before.
Though this story shares a similar plot to Santa enperatrís within the chivalresquehagiographic style, it is quite obvious that the latter’s religious quality is heightened, or
rather, there is a greater emphasis on and recognition of the workings of the spiritual
world on earth. The other-worldly works explicitly in the affairs of humans, an
observation which would seem to cause Santa enperatrís to inspire greater devotion than
the other works briefly dealt with here, but also to provide a unique understanding of the
relationship between spiritual matters and smells in the late medieval period.
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The devotional quality of the text can best be understood when considering the
empress’s vision of the Virgin Mary as central to the story and an axis around which the
rest of the narration spins. Though the entirety of her life can be described as ‘saintly,’
there is a marked difference in the empress’s post-vision life and consequently I propose
to look briefly at the story divided in three parts as they relate to the empress’s life – prevision, the vision itself and post-vision.
Before the vision, her life was distinguished by her beauty, royal status, good deeds
(which were readily acknowledged by the citizens of Rome) and a repeated recognition
of her bodily restraint. Throughout that portion she is many times referred to as ‘santa’
and ‘casta.’ Indeed the reader is told from the beginning of the noble and life-long
sanctity of the empress: “e por ende vos contaré de una enperatrís que amó & temió de
todo su coraçon a nuestro Señor Jesu Xristo & a Santa María su madre. E por su amor
amó mucho castidat, así en la niñez commo en la mançebía commo en la vejez” (177) – a
sanctity so well established and practiced, “que viento nin tormenta nin mala andança non
la pudo mover” (184). This characterization persists during her trials as we hear her
constantly calling out to God and the mother of Christ to preserve her chastity and to
rescue her: “¡Ay, Santa María Virgen, Señora, quel fijo de Dios troxiste en tu cuerpo,
socórreme aýna, ca mucho lo he menester, e ruega al tu glorioso fijo que me acorra, ca
me semeja que mucho me tarda” (191).
Moving on to the appearance of the Virgin, the empress’s vision deals with both the
present and the future as Mary helps her in that moment and also lays out how the
empress’s life will change from that point on. She will not return to what or who she was
before:
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La sabrosa Virgin, pura & linpia […] mostrósele en vision tan clara que semejava a la
enperatrís que la mar era esclareçida de la claridat de su faz, & díxole: “Mía buena
amiga, porque el tu fermoso cuerpo guardaste bien, & porque mantoviste tan
linpiamiente castidat en todo tu tienpo, todas tus tribulaçiones & tus coitas falleçerán
de oy más, & serán descobiertas & contadas las traiçiones & las falsedades que te a
grant tuerto fezieron. E sabe que aquellos que te lo buscaron, que todos son gafos
podridos.”29 Entonçe le devisó cómmo feziese: “E porque tú non cuydes que esto que
ves que es anteparança, tanto que despertares, toda serás confortada de tu fanbre &
averás alegría & plazer de que me viste. Agora te avonda así de la vista de mi faz que
fanbre non te faga mal. E porque sepas major que me viste, tanto que despertaras, cata
so tu cabeça, & fallarás una santa yerva a que yo dare tal virtud & tal graçia, que a
todos los gafos a quien la dieres a bever en el nonbre de la madre del rey de Gloria,
que luego serán guaridos & sanos; ya tan perdidos non serán. (207)30
There are three key points to the empress’s encounter with the Virgin. First, the vision
itself can be seen as a reward. She is granted this vision, this interaction with the Mother
of Christ, which is a privilege reserved for those of high moral standing. Second, the
empress is told that she will be alleviated from sufferings, both those she is experiencing
at that moment and any others that would come upon her in the course of the rest of her
life. That subsequent future life promised her is the final part of her reward and she is
now given the opportunity to truly live as a saint and to reject the comforts of the world,
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The Virgin announces to the empress that those who did her wrong have all been punished with the
illness of leprosy – they are now “gafos,” lepers.
30
Indeed, it is worth noting that Mary says twice that the empress’s problems will be removed (her
situation changed), “tanto que despertares,” emphasizing how pivotal a point this vision is to the narrative.
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devoting herself entirely to a life serving Christ.31 She is also told that she will be
rescued from her current situation and will not be required to undergo any more trials of
that kind (her refining process is complete).32 Lastly, she is given an herb with healing
power, one that gives purpose to her life of earthly sainthood but also, as I will argue
further on, serves to point to the hagiographic distinction of the work and, considering it
in light of the olfactory, as indicative of the medieval understanding that good smells are
equated with good people and bad smells with bad people.
The vision of Mary is also important because it emphasizes that the aid the empress
receives is from above (in contrast with, for one example, the very earthly help of
Barroquer in Carlos Maynes). Though she defends herself and resists temptation as best
she can (an aspect at which we will look more closely below), she is very decidedly
receiving aid from God and Mary. In support of this, we read that the devil, even though
he tempts people well, cannot finally get to those who are truly fixed on staying pure:
“Mas aquellos & aquellas que aman de corasçón la Virgen Santa María & quieren
mantener casto corasçón, non los puedes assý engañar,” (194) and that in specific regard
to the empress, “ya tanto non la pudo tentar; ca assý firmó corasçón en castidat, ca así fue
esmerada commo oro en fornaz” (194).

31

I am distinguishing here a contrast between living a saintly life before and in the midst of her trials and
the merited opportunity to live as a saint on earth in the post-vision period and as she enters the convent.
This distinction is one that can be seen in the lives of historical spiritual women such as Teresa de
Cartagena, Santa Teresa de Ávila and Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, who were allowed to physically and
mentally set themselves apart from the world in their dedication to a life serving Christ. The fictional
empress is granted this privilege (to renounce her previous earthly duties) through the appearance of Mary.
32
Irizarry includes a thorough analysis of the purifying process in the tale, likening it to the refining
process of alchemy, noting the physical changes through which the empress and the men pass, turning the
empress into pure gold at the end of the tale.
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This point is emphasized in one of the observations made by Lasry (184). She recalls
that in Cervantes’s story, El curioso impertinente,33 the faithful wife Camila is forced to
listen to her husband’s friend Lotario’s discourse over and over (just as the empress heard
repeated pleas from her pursuers) and finally succumbs to the temptation, the natural
outcome when one isn’t divinely strengthened. This theme is also present in one of
Cervantes’s Novelas ejemplares, “El celoso extremeño.” The young wife of the story is
confined to the house and secluded from the world in her jealous husband’s attempt to
keep her from becoming adulterous. Despite the locks and closed windows, a young
musician is able to gain entrance into the house. Through the verbal manipulations of the
suitor and the wife’s dueña, she is led into a compromising situation, which her husband
takes as adultery. Again, it is through a continual hearing of pleas and supplications (and
without divine support) that the wife moves from her faithful position to a questionable
one.
Also interesting to this pivotal point and the transition from woman to saint are two
references to the empress’s tongue which highlight the medieval perception of this organ
in women, that is, that it was used to deceive and therefore, that a woman’s words could
not be trusted. The empress’s brother-in-law uses this idea against her. Upon the
emperor’s return his brother tells the tale that the empress had tried to seduce him and
warns him that she will have a different story if confronted. He says she is not to be
believed because of her powerful, lying tongue:34
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This story is one of the interpolated tales that appears in Don Quijote, in Chapter 35 of the first part.
The lying woman, not to be trusted, is also a topic of concern for Alfonso Martínez de Toledo, Archpriest
of Talavera whose well-known Corbacho (fifteenth century) treats the theme in Chapter X of the second
part, “De cómo la mujer miente jurando y perjurando, ” and claims that “Non es mugier que mentiras non
tenga” (179).
34
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“Mas bien sé yo agora quel su buen paresçer & el su buen fablar es tan fermoso & de
tal donaire & tanto falaguer[o] que luego vos fará ser ledo. & hermano, bien sé yo que
los sus falagos muy toste vos vençerán en guisa que ella vos fará luego creer que non
ha tan buena dueña en el mundo e que la agua que para suso corre que non para fondo;
ca desque la mugier vee su mejoría, tan dulce & tan sabrosa é su palabra, & tanto sabe
mentir, & jurar & porfiar que ninguno non se le podería ygualar por seso que oviese.
Tanto diz & tanto faz & tanto miente & jura que vençe a omne a fazle creyente a mal
sugrado que la capa blanca es negra, & desque esto le faz creer, fázale más creer que
ayer fue negre & o yes blanca. E tanto jura ella & assý conpone su mentira, que faz
creyente que más verdadera es & más derecha que una monja santa & digna. Mas por
Dios vos ruego, enperador, commo señor & hermano, que non querades oýr sus
palabras.” (188)35
Let us take this belief and incident to the place in the narrative when the empress is
stranded on the island, unable to do any more and ready to give up. Right before the
Virgin Mary’s flowers appear the author further describes the empress’s condition: “E
quando veno contra la luz fue tan lasa & tan fanbrienta & tan coitada, que ya non podia
mover la lengua nin fablar palabra” (206, my emphasis). She then falls into her threeday sleep from which she awakens to a new stage of life and the smell of the flowers and
herb. This can be understood as a significant moment of transition as the empress
essentially loses her feminine characteristic (her tongue) in preparation for the final
conversion (the last stage of her purification) into a saint. It is as if to say that her
inherent negative feminine characteristics will no longer be there to cause her suffering
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Though we are told more than once of the great love between the empress and her husband, the cultural
mandate requires that the emperor believe his brother and condemn his wife as both a liar and an adulteress.
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(she is promised no more suffering so she would have to lose this feminine problemcausing appendage in order for that to be true).36
In the period after the vision, the empress takes on saintly characteristics that exceed
the general ones which classified her as deserving of the Virgin’s reward. In fact, her
very nun-like activities result in a change in her physical appearance: “E tanto trabajó su
cuerpo en velar & en orar & en ayunar & en llorar, que la su faz clara & vermeja tornó
negra y fea” (210).37 We are told of the romerías on which she embarks and it is noted
that in her asceticism, “si su marido feziera su romería de cavallo, non fue ella synón de
pie” (214). She is constantly entrenched in a battle between her soul and flesh in a way
that recalls traditional debate poems,38 rejecting men since she is now the bride of Christ
(she rejects both the proposal of marriage from a previous pursuer and the offer to return
to her rightful husband: “Mas la santa dueña les dixo que jamás nunca tomaría marido nin
amigo, synón aquel que es señor del çielo & de la tierra” (214)) but also showing her
resistance to the temptation of food: “así era la voluntad alegre que buen comer ni buen
bever non preçiava una paja. Ella non comía buena carne, nin buen pescado, mas comía
muy poco de pan negro mal fecho…” (216). We are told that she in fact wholly
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Interestingly, the wife of “El celoso extremeño” is never able to defend herself by telling the truth of
what happened because her tongue is paralyzed: “Sólo no sé qué fué la causa que Leonora no puso más
ahinco en disculparse y dar a entender a su celoso marido cuán limpia y sin ofensa había quedado en aquel
suceso; pero la turbación le ató la lengua, y la priesa que se dió a morir su marido no dió lugar a su
disculpa” (49).
37
As mentioned above, here there is a noticeable parallel with the story of María Egipciaca, the prostitute
who, having repented of her sins and way of life, finds her previous beauty dramatically altered, marking
the contrast with her former life.
38
Deyermond explains that there are several types of debate poems whose popularity surges in the
thirteenth century in Spain. Among these is the theological debate between body and soul (72) which
illustrates the struggle of the empress. Upon returning to Rome she hears people still talking about her as
the empress and she finds herself longing for her beauty and the comforts of her previous life, feeling
dissatisfaction toward the sufferings she endured such that, “començó a pensar & fue un poco torvada &
movida & lloró tan mucho que se desvaneçió” (215). In that moment she regains her saintly composure:
“Desý tornó razón sobre ella que le dixo: ‘¡Cativa! ¿Qué as? Esta aventura, & esta coita que sufres te veno
por tu bien; & gradeçe a Dios esta proveza que te dio, & la riqueza que avías te echó en mal’” (215).
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conquered the three enemies against which every man must fight – the world, the flesh
and the devil: “Mas ella era tan firme, & tan fuerte, & tanto se conbatía sesudamente, que
todas tres los vençía & los derribó. E non es ningunt spiritual que non deva dubdar la
batalla destos tres enemigos mortales […]” (217).
The empress is also set apart because of the power she now exercises over others, one
that comes through her ability to heal. Lasry identifies two types of heroine, one who
takes on masculine conduct in her distribution of power, and the other whose exemplary
character is maintained within her womanhood.39 Lasry classifies the empress as one of
the former explaining that for this type of heroine, “their power, acquired by learning, not
only makes heroines equal to men, but in most cases makes them superior” (232). She
continues,
the heroine also manifests an implicitly masculine ideal of achievement by borrowing
supernatural power. This power gives her the ability to act and think like a man. […]
[A] woman’s physical weakness was generally equated with her moral failings. The
added supernatural power permitted her both masculine individuality and masculine
intelligence. (233)
We begin with the acquisition of power as explained by Lasry. Lasry asserts that
power acquired by the empress is that which is attained by learning, but we have no
explicit mention of learning or education on the part of the empress. What we do find,
however, are a number of references to her wisdom which we also see enacted in certain
39

Lasry contends that these women, less common in Spanish romances, do indeed receive a type of
education in order to advance themselves but they do so “without exhibiting masculine behavior” (234).
By way of example, she analyzes the actions of Luciana and Tarsiana in Libro de Apolonio, recognizing the
positive aspects of not acquiring masculine characteristics: “An interesting phenomenon is that traits of
character such as extreme persistence and cunning, generally attributed to women and severely criticized by
misogynists, are used by both Luciana, and […] Tarsiana, as positive qualities that help them to reach their
goals in life. This is a moral encouraging women to use all of their inherent attributes as forces to help
them succeed” (235).
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situations. Twomey explains that, “[t]he attributes of the female figures from the Old
Testament, particularly of the Shulamite from the Song of Songs and of Wisdom, are
staples of Marian liturgy” (“Scent” 338),40 citing examples of explicitly fragrant
descriptions of Mary. By attributing the empress with wisdom the narrator elevates her
status by connecting her to the feminine personification of Wisdom.
Emily Francomano illuminates the period’s conundrum of the personification of a
woman as Wisdom:
[I]n the medieval and Early Modern context, metaphorical imagery casting the female
body as the vehicle for the transmission of knowledge is at once delightful and
difficult: rhetorical tradition demands that Wisdom and her like must be personified as
women, but cultural imperatives insist that women are anathema to wisdom, reason,
and the spirit. (1)
40

The identification of wisdom as female is evident also in the book of Proverbs where we read in chapter
three, verses 13 through 18:
Blessed are those who find wisdom,
those who gain understanding,
for she is more profitable than silver
and yields better returns than gold.
She is more precious than rubies;
nothing you desire can compare with her.
Long life is in her right hand;
in her left hand are riches and honor.
Her ways are pleasant ways,
and all her paths are peace.
She is a tree of life to those who take hold of her;
those who hold her fast will be blessed.
Wisdom is also shown in contrast to the negative feminine characters in the preceding chapter, verses 16
through 19:
Wisdom will save you also from the adulterous woman,
from the wayward woman with her seductive words,
who has left the partner of her youth
and ignored the covenant she made before God.
Surely her house leads down to death
and her paths to the spirits of the dead.
None who go to her return
or attain the paths of life.
Thus, the life-giving empress is again shown in opposition to the adulterous woman whose ways lead to
death. It is also worth remembering that in the Greco-Roman tradition Minerva, a female, was the goddess
of wisdom.
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Despite this dilemma, Wisdom is decidedly a feminine character and the relation of the
empress to this fount of knowledge does indeed exalt her standing.
As we study her wisdom, let us consider the first case of unsolicited attention, that of
the empress’s brother-in-law who, after his brother’s departure, “començó a tentar la
buena dueña, así noche como día” (179). In his feelings and attention are a number of
references to symptoms of amor hereos, as his skin turns colors and in his obsession he
cannot stop thinking about the empress. Standing firm, the empress rejects his advances,
declaring her faithfulness to her husband:
“Amigo,” diz la enperatrís, “calladvos. Mucho avedes mal seso quando vós amades de
tal amor vuestra cuñada. Ya, si a Dios plaz, de tal amor non averé cura, ca tal amor
sería duro & amargo commo vós dezides que me avedes […] Ante por amor de mío
señor, vos guardaría yo en mi seno, ca yo lo amo tan lealmente que nunca conosçí
omne en la guisa fueras él […].” (182-3)
Despite all her attempts to dissuade him, her brother-in-law persists and the empress is
then given the opportunity to show her “learning”: “e pensó qué podería fazer por que se
librase dél sesudamente” (184). Thinking wisely, she develops a plan to rid herself of
this threat until her husband’s return:41 “E ella fizo aguisar una torre fuerte & alta, & en
ella avía dos cámaras apartadas la una de la otra con fuertes puertas de fierro & con
buenas cerraduras. E en la una metió tal gente que bien entendió que faría su mandado”
(185). She shows that she is in complete control of the situation in devising the plan,
constructing the tower to enact her plan and putting servants in place to do as she
41

Her wit and common sense are affirmed in this same paragraph as the narrator tells that the empress’s
only aim is to remove her brother-in-law from a space where he could potentially harm her, and that she
wants to forget about the matter, not telling her husband at any point because, “mucho es loca la mugier &
de poco seso que tal cosa va dezir a su marido, ca la nunca después tanto ama nin se fía en ella commo de
ante; ella se mata ca sienpre la después sospecha” (185). Our empress knows this and acts accordingly.
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commands them. The empress’s construction and control of the tower is fascinating in
the way it exemplifies her assertion of masculine manipulation of the situation. While
the reader is accustomed to the woman being locked inside a room or tower or behind
heavy doors, in this case the woman locks the man in. Her control over the tower (an
obviously phallic symbol) removes her from the traditionally feminine sphere and
endows her with definite masculine characteristics (and their associated power).
Once she has set the trap, the empress tells her brother-in-law about the tower,
stressing the importance of keeping it a secret and subtly implying that she will give in to
his persistence. He is delighted to do as bidden and when the tower was complete the
empress, “aquella que era sabidor & mesurada, vestióse un día lo más ricamente que
pudo & guysó su fazienda & fuese contra la torre” (186, my emphasis). He happily
follows along and into the room to which she directs him. Once there, “tanto que llegó a
las puertas, tirólas a sí & dio de mano al berrojo & cerró la puerta” (186), freeing herself
of the danger and, as the narrator concludes, “[a]sí se libró la dueña dél a guisa de buena”
(186). Though further on in the narrative the empress is not able to free herself from her
trials and her rescue is only through the intervention of the Virgin Mary, she is shown to
be an intelligent woman. This quality distinguishes her from other women as she is
assigned a mental capacity normally reserved for men. Due to her cunning, her
saintliness and her chastity, the empress is given the “yerva santa” which then allows her
to assume even more power and a more masculine character position.
This acquisition of a masculine status comes only through the changes that result from
the Virgin’s vision, a status that evokes a certain role-reversal for the empress and the
men in her life. First, she is set apart in her ability to heal – she is in possession of a
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power that no one had seen before42 – and she is essentially above these men, in
particular the two who attempted to seduce her and then punished her. While in the first
half of the narrative her life was in their hands (she had no power of her own since her
only power was her chastity which was under suspicion), the tables have turned in such a
way that their lives are now in her hands and her ability and willingness to heal them of
their leprosy.
Another interesting consideration when understanding the empress’s power is the
language used by the men and their relatives as they beg her to first come to the bedside
of the infirm and then to heal him. The emperor of Rome pleads for the empress to heal
his brother when no one else will come near him: “Dueña, un mi hermano yaze aquí tan
gafo & tan coytado que bien cuydo que çerca es su muerte; e nunca tantos físicos le
vieron que le podiesen dar consejo nin por ruego nin por aver. Ruégovos que metades en
él mano […]” (218). This language is very similar to the cries we heard earlier from the
empress herself when she pleaded with Mary to help her and save her, similar to the way
people pray to Mary and the saints for rescue, and can even be likened to that of the New
Testament leper who cried out to Christ for healing.43 She is clearly set apart and given a
status of power, one that was exclusively possessed by men.
The newly acquired status of the empress, her healing ability, power over others and
earthly sainthood can all be better understood when considered within the context of the
medieval perception of smell, that the saintly smell pleasant while sinners stink, not only
in the appearance of certain odors in the post-vision portion (thus clearly differentiating it
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Once she begins her healing journey, she is the talk of the town: “E dezían todos que de tal maravilla
nunca oyeran fablar” (210).
43
In Mark 1.40 we read of a leper approaching Jesus to be healed: “A man with leprosy came to him and
begged him on his knees, ‘If you are willing, you can make me clean.’”
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from the first half) but also in the way that it is used to distinguish the saintly empress
from others, in particular the sinful leprous seducers whom she encounters as a healer.
The text demonstrates the clear bifurcation of good and evil.
Though there are undoubtedly more references made to the Virgin Mary, there is also
much acknowledgement of the devil and his explicit workings in the lives of the
characters. Very obvious is the belief that the devil works directly in the lives of humans,
as do God, Christ and the Virgin. Of particular interest are the number of instances
where the author states that the devil was working in the situation and that one of the holy
beings (usually Mary) interceded on behalf of the empress;44 in the first instance of unjust
accusation, and in summary of the suffering that is to come, the author writes, “Mas el
diablo, que es enbidioso & sotil en todo mal, que ovo grant enbidia del bien que ella
fazía, le ordió tal mal por aquel mal donzel, que por poco non fuera destroída, sin Santa
María non la acorriese. Mas ante sofrió tantas coitas & tantas tormentas, que grant enojo
es de lo decir & grant piadat me toma” (186).
Due to the clarity of the presence and interaction of Satan and Mary in this example
and the entire work, it is easy to discern the representation of the late medieval belief of
the coexistence of good and evil and, as we will explore here, those ideas made manifest
in good and bad smells.45 In the Middle Ages the religious significance of smell is
revealed in the importance of perfume and incense in the church, along with the
preoccupation with good and bad smells in people, indicators of sanctity and sin,
44

Interestingly, the same dynamic is present in the above-mentioned El caballero del Zifar. When Zifar’s
wife is in danger of being raped on the ship we read that the devil inspired the seamen to desire her and
attempt to act on it while Mary stepped in to save the lady.
45
This medieval dichotomy which we see in the bifurcation of man/woman, sensual/intellectual,
irrationality and passion/reason can also be seen even more explicitly in the realm of religion. Otis Green
calls this the “myth” or “sign” of the Middles Ages: “the paramount motif was the problem of the
relationship between God and man, understood in the light of Augustine’s sense of sin and grace” (2).
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respectively. Dealing with the history of perfume and perfume containers, Edmund
Launert points out the importance of smoke for purification and the idea that smoke
represents the soul leaving the body to meet with God.46 He also affirms the importance
of the use of incense to form a connection between the believer and God (in fact, Launert
says this is the “raison d’être” of perfume in the church): “by heightening his senses it
increased the capacity of the worshipper to meditate and concentrate on prayer” (9).
Due to the fact that smell, in this case through incense, represents intimacy with God,
it also serves to distinguish between the people who enjoy this intimacy (saints and
martyrs) and those that are separated from him by sin; simply put, those who smell good
are good while those who smell bad are bad. This good smell-bad smell distinction also
divides along gender lines. For that reason we now consider the view of women in the
Middle Ages and the connection between the female and bad smells.
Teresa Reed contends that “In the Middle Ages, what it meant to be a woman was
filtered through the culture’s epitome of womanhood, the Holy Virgin Mary” (1). While
this is a positive association (and we will see a more negative switch as we continue into
the early modern period) and a woman’s role as mother is elevated and praised, her
connection with Mary’s singularity as mother of Christ elevating her status, the Virgin is
still held down by the negative associations of her woman’s body:
One site around which the contingent nature of the church’s truths becomes apparent
is in the figure of the Virgin Mary, who was both alone of all her sex and the inheritor
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This idea has a biblical base which we see in the story of Noah when he constructed an altar to make a
sacrifice to God after the Flood: “And when the LORD smelled the pleasing aroma, the LORD said in his
heart, ‘I will never again curse the ground because of man, for the intention of man's heart is evil from his
youth. Neither will I ever again strike down every living creature as I have done.’” (Gen. 8.21) The smell
is representative of the praise of Noah and his family and God then responds to the sacrifice with a promise
and blessing for his people.
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of a culture’s anxieties over excessive, repulsive, yet life-giving female flesh as well
as an exemplum for all of humanity. […] The contradictions comprehended in the
figure of Mary – the spiritually necessary body, the immaculately menstruating
woman and the godly human and human piece of divinity, to name but a few – focus
medieval Christianity’s anxieties and desire and more generally those of the culture at
large. (Reed 3-4)47
While she opposes the ever-cursed Eve in her characteristics and in spite of the praise
poured out on her, Mary is still closely tied to the mother of humanity. She inhabits the
same sensual and dirty body and in fact, her celebrated position is a result of the need
created by Eve which links her even more intimately with the first woman: “Mary is
responsible for turning humanity to its rightful inheritance only by being responsive to
the errancy of Eve” (Reed 9). Into the late medieval period, the emphasis of Mary’s
relationship to Christ changes from that of physical mother to the greater role of spiritual
mother (Ellington viii). This shift reflects the growing concern for a personal religious
experience along with an increased disgust for and fear of the woman’s physical body.48
This preoccupation with the woman’s body (as it influences her relation to Mary) also
serves to distinguish her from man. As has been persuasively asserted by Alexandra
Cuffel, the woman is tied to the physical body and man to the soul, thus presenting a
disadvantage to the woman who is separated from God by nature while the very nature of
man is more spiritual. The difference is such that, “[w]hile both men and women ate,
digested, excreted and eventually decayed, women’s more than men’s bodies were
47

I would be remiss to not mention here Marina Warner’s study of Mary, Alone of All Her Sex: The Myth
and the Cult of the Virgin Mary (1976). Warner considers the unique role of Mary as virgin, queen, bride,
mother and intercessor.
48
We will see in following chapters how this shift further develops to link woman with Eve as she is unable
to attain the esteem of connection to the Holy Mother in the early modern period.
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associated with dirt, waste, and rot, thus paving the way for the ‘female’ as a negative
ontological category in relation to the spiritual world” (Cuffel 26).
In addition, Cuffel analyzes the various insults exchanged between ethnic and
religious groups in medieval Iberia. According to Cuffel, the body is the focus of these
insults, due in large part to its being understood as the source of filthy things. Of
particular interest is the presentation of how the groups use bodily functions to insult
others. Among the strongest insults are the great majority that proceeds from bad smells,
which highlights the preponderance of the topic in the Middle Ages. I believe we can
make a connection between these religious conflicts (between Christians, Jews, and
Moors) and the type of insult. Because they are from different religious backgrounds, the
groups perceive others as great sinners and even heretics. This link between smell and
sin is quite strong, as we will see, in the Middle Ages.
The intimate association of woman with the earth leads to the belief that women
naturally smell worse than men. Cuffel refers to the Genesis interpretation of the
Middrash Rabbah, Jewish exegetical texts, for its explanation of why women require
perfume: man was created from the earth, which does not rot, while God created woman
from a bone and bones, as part of the body, do rot and stink (29). Due to the need to
distance oneself from bad smells and things of the earth in order to draw near to the
divine (Cuffel 21), we understand the fear of woman as part of the path toward
corruption.
Complementing the disdain for bad smells, at the other end of the spectrum we find
the belief that good smells are signs of sanctity and chastity, both of which represent a
connection with the Virgin Mary. Along the course of her book The Serpent and the
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Rose, Lesley Twomey details the belief that the body of the Virgin was without sin,
painting the image of a perfumed rose and a thorny plant, representative of the
relationship between Mary and sinful humanity.49 The perfumed rose and Mary’s
perfume are the topic of another of Twomey’s works50 in which she identifies various
smells that Jaume Roig attributes to the Virgin in the Espill,51 some of which are the
same that King Solomon uses to describe the Shulamite in the Song of Solomon.
This connection between perfume and Mary is significant for a number of reasons. In
having a naturally pleasing aroma, Mary is distinguished from the rest of womankind
whose natural odor was unpleasant. Also significant is the well-known use of incense in
the church. The rising fragrance mimics the sinner’s hope of spiritual elevation and
closer intimacy with God and Twomey finds a parallel in the sweet-smelling Mary who
ascended (as does burning incense) in the Incarnation (340). She concludes that the use
of perfumed objects is “a way of typifying the Virgin’s immaculate nature” (337) and
affirms that “Roig follows the liturgies of his day as he applies perfumes to the Virgin to
exemplify her Immaculate Conception” (343).
Related to the connections between good smells, the Virgin and divinity is the idea
that saints and martyrs emit a sweet fragrance, even in death. Suzanne Evans affirms that
the bodies of saints, which can possess a distinct smell in life, are an enigma in death.
Upon exhuming the bodies of saints that had been buried many years, it was also
chronicled in the Middle Ages that their bodies do not suffer the normal effects of burial,
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Twomey’s book studies the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception in the Middle Ages, in particular
considering the Marian poetry of Alfonso X and Gonzalo de Berceo.
50
“On the Scent of Mary: The Power of Perfume in the Espill” (2006)
51
Jaume Roig, a fifteenth century Valencian doctor and writer, wrote Espill (also known as Llibre de les
Dones) around 1460. It is commonly accepted that this is a misogynistic work as Roig explains his general
mistreatment by the weaker sex and advises against involving oneself with them.
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but rather are found preserved, with a pleasant smell coming from the coffin when
opened.
Classen, Howes and Synnott identify the “odour of sanctity” which in the Middle
Ages, “came to be particularly associated with persons of exceptional holiness” (52).
They mention lore of saints who were surrounded by pleasant odors, of flowers and
incense, in life and, much more commonly, in death. That saints are noted for their
pleasing aroma particularly in death is significant when considering that our saintly
empress awakens from her three days of “death” surrounded by the fragrance of the
magic herb. As Evans relates, there are numerous examples of saints whose bodies, even
hundreds of years after burial, do not reek of decay when transferred to other tombs.52 In
these cases there is specific mention that their bodies had not been buried with spices and
perfumes as was common among those who could afford them. Susan Ashbrook Harvey
relates the martyrdom of the bishop Polycarp in the second century. The accounts of his
death describe not the smell of burning flesh or the sight of a body consumed by flames
as one would expect to read but rather,
The air they breathed billowed with the aroma of baking bread – the comforting
promise of daily sustenance, and for Christians the center of (sacrificial) fellowship in
the name of Christ. Moreover, the fire seemed not to destroy Polycarp’s body, but
rather to purify it as in a crucible, until the air no longer carried the stench of burning
flesh, but instead a fragrance as sweet as frankincense, the precious savor of sacrifice
pleasing to God. (12)
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Nancy Bradley Warren, in The Embodied Word: Female Spiritualities, Contested Orthodoxies, and
English Religious Cultures, 1350-1700, also records the case of Mary Margaret of the Angels’s (Antwerp)
body which was moved to a new burial site after thirty-eight years. Those who opened the grave were
astonished to find her body in perfect condition and emitting the fragrance of balsam, which led them to
declare her a true saint (1-2).
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Focusing on the other side of the spectrum is also the connection between stink and sin,
that “the odour of sanctity stood in opposition to the stench of moral corruption”
(Classen, Howes and Synnott 53) which is exemplified in the rotting lepers of Santa
enperatrís.
While there is much to be said for the idea of pleasant smells emanating from holy
people, there is also a connection to be identified between saints and heightened sense
perception.53 This is certainly the case for the fourteenth century Italian nun St.
Catherine of Siena. In his account of her life, her confessor Raymond of Capua
illustrates this point in two particular stories.54 St. Catherine had petitioned Christ for the
ability to discern the spiritual value of those around her, a wish she received because of
her virtue. From other things Raymond tells us, it appears part of that power resided in
her nose. In the first situation Catherine was speaking with a concubine, Raymond by her
side. Observing the situation, the latter recalls that while the woman seemed innocent
enough to him, Catherine kept her head turned away from her during the conversation
and later revealed that the woman had a horrible stench, her sin, one would imagine.
In another instance, Catherine was caring for a sick person with a reeking wound.
While the average person may have turned away from the horrible smell, Catherine, able
to discern spiritual states, perceived that it was a demon working through the wound to
make her sick to her stomach. Since he couldn’t get to her in any other way, he had
resorted to this. However, because the saint understood the workings of the devil, she
53

Heather Webb explains the medieval bifurcation of scent detection: “As the demonically possessed suffer
from the inability to detect sweet scents, the divinely possessed suffer from their enhanced powers of
olfactory sin detection” (275).
54
The Life of Saint Catherine of Siena was written by her spiritual director Raymond of Capua and is the
definitive source for information about Catherine’s life (Gilby 11). Raymond writes using first-hand
knowledge of the nun which he takes from the many years the two spent together in spiritual and
intellectual pursuits.
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persevered in her administrations. It is therefore viable to make a connection between the
empress’s pleasant fragrance and the good smell associated with historically saintly
figures.
We now consider the place of illness in this review of smells in the Middle Ages.
Both religious and secular literature of the Middle Ages reflect the belief that illness
served as punishment for sin from God. Therefore, due to the connection between illness
and bad smell, we conclude that smell is a signifier of sin in a person. Following this
thought, we arrive at the conclusion of the medieval Church that the leper is the worst
sinner of all because his punishment is evidenced by this disease of rotting flesh and its
accompanying stench.
Taking into account the proposal that disease is a social construct, we understand that
the Middle Ages unites disease with sin and especially leprosy with the worst sins,
determining that a foul smell be its manifestation. Cuffel also corroborates the variability
and vulnerability of concepts such as disease when she considers the powerful
significance of smell insults: “If I am correct that at least in the medieval period such
language represented the worst that one group could conjure against another, then one
must wonder if the same is true of other times and contexts and ask why this set of
associations is so powerful and common in multiple cultures” (244).
Michael Solomon writes specifically about the identification of the leper in his study
on “diseasing the other” in Francesc Eiximenis’s Lo llibre de les dones. Part of this
recognition consists of identifying the “other,” he who has the illness and can
contaminate others (278). In order to recognize the illness, for the purpose of distancing
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oneself from it, one must group the sick together and find a way to classify them.55 One
of the results of this classification is that leprosy becomes, “perhaps the most dreaded, the
most symbolically saturated, and certainly the most socially stigmatized disease of the
Middle Ages” (283). Solomon identifies Eiximenis’s book as an instrument for
understanding the role of illness and religion in the Middle Ages, in particular through
the insinuation of Eiximenis that “acts of sodomy cause or may lead to sickness” (282).56
Returning to the topic of smell and women, let us consider Montserrat Piera’s study on
sickness and corruption in Lo llibre de les dones. Piera affirms that Eiximenis’s ideas
coincide with the beliefs of the period, in particular that, “el pecat més greu de la dona és
la manca de castedat, els pecats de la carn, la luxúria” (314).57 This sin in women results
in bad smells and the contamination of the air, an idea which is in line with the medieval
belief that the body naturally attempts to clean itself; the filthy insides leave the body
producing foul smells. Cuffel confirms this idea:
The diseases and physiological traits used by Christians and Jews to denigrate one
another all derived from an excess of dirty poisonous humors or contact with such
liquids, menstrual blood in particular. The ailments – leprosy, diarrhea, and other
anal fluxes – as well as secondary results – pale, dark or red skin, foul breath or
general stench – sprang from the body’s attempt to rid itself of internal corruption,
much as women naturally rid themselves of ‘waste’ each month. (156)
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There existed then, a “sense of convincing the public that certain individuals are unhealthy and therefore
are in need of being subjected to all the limitations imposed on the sick” (Solomon, “Fictions” 280).
56
Eiximenis, a fourteenth century Franciscan, was very influential through his writings on education and
knowledge, where he insisted on the flaws of society and the need to educate the lower classes. Beyond
this recognition, Eiximenis wrote to share knowledge and to instruct the general public. He was wellregarded by political and religious figures alike and through his work we are able to gain an understanding
of the cultural issues of the time in which he wrote.
57
Piera also refers to the story that Eiximenis includes about the nun Teòfila who gives in to the advances
of a young monk. As a result of succumbing to her lust, God separates himself from her. Representative of
her great sin, she is then described by the narrator as “pudent,” smelly (316).
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Smell is used in Santa enperatrís in direct connection to these ideas, pleasant smells
associated with the Virgin and the empress (post vision) and foul odors coming from the
leprous seducers. The first mention of smell appears over halfway through the text when
the empress is stranded on the island. Abused and wondering of God’s presence, we read
of the beginning of her comfort: “Mas el santo lirio & la rosa, que bien huele sobre toda
cosa, confortó la fabrienta del su olor santo & glorioso, en guisa que la amortiguada ende
fue confortada & abondada” (206). The iris and the rose have long been associated with
the Virgin Mary (Twomey, Serpent 142) and in this scene we see that even before the
appearance of the Virgin (before the vision), the empress is being comforted by the
mother of Christ.
Curiously, the text states that the empress is hungry and one is led to wonder how the
flowery odor would alleviate this physical ailment. Instead of understanding this
alleviation as coming from the odor itself, we take the smell as a representation of Mary
being with the empress in that moment. Caroline Walker Bynum, in Holy Feast and
Holy Fast, her intriguing study of the importance of food to medieval women, especially
to the religious, emphasizes that the two main food arenas were fasting and the
Eucharist.58 In the majority of cases she relates a saint fasted for years on end, sustained
simply through the Eucharist, the body of Christ. However, the Son of God is not the
only one who feeds his children as there are also cases of Mary appearing in visions and
feeding her followers: Henry Suso’s (fourteenth century) vita provides repeated
descriptions of his nursing at Mary’s breast (103); Lukardis of Oberweimar (thirteenth
century) had visions in which she was fed by both Mary and Christ (131); Mechtild of
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Let us recall that the empress, in her battle against the world, the flesh and the devil, successfully
conquers the temptation of food. She joins the ranks of holy women as she abstains from eating.
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Hackeborn (thirteenth century) is reported to have had a vision of Mary administering the
chalice (232).
While the olfactory announcement of the empress’s vision declares her worthiness by
bringing to mind these saints of the same period, it also emphasizes an intimately
physical connection with the Virgin (as the empress’s body is sustained through her) and
the first step in the empress’s elevation toward Mary. Along these lines, we recall the
imagery of incense in the church, rising upward as a symbol of the saint’s progress
toward God and heaven. This scene imbued with olfactory meaning signals the onset of
the empress’s transformation and apotheosis.
Though she is consoled by the subtle, yet explicit, allusion to Mary and her suffering
is relieved by the presence of these flowers, this point in the text refers to something
greater, the transformation of the empress that is about to begin (signaled also by the loss
of speech which was explored above). Irizarry explains the importance of alchemy in the
late Middle Ages and makes the connection between this physical-spiritual
transformation and that of the empress and lepers in Santa enperatrís. Though it is
commonly believed (and rightly so) that the purpose of alchemy is to produce gold from
common base metals, there is a spiritual side to the search for the transformative stone
and the conversion process. Irizarry explains that,
el alquimista continuaba en su búsqueda de la piedra filosofal que habría de
transformar su alma y conferirle sabiduría y verdadero conocimiento de los misterios
del universo y comunión con Dios. Por esta razón, para el verdadero alquimista la
alquimia no es simplemente una ciencia experimental; es además una filosofía mística,
trascendental y esotérica. (121-2)
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In this search and process we find the integration of the pagan and the spiritual which
parallels the fusion of mundane chivalric tale and spiritual hagiography in Santa
enperatrís.
The empress then falls asleep and sees the Virgin Mary who, in her promises of a
changed life, tells her of the “santa yerva” and its power. The empress awakes (is
resurrected), sees the herb and takes hold of it. As she takes it into her possession we
read, “Mas nunca omne vio tan fermosa nin que tan buen olor diese, así que todo el ayre
aderredor ende era conplido” (208). This final conferment is the last rung of the
sanctification ladder the empress has been climbing. It is not, however, the herb itself,
nor the imbued power but rather, the incomparable scent given to the empress through the
plant. The Virgin’s own odor of sanctity, that which is considered representative of the
Immaculate Conception and distinguished her from all other women, is at this moment
passed on to the empress. In constant possession of the magic herb, she will be always
surrounded by its pleasant odor, a mark of her sanctity and the explicit blessing bestowed
on her by the Virgin Mary.
After this transformative vision, the lovely smelling empress begins on her healing
journey and we begin to see the ways in which, by her elevation, she takes on the role
that Mary held for her in the first part of the story. The lepers and their families then
assume the previous position of the empress in their need and supplication of the newly
sainted heroine. Though she cures many lepers before returning to her seducers, there is
no mention of the rot or smell associated with any of them until she is called to heal her
second seducer, the description of which assures us of his great sin: “tanto era gafo &
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podre que venino corría dél, así que non avía en el mundo omne nin mugier que se dél
mucho non enojase” (212).
This image, however, hardly merits a nod when compared to that of her brother-inlaw, the description of whom holds nothing back in painting a picture of the scabies,
scabs, blisters, pus and worms that cover him:
Ca tanto que levantó la traiçón a la enperatrís, así fue su carne llena de sarna & de
postillas, que non podería ser más. E ante quel año fuese pasado, fue tan gafo & tan
podre que fue cobierto de gusanos. Asy lo ferió Dios de tan vil enfermedat por la
mentira & por la traiçón que levantara a la santa dueña, & era tan coitado que más de
veynte vezes en el día maldezía la muerte porque le non llegaba que lo matase. E asy
raviava de podraga que avía en los pies, & yazía baladrando en el lecho, llamándose
catyvo, mesquino & avía el rostro tan ampollado que non avía omne en el mundo que
se mucho non enojase dél, e tal era por todo el cuerpo que non avía en él tres dedos de
carne sana […]. (218)
Picturing this, one cannot help but imagine the accompanying smell. It is, however,
provided explicitly for the reader: “e tal era por todo el cuerpo que non avía en él tres
dedos de carne sana, & así era postelloso & lleno de venino, & tan mal fedía que non avía
omne poder de se llegar a él sy ante non atapase las narizes, assý commo faría por un can
podre” (218). In this encounter, we imagine the vivid juxtaposition between good and
evil, the saintly empress smelling of flowers and the leprous brother-in-law smelling of
rotting dog, a quintessential example of the importance of smell in the religious beliefs of
the Middle Ages.
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The protagonist’s final vindication is characteristic of the chivalry tale, as we saw
above, and an evident element of Santa enperatrís. Though her exoneration is most
obvious in her elevation to sainthood and the illness of her pursuers, we must also
consider the identifying power of smell in the empress’s exoneration. As a woman, the
empress, even in her saintly state in the second part of the narrative and with her acquired
masculine power, does not have the same means of self-defense as a man. Despite the
changes she has undergone and her healing ability, she is still viewed as a woman and as
such, one whose tongue is not to be trusted. However, she does not need that appendage
for the truth to be told. The truth is declared to all who approach the leprous seducers as
their rotting flesh speaks of their sin and, complementarily, the empress’s innocence.59
This leads us finally to consider how the body relates to the overt presence of smell in
the narrative. More specifically, we consider the male and female differences in relation
to open body cavities. As will be further discussed in later chapters, there is a strong
correlation between a woman’s foul smelling body and her monthly cleansing, the idea
that the rot and filth from inside her comes to the outside, thus focusing on this genderdifferentiating aperture. When the narrator (and Mary) assigns the empress a pleasant
smell via the herb, it is as if to say that her body has been closed off and she is no longer
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We consider for a moment Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus. In this dark play, Lavinia, daughter of the
eponymous character, is dragged into the forest and raped. She cries out,
’Tis present death I beg; and one thing more
That womanhood denies my tongue to tell.
O, keep me from their worse than killing lust,
And tumble me into some loathsome pit,
Where never man’s eye may behold my body:
Do this and be a charitable murderer. (Act 2. Scene 3) (46)
She is not even given the chance to try to identify neither the crime nor her attackers as they cut out her
tongue (Chiron: “Nay, then I’ll stop your mouth” (47)) and cut off her hands. Though she is eventually
able to write the names of her rapists using her stumps and mouth, Titus later kills his daughter for having
been violated. Both the empress and Lavinia are vindicated, in a sense, as they reveal those who harmed
them. Though they are not given a voice, the women’s attackers are exposed by alternate means.
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a woman in that physical sense. Rather, like other saints, both female and male, she has
been assigned a type of androgyny that results from her sainthood.
For other evidence of this we return to the scene immediately preceding the Virgin’s
vision where the empress loses her speech and even the simple movement of her tongue.
We have already considered this as the loss of a feminine fault, that of lying speech, but I
believe it can also be taken in relation to the empress’s body transformation. In losing
her ability to speak and the movement of her tongue the empress’s mouth is essentially
closed. Thus, her two main apertures, from whence comes a woman’s foul smell, are
closed off, equating her more closely with men and beyond that, with the saints. At the
other end of the spectrum are the lepers. Their previous state as healthy men gave them a
relatively closed-off body, especially when compared to women. However, due to the
disease, their bodies are covered with open wounds, wounds that are not only apertures
but ones from which come foul smells.
Though the empress is still working on earth and only retires away from the world to a
convent (and not to death), we see in her those qualities found in saints. She is already
other-worldly as she moves about healing lepers. While this is obvious in a number of
distinctions, that of her smell, and particularly in contrast to the smell of others, operates
in a unique way. It identifies her as a saint, it ties her directly to the Virgin Mary from
whom came the herb and odor, and it gives her a power that she could not otherwise have
had. We recognize that the role of odors in this text conforms to the medieval beliefs of
the significance of smell and are able to conclude that the empress, an anomaly as a
woman who smelled good, is indeed to be considered saintly.
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CHAPTER 3
DO YOU SMELL WHAT I SMELL?: SCENT AND THE OLFACTORY IN EARLY
MODERN SPAIN
The medieval motif of a person’s odor identifying his moral nature does not diminish
with the transition into the early modern period. Rather, the broad categories of ‘sinner’
and ‘saint’ are modified to include other certain people groups, a reorganization of
Iberian humanity which reflects the new perception of the peninsula’s inhabitants. Jean
Dangler contends in Making Difference in Medieval and Early Modern Iberia that in the
Middle Ages there was not such a separation of classes nor religious groups as that which
appears in a later period and she attributes this to the unsettling changes that occur in the
sixteenth century.60 These divisions between people groups,
became increasingly heightened with the early modern forging of the Castilian
nation-state, when institutions such as the church effectively consolidated their
authority and power. Counter-Reformation efforts after the decrees at the Council
of Trent (1545-1563) further entrenched the church and state in their dominant
positions as designers of the social order. Official efforts to classify people
according to economic, religious, ethnic, and other social divisions marked a
change from the more porous medieval alterity and subjectivity, which relied on
the merging rather than the expulsion of diverse qualities and groups. (8)
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Dangler’s study looks at medieval alterity versus modern otherness in the Iberian Peninsula and beyond.
She does this through reviewing four aspects of the body which she denominates “the lyric body,” “the
divided body,” “the medical body,” and “the monstrous body.” The general distinction between alterity
and otherness serves us in the overview of this chapter and we will use some of Dangler’s specific points as
we further consider otherness in later chapters, in particular the idea of the monstrous body as it relates to
the other in La Celestina.
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As I have argued in my introduction, I set forth that smell, along with illness and a
vast array of other cultural markers, is a social construction and it therefore behooves us
to look at the prominent changes that took place in the Iberian Peninsula in the
transitional period from the Middle Ages into the Renaissance and the early modern
period, developments which, in a sense, created people groups that previously had not
existed as such. We will find that smell was used during this time, as it was in the
medieval period, to distinguish between people. To the contrary, however, we will see
that there is not a clear cut delineation between the religiously good and bad, but rather, a
more complex division and overlapping of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ which is reflective of the
arising and fluctuating beliefs of fifteenth and sixteenth century Spain.
Due to the historical, cultural and religious changes that take place between these socalled medieval and premodern periods, we can conclude that the significance, the
function and the use of smell is presented in a distinct manner in this second stage. Just
as the role of smell in the Middle Ages is revealed in Fermoso cuento, the literature of the
early modern age manifests and illustrates its function in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Smell assumes its own implications which proceed from the tendencies,
preoccupations and thoughts of the society. Therefore, the changes in Iberia in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries naturally promote and foment a change in the perception
of smell and its use. In order to proceed with our analysis of the early modern works
which follow, we must first ground ourselves in the preoccupations and themes of
Renaissance Spain.61
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In much the same way as Jeremy Robbins sets out the first chapter of his book The Challenges of
Uncertainty: An Introduction to Seventeenth Century Spanish Literature, I provide this historical, political,
religious and cultural information not simply as background information but rather as “very formative
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For centuries in the Middle Ages Iberia had existed as an essentially harmonious
heterogeneous society. There were, of course, fighting, invasions and wars, but I refer
here to the cultural mix that developed during the long period of Christians, Muslims and
Jews interacting professionally and socially in the Peninsula. Dangler identifies two
outstanding and foundational beliefs of the alterity of the Middle Ages which distinguish
it from the otherness of modernity, “multifaceted subject formation and the embrace of
contrasts and the negative” (1). Differences between people were not used to create
hierarchies or to assign value in the way that we now use them, many times to the
detriment of the modern society. Chris Lowney chimes in with similar sentiments,
emphasizing that the peninsular coexistence, though possessing its own problems, is
indeed a phenomena unknown to us moderns:
Medieval Spaniards62 were tossed by the Muslim conquest into an ocean of clashing
religious cultures and were utterly ill-equipped by modern standards to navigate such
uncharted waters. [...] Yet, at their best, these medieval Spaniards somehow
accommodated each other’s beliefs and lifestyles in ways that humanity’s later (and
supposedly more enlightened) generations have often been hard-pressed to match,
much less surpass. (8)63

influences” (13) which led to the perspectives and world view that will be explored in the literature of the
following centuries (in the next three chapters).
62
We recognize that “Medieval Spaniards” is a misnomer as Spain did not exist as such in the Middle Ages
but was a peninsula populated by a variety of people, languages and religions. Patricia E. Grieve speaks to
this issue: “It is one of the ironies and triumphs of Spain’s official histories and grand literary production
that they crafted an idea of ‘Spain’ as early as the thirteenth century, when in fact people spoke different
dialects and identified themselves regionally and religiously” (Eve 11). The term “Iberian Christians” more
adequately represents the group to which Lowney refers.
63
There is debate about the issue of contact between Christians and Muslims during this period. With the
aim of “developing a more refined understanding of the dynamics of social and cultural interchange”
(Meyerson xiv), Mark D. Meyerson and Edward D. English present a collection of essays that explore the
topic in Christians, Muslims, and Jews in Medieval and Early Modern Spain: Interaction and Cultural
Change.
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Despite this apparent harmony, there was throughout centuries, of course, the
movement to rid the country of Muslim rule and though most of the peninsula had been
freed in this way, there remained a stronghold in the south. The need for unification
intensified in Spain in the fifteenth century as the “fever of national consolidation
apparent in France and England affected Spain also” (Bainton 13) and there was a
resurgence of the spirit of Christendom with the fall of Constantinople in 1453 (Elliot
46). After their marriage in 1469, Isabel became Queen of Castile in 1474 and her
husband Ferdinand, King of Aragon in 1479, the two joining together land and ideas in
such a way that they, “resolved to achieve both political and cultural unification in terms
of Catholic orthodoxy. Ferdinand and Isabella were the main driving forces, he from the
political, she from the religious angle” (Bainton 13).
We also consider here a few key historical markers of the annus mirabilis 1492 for
how they set up the changes that come in Spain. The quest of the Catholic Monarchs to
rid the Peninsula of Muslim rule is officially fulfilled in this year as they enter and
conquer the last remaining stronghold in Granada. While the Muslims are thusly
disposed of, Ferdinand and Isabel also legally rid themselves of the alleged “Jewish
problem,” signing a decree requiring that Jews must either convert to Catholicism or
leave the country. Having “purified” the Peninsula in this way, they also sponsor
Columbus’s voyage, beginning the conquest of the Americas and the expansion of
Spanish land. In this one year we see a very conscious effort to homogenize Spain and to
spread that Catholic uniformity to other lands.
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Aiding in the unification and pride building is the publication of Antonio de Nebrija’s
Castilian grammar,64 a text which served to standardize the language, recognizing its
validity as a national language and the intrinsic power it wields as such. Otis Green
presents Nebrija’s position that, “[i]n order that whatever shall be written in Castilian in
the future may have linguistic permanence and continued validity, the authority of
grammar is indispensable (102, my emphasis).65 These measures all contribute to the
establishment of Spain as a dominant and domineering world power.
As one of these measures, the feared Spanish Inquisition was established in 1480 in
order for such unification to take place and to be thorough enough to replace centuries of
a culturally and religiously mixed society. While many associate the Inquisition with the
Spanish Counter-Reformation, it was in fact begun to purify the Peninsula of the “others”
that for so long had been part of its composition. Though it would seem that the intensity
of the beginnings of the Inquisition roll furiously into the full-strength machinations of
the Counter-Reformation, there is however, a lessening of fervor toward the end of the
fifteenth century and into the first decades of the sixteenth: “Although both nonconverted
Jews and Muslims had recently been expelled from Spain, the sixteenth century’s early
decades ushered in a period of renewed vitality and intellectual freedom” (Cruz and Perry
xii). This is due, in large part, to the undertakings of Cardinal Ximénes de Cisneros
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Nebrija had spent much time living in Italy engaged in humanistic study and “represents the linguistic
and philological as well as the scriptural preoccupations of the early Renaissance” (Green 99). With his
new knowledge, he also brought fresh application: “his position was new in that he proposed to apply all
the resources of the new philology of the Italian Renaissance to the understanding of the Scriptures. Italy
was the mistress of Spain’s Christian humanists” (Green 100).
65
Nebrija’s Gramática castellana is also important for the humanist ideals it brought with it, that of using
the spoken language well. This is also the theme of Juan de Valdés’s Diálogo de la lengua (written in
1533) in which the author places Spanish at the level of other prestige languages (namely Latin) and pushes
for an intelligent and concise use of the language. At the same time, though, like Erasmus, Nebrija
believed that for interpretation, one had always to return to the original text, in its original language (Green
100).
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(1436-1517) who carried the ascetic lifestyle of a Franciscan friar into his position as
chancellor of Castile and arch-bishop of Toledo, there initiating a series of reforms in the
Franciscan order. His reforms were a rather successful attempt to reign in the lifestyle
and increase the devotion of the ordained men.66 He complemented these efforts by
establishing the University of Alcalá de Henares in 1498 and by then adding a number of
theological chairs to the school. Cisneros was also able to influence through his work in
the publication of the Polyglot Bible of Alcalá.67
While Cisneros’s reforms and forward thinking are to be recognized in their own
right, they are also integral for our understanding of the Renaissance transition in Spain.
Through his work in these areas, Cisneros can be credited for laying the groundwork for
the acceptance of Erasmus in Spain in the early part of the sixteenth century
(Contemporaries 236).68 His enthusiasm for the new learning fomented the humanist
spirit in Spain so that when Erasmus’s writings arrived in the Peninsula (his first
translated book appeared in 1516), there already existed thinkers with kindred thoughts
waiting to receive them.69 Otis Green recognizes the spirit of the first decades of the
century as manifested in the country’s ruler, Charles I; there was an appreciation and
“attachment to a type of chivalry already somewhat anachronistic” (93) but coexisting
with it was “an awareness of future expansion, of future greatness in a New World
66

It is well worth noting at this point that Cisneros was not alone in his reforming crusades, but that there
was a general spirit of reform in Spain at that time propelled by King Ferdinand and Queen Isabel.
67
Green cites Marcel Bataillon on the singularity of Cisneros’s efforts: “He represents […] the autonomous
effort of the humanists to restore antiquity in its entirety, Christian as well as pagan, and he deserves a
place of his own in the history of Christian humanism. In this field of Biblical studies he is not only a
predecessor of Spanish Erasmism but a precursor of Erasmus himself” (105).
68
One cannot mention Erasmus’s influence in Spain without recognizing the exemplary work of Marcel
Bataillon, Erasmo y España, which analyzes the great impact the Dutch humanist had on Spanish thought
in the sixteenth century.
69
A. Gordon Kinder, in his study of the Spanish reformer Casiodoro de Reina explains that there are two
“essential strains of Erasmianism”; for Erasmus, “one is realistic, down-to-earth satire of what he
considered ecclesiastical abuses; the other a strong moralistic pietism” (3).
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unknown to the Middle Ages” (94). Engulfed in this aura, Charles I promoted the
humanist spirit in Spain and supported the endeavors that radiated from it.
It is also crucial to consider here the Italian influence on the Spanish Renaissance, if
only in brief, which was facilitated by the steady exchange of people, works and ideas
between the two countries at the time. One work which must be considered is Baltasar
Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano, written between 1508 and 1516, and published in 1528,
shortly before Castiglione’s death. This masterpiece described the ideal man, one who
was not merely the chivalrous hero of centuries past, but also one who spent time in
literary activities, a man of arms and letters. Encouraged by his friend Garcilaso de la
Vega, Juan Boscán translated the book into Spanish (1534), ensuring the transmission of
these ideas from Italy into Spain.
In the same period, Garcilaso brought the Italian influence to the Peninsula through
poetry. Previously writing in the traditional eight-syllable verse, during what is
considered his “Spanish period,” Garcilaso returned from Italy with sonnets comprised of
hendecasyllables, also combining these new verses with heptasyllabic ones to create the
lira. The appearance of this new style of poetry served as a definitive moment in the
initiation and establishment of Golden Age poetry.70
As alluded to, this period of humanist fervor served as a time of temporary reprieve
from the ardor of the Inquisition. It did not last long, however, as the notes of the
Protestant Reformation soon reached the ears of the attentive Catholic Spanish rulers, and
the Inquisition reversed its views, now convicting the men whose learning and ambition
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To be sure, it is not to say that these ideas made their Iberian debut at this point in time. For one
example, the Marqués de Santillana, writing in the fifteenth century, demonstrates his affiliation to Dante,
Petrarch and Boccaccio in his poetry and other works. However, it is the sixteenth century Italian influence
as described here that has a more prolific impact in Spain.
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the country had applauded earlier in the century. J. H. Elliot notes this shift and that the
years between 1556 and the Council of Trent in 1563 were those, “in which Renaissance
Spain, wide open to European humanist influences, was effectively transformed into the
semi-closed Spain of the Counter-Reformation” (224).
The sympathy between the ideas of Erasmus and Luther was amplified to an
incredible degree,71 such that the proponents of Erasmianism either abruptly turned from
their inspiration or were identified with the heretical Lutherans. With this we see the
resurgence of the Inquisition. The institution, instead of dealing solely with those
converted Jews and Muslims who might have been practicing their old ways, now
focused its efforts on protecting the Church from any hint of Protestantism. The relation
between certain ideas of Erasmus and Luther put the Erasmian contingent in danger and
to this aggregate was joined a third, the alumbrados, those who practiced a mystical form
of Christianity.72 Such was the fear of the Protestant movement that the Inquisition
quickly assumed these three groups one, all fitting under the term “luteranos.” In
addition, Elliot argues that a great opposition for Erasmianism developed due to its
coming from outside the country. Though it was grouped, primarily for persecution
purposes, with Lutheranism and Illuminism, Elliot explains that the 1533 auto de fe and
subsequent punishment of Greek scholar, friend of Erasmus and Spanish humanist Juan
de Vergara, “virtually put an end to the Spanish Erasmian movement” (217).
The fight against the Protestant Reformation and its encroachment into Spain revived
the Spanish Inquisition and gave life to the Counter-Reformation, which cut Spain off
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Kinder explains that there is some evidence that Luther’s Latin works had reached Spain by 1519,
relatively speaking, on the heels of Erasmus’s.
72
We will discuss this group in greater detail as we consider below the work, philosophies and writings of
Santa Teresa de Ávila.
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from the rest of Europe (particularly in regards to the entrance of people, books and ideas
from abroad) and intensified all that was considered Spanish, especially the Catholic
religion.73 In Culture and Control in Counter-Reformation Spain, Anne J. Cruz and
Mary Elizabeth Perry lay out a clear picture of how the governing bodies (the Crown and
the Church) successfully worked to regain control, and a quite firm one, of the Spanish
people and their minds. It was a time, “during which officials exerted greater efforts than
before to define culture and set limits on how much cultural diversity would be tolerated”
(ix), this in great contrast to the few centuries before when diversity was such the norm
that it was not noticed in a negative sense. Cruz and Perry go on to identify the
bifurcation of the control process: the Inquisition served to identify and punish those who
were errant while the Church worked “with enforcing prescribed behavior through such
normative means as prayers, sermons, and the promotion of religious cults” (xv).
It seems natural that a controlling body would seek to maintain control or regain what
had been lost through the establishment of new norms. So, what had been lost? To
better understand what the Counter-Reformation fought against, we here consider an
underlying theme of the Reformation, one that could prove quite destructive to the
Catholic Spanish structure of life. One of the principal tenets of the Reformation was the
dissolution of spiritual hierarchies, the abolition of a prestige separation between sacred
and secular, spiritual and profane professions.74 The Reformers stressed that all
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This separation and exclusion, however, did not include Spain’s political and cultural relationship with
Italy which remained intact throughout this time.
74
It is worth noting the intensely hierarchical society of the Spanish sixteenth century. The conversionexpulsion mandate for the Jewish population coupled with the fear of Protestant influence heightened the
intensity of the Inquisition’s search for heretical conversos. This then of course placed a greater value on
those who were not conversos, the doctrine of limpieza de sangre recognizing the prestige of not having a
drop of Jewish blood in one’s lineage. These statutes were initiated in the lower classes. Accustomed to
the stratification of Spanish society, those of the lower level recognized an opportunity to increase their
value by asserting their purity of blood:
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professions are important if done for the glory of God.75 This idea carries over into other
areas as well so that any subject, not just religion, is worthy of study because they all
manifest God’s creation and because such study can be done to the glory of God. Once
the clergy was stripped of its divinely ordained status, the people were provided with
Bibles in their vulgar tongues and were encouraged to read for themselves, the glue that
the Church used to keep its subjects together began to dissolve.
There are a number of ways in which the Church attempted to maintain control over
the people and to preserve the hierarchy that was being attacked from various angles and
this is the focus of the essays included in the book by Cruz and Perry. In contrast with
the simple design and decoration of the Protestant churches, the Catholic remained
elaborate and their decorations were perceptively increased through the conviction that,
“oral and visual reminders of their beliefs helped sustain the people’s faith” (Cruz and
Perry xv).76 The role of the preacher also changed to include that of entertainer, the
preachers as actors up on the richly decorated stage of church or convent, with very
realistic images of the crucifixion and martyred saints behind them. This contrasts with
the Reformed position that it is simply the Word of God preached that changes people
Pure ancestry became for the lower ranks of Spanish society the equivalent of noble ancestry for the
upper ranks, since it determined a man’s status among his fellow men. His honour depended on his
ability to prove the purity of his ancestry […]. Once this was established he was the equal of any
comer, irrespective of his rank, and this no doubt helped to give him that sense of equality which is, at
first sight, one of the most paradoxical characteristics of the intensely hierarchical society of sixteenthcentury Spain. (Elliot 223)
75
In his Lectures on Genesis 3 Martin Luther wrote:
Therefore let us take note of this example. Sarah is praised for diligently performing her duty in her
home. For if a mistress of the household desires to please and serve God, she should not, as is the
custom in the papacy, run here and there to the churches, fast, count prayers, etc. No, she should take
care of the domestics, bring up and teach the children, do her work in the kitchen, and the like. If she
does these things in faith in the Son of God and hopes to please God for Christ’s sake, she is saintly
and blessed. (204)
76
The Protestant conviction that images were not to be included in worship was formalized in the
Heidelberg Catechism (1563). Question and answer 98 state. “Q: But may not images be permitted in the
churches as teaching aids for the unlearned?; A. No, we shouldn’t try to be wiser than God. He wants his
people instructed by the living preaching of his Word – not by idols that cannot even talk.”
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and through which God works.77 The importance of oratory was increased so that they
had to use words and stories to grab the attention of the people. Let it not be thought that
this is merely a trend recognized centuries later. Rather, this aspect of the preservation of
hierarchy was established at the Council of Trent which, “institutionalized preaching as a
means of rhetorically controlling the people and of disseminating social propaganda that
encouraged the status quo” (Cruz and Perry xv-xvi).
In her chapter on the cult of San Julián, Sara T. Nalle provides the account of the
church in Cuenca and one of its maneuvers to maintain control. The usual process for a
saintly person to become a saint begins with lay people having experienced miracles on
behalf of the would-be-saint. Then, through much persistence, they convince the Church
that he or she should be elevated to sainthood. This case, however, came about the other
way around as the Church and town government worked together to bring Julián back
from his place of obscurity to be recognized by all and to bring the people together
around him. Nalle concludes,
[f]or Julián to become a popular saint, his worth had to be proved to very
knowledgeable consumers. The seventeenth century, the worst period in Spain for
plague since 1348, gave the bishop his chance. Elites celebrated Julián’s virtuous
qualities as bishop and patron saint of Cuenca, while among the people, Julián
represented what saints had always meant to them: powerful advocates for the poor
77

Again, this importance of the Word preached can be seen in Q&A 98 of the Heidelberg Catechism, but is
also found in Q&A 65: “Q. It is by faith alone that we share in Christ and all his blessings: where then does
that faith come from? A. The Holy Spirit produces it in our hearts by the preaching of the holy gospel, and
confirms it through our use of the holy sacraments” (my emphasis). Martin Luther, in his Second Invocavit
Sermon (1522), also affirms the power of faithful preaching of God’s Word: “I opposed indulgences and all
the papists, but never with force. I simply taught, preached and wrote God's Word; otherwise I did nothing.
And while I slept, or drank Wittenberg beer with my friend Philip and Amsdorf, the Word so greatly
weakened the papacy that no prince or emperor ever inflicted such losses upon it. I did nothing; the Word
did everything” (77). That is to say that God’s Word is at work all the time throughout Europe in the newly
established Reformed churches where Christ is being preached.
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and sick of this world in God’s celestial court. The success of the CounterReformation was to accommodate these potentially conflicting identities and clients so
that Julián became the versatile saint of a revitalized Church, exemplary bishop,
miracle worker, and defender of the poor. (44)
Nalle also proposes that rather than creating ceremonies and celebrations in which the
people could participate, in “resurrecting” saints in this way the Church was instead
putting on a vibrant and confirmatory display of its power.78
Part of the country’s Counter Reformation work is found in two pillars and defenders
of the faith, San Ignacio de Loyola (1491-1556) and Santa Teresa de Ávila (1515-1582).
Ignacio’s conversion took place in 1521 when, while resting after being wounded in a
battle at Pamplona, he was given two books to read – a life of Christ and a book of the
lives of the saints. His converted life is marked by his extensive note taking, much of
which found its way into his major works, one being his Spiritual Exercises (begun in
1522 and published in Rome in 1548) which became a confessional document for the
Society of Jesus, founded by Loyola in 1540. We turn to this monumental work to
consider the use of the senses in Loyola’s prescribed meditations.
George E. Ganss suggests that Loyola’s biography is “perhaps as fascinating as
Augustine’s Confessions” (13), an interesting connection when considering the place of
the senses in their writings. In Book X of that autobiography (which we considered in
the Chapter 1), the early Church father passes through each sense and explains the ways
in which they are used to tempt him and to cause him to remember his previous life. The
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The case of a saint brought back to popularity by the Church was not unique to Cuenca: “In addition to
new saints such as Diego de Alcalá, Ignatius Loyola, or Teresa de Avila, during the Counter-Reformation
numerous older Spanish miracle workers were called up from reserve and put on active duty in the defense
of their cities” (Nalle 26).
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strength of the senses in causing man to sin is evident in his writings. We consider this
passage for its overt distinction of the mundane senses, which Augustine relegates to his
sinful former life, and the parallel spiritual senses with which he loves God:
But what do I love when I love my God? Not material beauty or beauty of a temporal
order; not the brilliance of earthly light, so welcome to our eyes; not the sweet
melody of harmony and song; not the fragrance of flowers, perfumes and spices; not
manna or honey; not limbs such as the body delights to embrace. It is not these that I
love when I love my God. And yet, when I love him, it is true that I love a light of a
certain kind, a voice, a perfume, a food, an embrace; but they are not of the kind that I
love in my inner self, when my soul is bathed in light that is not bound by space;
when it listens to sound that never dies away; when it breathes fragrance that is not
borne away on the wind; when it tastes food that is never consumed by eating; when
it clings to an embrace from which it is not severed by fulfillment of desire. This is
what I love when I love my God. (211-2)
Saint Ignatius surely recognized the powerful effects of the senses in causing one to
sin. However, what is of interest in his Spiritual Exercises is his use of the senses for
good. Though the sensorial connection is not expressed in the same way as it is in the
Confessions, there is a repurposing that spiritualizes the five tempters in a way that is in
line with “Ignatius’ constant endeavor […] to make all his activities result in praise or
glory to God greater than would have accrued to him without them” (Ganss 11). The
Exercises are designed for someone who is able to take thirty days as a retreat in which to
contemplate and grow closer to God, with the aim of finding “how he or she can please
and serve God best” (Ganss 51) and are a guide for those who would make this
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improvement on their own or for those who lead religious groups. The part of the work
into which falls the sensory exercise goes through the history of sin and its consequences,
the break from God’s original plan, but then continues into the practical ways that one
can regain and maintain his footing along the path toward God (Ganss 51-2): “The
Exercises bring into play any or all the abilities the exercitant has, such as the intellect,
will, imagination, and emotions. All these are stimulated, with a stress on each one at its
own proper time” (Ganss 52).
Ignatius requires the use of the intellect, will, imagination and emotions in the Fifth
Exercise of The First Week, which he simply calls, “A meditation on Hell.” He prepares
the exercitant by having him call to mind, through his imagination, the entirety of hell, its
“length, breadth, and depth” and then asking “for an interior sense of the pain suffered by
the damned” to the end that, should he forget the love of God, it is to be hoped that he
will at least remember the agonies of Hell experienced through this exercise, to keep him
from sin. The next five steps each deal with one of the senses:
The First Point will be to see with the eyes of the imagination the huge fires and, so to
speak, the souls within the bodies full of fire.
The Second Point. In my imagination I will hear the wailing, the shrieking, the cries,
and the blasphemies against our Lord and all his saints.
The Third Point. By my sense of smell I will perceive the smoke, the sulphur, the
filth, and the rotting things.
The Fourth Point. By my sense of taste I will experience the bitter flavors of hell:
tears, sadness, and the worm of conscience.
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The Fifth Point. By my sense of touch, I will feel how the flames touch the souls and
burn them. (141)
It is interesting to look specifically at the hellish surroundings here to be perceived by
the senses, there being a concentration on the traditional idea that hell is a huge pit of fire.
The first point sets the stage as the exercitant pictures the flames of hell and the sinners
burning in them, which carries into the second point and the cries that arise from those
burning (along with their heretical blasphemies). The fourth point employs a less
concrete imagining and the fifth point returns explicitly to suffering in the fires. What is
fascinating here are the smells included in the third point. The first two (smoke and
sulphur) allude again to the fires, the afterworld consequence for sinners, the ‘filth’ to
their moral corruption manifest in physical dirt. The last reference, however, is to “the
rotting things.” With one’s mind concentrating on souls engulfed in the fires of hell, one
would expect this last smell to be the burning things. What we see here is a connection
to the medieval association of sin and disease in which the physical manifestations of the
sinner’s crimes are manifest in his leprous body, its putrification and rot.
The association of foul smells and sin is also a motif in the works of Santa Teresa de
Ávila who is most known for her mysticism and reforming ways. The mystical theology
of the alumbrados falls in line with that of Santa Teresa in that the illuminists, in contrast
to the Catholic perception of God only accessed through saintly or priestly
intermediaries, looked for a more intimate connection with a personal God. The primary
idea is that “[e]l hombre necesita deshumanizarse, desprenderse de lo corporal, porque no
hay otro camino para llegar a Dios; […] al mismo tiempo necesita humanizar a Dios”
(Chicarro xxxiv). Through prayer and meditation one could arrive at union with God, as
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Teresa lays out in her writings, in particular in her autobiography Libro de su vida (1562)
and Las moradas del castillo interior (1577).79 In the perception of God as personal, the
illuminists can be likened to the Protestants who, through the destruction of church
hierarchies, asserted that men of every level have access to their Heavenly Father. We
remember that the Inquisition lumped these groups together, along with the Erasmians.
However, part of Santa Teresa’s mission was the defense of the Catholic Church.
Bainton elaborates:
Her spirituality had much in common with that of the condemned, but she rejected
none of the outward observances or formulated dogmas of the church. All these could
be retained if infused with the spirit. She is as important as Ignatius Loyola in the
resurgence of Catholicism after the secularization of the Renaissance and the
shatterings of Protestantism. (47)
We see her concern for the church in the foundation of the Carmelitas Descalzas and
also in her autobiography which criticizes the laxity of many convents of her day.
Chapter Seven of Libro de su vida is entitled “Trata por los términos que fue perdiendo
las mercedes que el Señor le había hecho, y cuán perdida vida comenzó a tener. Dice los
daños que hay en no ser muy encerrados los monasterios de monjas” (140) and in it we
find her lament for the general looseness in such convents: “¡Oh, grandísimo mal,
grandísimo mal de relisiosos – no digo ahora más mujeres que hombres – adonde no se
guarda relisión! Adonde en un monesterio hay dos caminos: de virtud y relisión, y falta
de relisión (y todos casi se andan por igual[)]” (145).80 Despite the Inquisition’s
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This later book is written as a guide for prayer. The saint uses the image of a many-roomed castle
through which one progresses step by step, each phase (room) a distinct, and deeper, level of prayer.
80
Santa Teresa’s desire for reform is analogous with that of the Catholic Sovereigns, particularly that of
Isabel who asseverated the need for claustration for nuns (Weissberger 120).
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uncertainty of Teresa and denouncement of her autobiography in 1574, the influence of
her work and writings has lasted and impacted posterity in such a way that in 1627 Pope
Urban VIII was petitioned by the people and agreed to name her as patron saint along
with Santiago.81
It is curious to consider her concern here, and her support of enclosed convents in
general, alongside a comment she makes in the conclusion to Las moradas del castillo
interior. Written fifteen years after her autobiography, Las moradas seems to recognize
the severity of the enclosure movement and she notes it with a smirk in her final words to
her audience, her fellow sisters:
Considerando el mucho encerramiento y pocas cosas de entretenimiento que tenéis,
mis hermanas, y no casas tan bastantes como conviene en algunos monesterios de los
vuestros, me parece os será consuelo deleitaros en este castillo interior, pues sin
licencia de los superiores podéis entraros y pasearos por él a cualquier hora. Verdad
es que no en todas las moradas podéis entrar por vuestras fuerzas, anque os parezca
las tenéis grandes, si no os mete el mesmo Señor del castillo; por eso os aviso que
ninguna fuerza pongáis, si hallardes resistencia alguna, porque le enojaréis de manera
que nunca os deje entrar en ellas. (217)
The second part of this quote is also of interest for what it tells us about Teresa and
the legitimacy of her claims. She urges her sisters to wait for God to reveal himself to
them, something she also instructs in Libro: “Prosigue en este primer estado. - Dice hasta
dónde podemos llegar con el favor de Dios por nosotros mismos, y el daño que es querer,
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This, of course, did not last as there were many who were displeased with the idea that the newly
canonized Teresa should be equated with the greater defender of the faith. Katie MacLean explains the
polemic in her article “The Mystic and the Moor-Slayer: Saint Teresa, Santiago and the Struggle for
Spanish Identity.”
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hasta que el Señor lo haga, subir el espíritu a cosas sobrenaturales” (195). While one
supposes she writes this with the best interest of her sisters in mind, it can also be
understood as a defense of her moments of ecstasy. One English translation of Las
moradas, in the fourth chapter of the sixth mansion (“Treats of how God suspends the
soul in prayer by a trance, ecstasy or rapture”) captures her caution in this manner: “I am
speaking of genuine raptures, not fancies that come from women’s weakness – such as
often occur nowadays – making us imagine everything to be a rapture or ecstasy” (Martin
84). In a moment when suspicion was readily placed 1) on those outside the strict
confines of Catholic tradition and 2) on women in general, Teresa intelligently
legitimizes her own times of rapture, stressing, through her pleas to others, that she has
not pushed limits but rather, that God, in his timing, reached out to her.
While Santa Teresa is integral to this chapter for the way she fits into the rhythm of
the sixteenth century, we also turn to her autobiography to study how she uses smell, both
good and bad, in the explorations of her walk with God. The work can be divided into
three sections. The first (chapters one through nine) is a narration of the early part of her
life, that without God, and her conversion. The second section (10 through 22) is an
explanation of the stages of prayer and serves as a tutorial for her fellow nuns. The last
section (23 through 40) returns to the narration of her life and the favors bestowed upon
her by God.
It is the middle section to which we turn as Teresa develops the analogy of a garden
being watered, connecting it to the four stages of prayer. Each stage is seen as a different
way of watering the garden. In the first, the person brings water up from a well to water
the garden, an act which requires much effort. In the second, with less work, water is
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pulled up by use of a chain and pump. In the third stage, greater help is given from God
because water is taken from a naturally flowing source. The fourth stage sees the
suppliant completely receiving from God, as the latter pours out rain to water the garden.
The garden motif is one that was well-known and it does not surprise the reader to
find it repeated here. The saint tells that, “muchas veces en mis principios (y plega al
Señor haya yo ahora comenzado a servir a Su Majestad; digo «principio» de lo que diré
de aquí adelante de mi vida) me era gran deleite considerar ser mi alma un huerto y al
Señor que se paseaba en él” (220), but it is not a novel image that she created in her
mind. For one example we return to the thirteenth century and the well-known Milagros
de Nuestra Señora by Gonzalo de Berceo. The introduction to this work paints the
picture of the narrator’s discovery of the garden:
yendo en romería caecí en un prado,
verde e bien sencido, de flores bien poblado,
logar cobdiciadero pora omne cansado. (stanza 2)
He then proceeds to describe the garden and the rest he finds there. Notably, the narrator
speaks explicitly of the smell of the flowers:
Davan olor sovejo las flores bien olientes (stanza 3)
[…]
Nunca trové en sieglo logar tan deleitoso,
nin sombra tan temprada nin olor tan sabroso. (stanza 6)
Teresa likewise describes a beautiful fragrance for the flowers in her garden but there
is something else at work here. As she again and again returns to the flowering garden,
we find that she does not describe a static space. Rather, her depiction implies much
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forward (upward) movement and we see that she is describing a progression, the
development of saintliness, for her readers. In the first section of the work the saint
narrates the early years of her life, confessing her sin and selfishness. She equates this
time to a dung heap, a rotting pile of excrement giving off a noticeable stench. Not only
did God get rid of the dung of her earlier life, he used it for the growth of the flowers that
he planted on top and which represent her converted life:
Sea bendito por todo y sírvase de mí, por quien Su Majestad es, que bien sabe mi
Señor que no pretendo otra cosa en esto, sino que sea alabado y engrandecido un
poquito de ver que en un muladar tan sucio y de mal olor hiciese huerto de tan suaves
flores. Plega a Su Majestad que por mi culpa no las torne yo a arrancar y se torne a ser
lo que era. (182, my emphasis)
It is imposible to miss the traditional (medieval) equation of foul smells to sin and good
smells to holiness.
The setting established, in the next chapter Teresa speaks of the cultivating that must
be done in the garden, the process of purification in which she engages: “con ayuda de
Dios hemos de procurar, como buenos hortelanos, que crezcan estas plantas y tener
cuidado de regarlas para que no se pierdan, sino que vengan a echar flores que den de sí
gran olor para dar recreación a este Señor nuestro, y así se venga a deleitar muchas veces
a esta huerta y a holgarse entre estas virtudes” (187). Again we see that it is not the case
that the flowers are already decorating the garden, but that she must work for the plants
to grow so that they give off the smell which is pleasing to the Lord. Mentioned several
other times, this analogy reaches a climax in Chapter 21 in which Teresa explicitly links
the process of purification with the opening of the flowers and the smell they produce:
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Y también va creciendo la perfección y procurando no haya memoria de telaraña, y
esto requiere algún tiempo. Y mientras más crece el amor y humildad en el alma,
mayor olor dan de sí estas flores de virtudes, para sí y para los otros. Verdad es que de
manera puede obrar el Señor en el alma en un rapto de estos, que quede poco que
trabajar al alma en adquirir perfección, porque no podrá nadie creer, si no lo
experimenta, lo que el Señor la da aquí, que no hay diligencia nuestra que a esto
llegue, a mi parecer. (295, my emphasis)
The better cultivated the garden, the more lovely the flowers, the purer, more delightful
will be the fragrance they emit, one that is most pleasing to God. Using a traditional
motif and recognized smell associations, Santa Teresa explains the mystical prayer that
she has experienced. Though her methods are untraditional, her aim is the same of the
Counter Reformation – to reform the Church and to strengthen the Catholic faith.
As the Church regains control of Spain, the Crown is also considerably freed up to
focus on the fight against Protestantism, Philip II having successfully fought against the
still menacing threat of Islam in the Mediterranean and “disengaged” from fighting the
Turks in the 1570’s and 1580’s (Elliot 242). This struggle in many ways became an
individual one as the King took on his shoulders the weight of defending his country
against the heretics of the rest of Europe for he was, “a king who saw in unity beneath his
own personal direction the sole hope of salvation in an embattled and heresy-ridden
world” (Elliot 249). Assuming fully his role as leader and protector of his people, Philip
set out to punish the apostates.
Philip is probably best remembered for his rumble on the seas with Queen Elizabeth
I’s forces. In 1588 the great defender of Catholicism Philip sent the indestructible
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Spanish Armada against England and was embarrassingly defeated, wounding Spain’s
position as a great naval power. Likewise, England’s victory was a defeat for
Catholicism as the Protestant collective won another round. This thrashing also initiated
what would be a decade of decline as the Crown fell into bankruptcy from Philip’s farreaching expenditures.82 Spain’s fast rise to glory was quickly reversed: “If any one year
marks the division between the triumphant Spain of the first two Hapsburgs and the
defeatist, disillusioned Spain of their successors, that year is 1588” (Elliot 288). It is also
in the last decade of the sixteenth century that much of the country’s century-long
population increase is undone by the great plague. All of this contributes to a shocking
depression that manifests itself in new perspectives and attitudes which appear
particularly in the literature of the period.
With this change in circumstances came a shift in perception, from idealism to
realism, the latter resulting from the destabilizing events at the end of the sixteenth
century. The new perspective is readily seen in works such as the picaresque forerunner
Lazarillo de Tormes (1554) and the others that followed in that same genre. The country
is being awakened to the corruption of man in every sense and as the decades progress
toward the turn of the century, the “already widespread fatalism” (Elliot 299) was
fortified. Along with this dismal (if not untrue) view of humankind, there arises a theme
of uncertainty and desengaño, or disillusionment, that carries heavily into the seventeenth
century.
Focusing on the manifestation of Spanish uncertainty in the literature of the
seventeenth century Jeremy Robbins identifies the political and cultural happenings of
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As concerns the New World, during this same period, the Americas were becoming well established in
their crop production – one which closely resembled that of Spain. Ergo, Spain was not profiting from
exporting to the New World as it previously had (Elliot 293).
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the sixteenth century that fomented this pervasive attitude in the following Golden Age.83
Though we have considered some of the prominent historical markers of the 1500s, let us
take a moment to understand them better and to focus on how they will influence the
Spanish attitude in the following period. The uncertainty of the seventeenth century in
Spain is a part of the omnipresent culture of doubt that had resulted from a loss of surety
of knowledge of the world: the Reformation had destroyed the complete reign of the
Catholic Church, the discovery of the New World and the Asian peoples had created
doubt about the superiority of the European race and skepticism had sprouted its own
collection of perplexities (Robbins 44-45).
Robbins identifies the many ramifications of these jolts: the people begin to question
1) the reliability of knowledge and its sources, 2) the ability of the human body to capture
the knowledge that exists, 3) how the human being can misinterpret through his senses
and 4) how to prevent or escape from all of this (45). These worries about the world they
knew naturally led the Spanish people to express their disquiet, in large part through the
fiction of the epoch. Through the literature of the Golden Age, “[t]he picture that
emerges is of a culture vigorously engaged in questioning its own assumptions and
beliefs, and striving to make the individual reader and spectator engage too in actively
exploring and questioning his or her received ideas and ideals” (Robbins 10-11). One
facet of this ensuing uncertainty is a mistrust of the senses; the five purveyors of material
from the outside world cannot be trusted to provide correct information and neither can
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Robbins is certainly not the only scholar or historian to point out the far-reaching effects of these events.
Indeed, they are distinguished as catalysts for social and literary changes in a number of the works
consulted for this present study, among them J. H. Elliot’s Imperial Spain: 1469-1716, both Otis H.
Green’s multivolume Spain and the Western Tradition: the Castilian Mind in Literature from El Cid to
Calderón and his The Literary Mind of Medieval and Renaissance Spain, and, of course, Dangler’s Making
Difference in Medieval and Early Modern Iberia. I refer here to Robbins’s work because I feel his
presentation of the events demonstrates well the way in which they funnel together to create the subsequent
“culture of doubt.”
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the processing agents be relied upon to understand correctly what is perceived. As part of
this fear there arises, essentially, a witch hunt in which the Spaniards look for engaño
(deceit) and blame the senses.
Perhaps the above conclusion seems rather bold, and I agree that it is quite strong, but
we are not claiming here that the senses are the only victim of the upheaval. Neither can
we posit that the changes observed are radical ones that took place overnight, nor that
they serve to mark a distinction from one historical period to the next, especially due to
the fact that when comparing chronological periods of time to each other, the division is
arbitrary, generally assigned by a historian many years later. However, looking back, one
can indeed clearly identify these new perspectives in the early modern period in Spain.
We take this a step further and deeper into the matter at hand. What do these changes
have to do with the senses, and the olfactory in particular?
As was shown in the previous chapter through the study of Fermoso cuento, the
imbued meaning of smell in the Middle Ages was centered around a religious
understanding of people as good and bad, with smells, pleasant and foul, identifying
them, respectively. Part of this ‘understanding’ has to do with what Harald Kleinschmidt
describes as the inherent link between perception and action in the Middle Ages and how
this is connected to the importance of the group. Books and paintings were
unquestionably didactic in nature. Those who read or viewed them were to act on what
they saw. Wouldn’t it seem, though, that while they are closely tied, one must perceive
first and act second? So that, though they are intimately related, they are not one and the
same because one follows the other?
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To answer these questions, we look deeper into Kleinschmidt’s depiction of society.
The perception and action are one, in a sense, because people lived “within a cognitive
and normative framework in which [they] expected to be able to act efficiently if they
could receive a significant share of their energies and physical strength from external
forces,” (20) forces such as the Christian God, pagan deities, deceased loved ones or
those still living (20). Because people are almost innately counting on others to help
them perform correctly, because society is viewed and lived out as community (in
constant communion with others), there is no question that there will be “assistance” to
act on that which is perceived, and therefore, no break between perception and action: “In
other words, the belief that perception could determine action required the confidence on
the part of the actors that perception was subjected to group-bound standards.
Consequently, perceived persons or objects and actors were integrated into networks of
close social bonds and ties” (21) and people were dependent upon each other and their
group-oriented societies, working within a “group-centered standard of perception”
(23).84 We see, then, that the associations made between a person’s moral state and his or
her smell can be understood as established by the group’s (society’s) perception.
Is this then not the case at the dawn of the Spanish Golden Age? There is no
metaphorically flipped switch regarding people’s olfactory sensibilities and indeed, as is
seen in Santa Teresa’s writings, smell does maintain this association. What we find
though, is that there is much more to the interpretation of the olfactory, and the other four
senses, as we continue into the uncertainty of the early modern period. Hans
Rindisbacher studies olfactory perception in literature and its relation with culture and
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Kleinschmidt continues on to demonstrate the lessening of group-centered perception toward the later
Middle Ages.
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history in his book The Smell of Books. The author shares the lack of confidence the
West has always had with the senses: “As the suppliers of an experience that is
unalienably personal, they contain an anarchic potential that cannot easily be yoked to
social utility. On the other hand, as the providers of raw information about the object
world they mark, of course, the essential first steps along the complex route from
perception to cognition” (1).
Along with the uncertainty of the perception of the senses (for, if it is an individual
compilation there are as many interpretations as there are people), the processing
mechanism further confuses our dilemma. In the thirteenth century it was maintained
that the imagination served as this mechanism, that the senses perceive something from
the physical world which passes through the imagination, which then feeds this
information to our center of knowledge. In this way, we know the world only through the
way in which the imagination manipulates the experience (Wood 27).
Contrary to this medieval theory, the modern world gives more credit to reason in the
processing of that which is collected by the senses – reason must analyze the received
information in order to arrive at the correct interpretation (Robbins 49). Modern thinkers,
however, have not resolved the question. René Descartes (1596-1650), for example,
opens the problem wider in the same Golden Age period (in fact, this is seen first in some
of the medieval philosophers) with his incomprehension of a connection between the
physical and the mental (Lagerlund 2). For him it is impossible to believe what the
senses say because they can interpret the same object in different ways. For that reason,
according to Descartes, one cannot understand the world through the senses but instead
must do so through the mind.
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This idea is problematic too though because one cannot know what exists without the
senses collecting the information. Therefore, the primary question regarding the
processing of the information perceived by the senses is how it is processed. What are
the roles of the imagination and of reason in the process? How can we know which
interprets information in each person? The simple recognition of the possible faults of
the interpretation mechanism is what leads to the doubt, uncertainty and concern for
engaño that are found in the Golden Age when people lose confidence in the appearance
of things: “Quite literally people began to doubt the evidence of their senses. And once
this process of losing confidence in the ability to interpret accurately the external world
had begun, the effect was to create a view of reality as being overwhelmed with deceit
and illusion” (Robbins 14).
As Robbins elaborates in his book (and will become clearer through our conversation
on Don Quijote), there are four key words to understanding Spain’s uncertainty: engaño,
desengaño, ser and parecer. Desengaño, the previously mentioned disillusionment, is in
large part what the people feel at this time, that the illusions and grandeur of the previous
decades were a temporary screen that passed away to reveal the reality of a poor and
broken Spain. This, though, is a broad interpretation, and we must go deeper to see how
the idea pervades the lives of individuals, applying it to aspects of everyday life. Each
man and woman had to take on the responsibility of looking for engaño and deception all
around, identifying it as such and finding the reality that lay underneath. This is manifest
particularly in the picaresque works as nothing is glossed over; rather, people are
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revealed as corrupt and selfish, from the daily adventures of the pícaros themselves to the
harsh portraits of the clergy.85
The theme continues strongly into the seventeenth century as writers further employ
the concepts of ser and parecer in their works, the distinction between what things appear
to be (parecer) and what they really are (ser). Don Quijote offers a well-known and clear
example in the protagonist’s fight against the windmills. Thinking them to be giants, and
himself a valiant knight, the mistaken hidalgo engages in battle with the large wooden
structures.
Farther into the century Gracián writes his allegorical masterpiece, El Criticón (1651,
1653, 1657) displaying an attitude of disillusionment and pessimism in his protagonist
(Critilo) as he makes a journey through the world questioning what he sees. Also taking
a journey is Don Cleofás in Luis Vélez de Guevara’s El diablo cojuelo (1641), who is led
by one of Satan’s minions on a tour through Spain in which the two, perching on
rooftops, are granted visual access to many great examples of corrupt humanity, thus
disillusioning the young man as he sees what lies behind the outward appearance of
things.
The senses play dramatically into this quandary. Everything humans acquire from
their world must pass through the senses. Whether they are merely passageways or
organs that function in the actual interpretation process, they are obviously crucial to how
we understand the world. When senses are doubted and deemed fickle, as was the case in
early modern Spain, everything is reopened to interpretation and, as truthfully analyzed
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Both here and in the Epilogue I use the Spanish terms pícaro and picardía as there are no precise English
translations for the words. As Peter Dunn has said of the pícaros, “[t]hey were part adventurer, part tramp,
part jack-of-all-trades, part confidence trickster. Their very versatility makes it impossible for us to find
one word to fit them in their various guises and at the diverse stages of their careers” (Spanish 11).
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as something might seem, there is always the underlying possibility that it was either
poorly processed or that the thing itself presented a false appearance. Therefore, the way
that early moderns understood their world, or even hoped to understand it, was vastly
different from the general beliefs of the medieval period. A woman who smelled
pleasant in the Middle Ages was easily assumed saintly. A woman with the same smells,
in the later period, might only smell pleasant because she had used perfume to cover over
her natural foul-smelling filth.
How then can we explain the shift in the perceived reliability of the senses? We take
our answer, in part, from the flowering of Renaissance humanism in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries and the appreciation of the individual. Though Kleinschmidt points
out a lessening of group perception moving into the later Middle Ages, we do not
suppose that the value of the group has completely disappeared.86 Rather, a greater
interest develops in the individual man and through this esteem he is in some ways freed
from the need to base his perception within those of the group.
In the Middle Ages, smell was perceived as pleasant or foul for the purpose of
identifying the goodness or evilness of the smell-provider. This could be so because the
group, the medieval Christian community, had determined it to be thus. The
Renaissance, with its emphasis on the individual, allowed for more options in
interpretation, even to simply say that perhaps good smells did not necessarily emanate
always from good people, and vice-versa. We add to this the upheaval in Spain towards
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One has only to look to the Medici to know this is not the case as the members of the family worked
through their various religious and political positions for the good of the group. Mary Laven, in Virgins of
Venice, her study of cloistered nuns in that Renaissance city, explains the same was true of most noble
families in Venice during that time. Though the nuns were intended to be functioning as part of the
convent community, many were manipulating and working deals to prosper their families from within the
convent walls.
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the end of the sixteenth century, in which people are questioning what they see in the
world around them, questioning how they perceive it and how it should be interpreted
and what results is nothing short of a sensorial mêlée. It is into this chaos that we will
delve in the later chapters.
As sense perception and circumstances changed, so too did smell associations. With
the Renaissance and its harkening back to Classical ideals came an appreciation for the
body. It was valued for its beauty which posed a conundrum when considered along with
the fouls smells that naturally came from it. There emerged, then, a move to close the
body off from the outside world, to cover up its odors and to maintain the beautiful image
that it presented. The new attitude toward bodily smells allowed for the assignation of a
different value to smells. The ability to control one’s smell came to be associated with
the upper classes of society and “these groups could thereby indicate their willingness
and capability to subject themselves to a moral code and educational standard according
to which they were obliged to make their own efforts to control smell emission”
(Kleinschmidt 72).
Since these groups were able to control their smells and distinguish themselves in this
way, by default, the lower classes were then identified by their inability to do so, the foulsmelling person being of a lower class. A foul smell was still a foul smell, but the
meaning assigned to the olfactory had changed. In the Renaissance the nose, which
before had served to identify sinners and saints, “not merely became an important sense
organ in its own right but even rose to the status of a means for the accomplishment of
adequate behavior” (Kleinschmidt 72).
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Just as smell was used to distinguish between classes, it could be used to classify and
characterize other groups of people. We look now at the ways that the Spanish began to
see each other as different and the way this new perspective fomented the creation of
pejoratively distinct people groups. Again, it is not that the medieval people were blind
to the differences that existed between them and, as mentioned above, these differences
did indeed bring about strife. Rather, Dangler explains that instead of walls between
these categories there were “fluid borders” (2), such that there was exchange between
groups and, more importantly, no one group saw itself as a completely autonomous, and
therefore more valued, group apart from the others. It is at the start of the sixteenth
century that, due to the changes explored above, the perception of others came to be a
perception of the ‘other’:
The other always inhabited medieval Iberia because people clearly viewed one another
as different. Yet the other as a person pejoratively different from more esteemed
individuals, as we understand it today, was an early modern creation that accompanied
the replacement of the medieval tenets of alterity with homogeneous subject formation
and rigid classification. (Dangler 26, my emphasis)
Mark D. Meyerson also explores the creation and appearance of the early modern
‘other’: “One of the paradoxes of Spanish history, it seems to me, is that the legal,
literary, and polemical texts in which the ‘other’ was constructed often were produced
because the ‘other’ had become too familiar and hence too dangerous, because the ‘other’
was not ‘other’ at all” (xiii). The “other” was carved out from among the people that
already existed in the Peninsula; he was not an intruder to the groups already coexisting
there. It is, however, the
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plethora of events in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, including technological
advances with the invention of the printing press, religious turmoil among Catholics,
Protestants, and Muslims, and intensified political struggles for control [that helped to]
replace the medieval tendency toward similitude with separation and classification.
(Dangler 6)87
Jews and Muslims, officially expelled from the Peninsula at the end of the fifteenth
century, are rejected groups in the Renaissance and Golden Age. They have been told to
leave, forcibly expelled from the land. Those who converted are not trusted as there is
always the suspicion and great possibility that they are secretly practicing their old ways.
There is such fear of the other, coupled with the threat of Protestantism, that their
presence in any form makes the Catholic majority very uncomfortable.
This negative distinction is manifest in many works of the period and we here
consider it in picaresque fashion, in Francisco Quevedo’s El buscón (written between
1605 and 1620). The protagonist Pablos, commenting on people that he meets in his
excursions relates: “Era el dueño y huésped de los que creen en Dios por cortesía o sobre
falso; moriscos los llaman en el pueblo, que hay muy grande cosecha deste gente, y de la
que tiene sobradas narices y solo les faltan para oler tocino” (141). Pablos notices the
differences in order to separate himself from the Muslims and Jews, but he goes beyond
the mere identification of the other to describe them in derogatory terms, particularly for
what one supposes is a conversion for the sake of convenience.
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It is also important to note that part of the emerging fear of the “other” groups had to do with their no
longer being easily identifiable. Jews that stayed in Spain were forced to convert to Catholicism. While
they were clearly seen as distinct before, the new conversos blended in with those of “pure blood” in the
later period. The inability to distinguish them and to know where the “other” was and what he looked like
promoted an anxiety for where he might be lurking.
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The move towards an early modern culture in Spain also brought about a change in the
perception of women, a unique group due to its size and its necessity for the continuance
of any society. Obviously, women are needed for procreation, but I state this obvious
fact in order to point out how differently this marginalized group must be treated, in
particular here, when we consider that the Jews and Muslims are the other two primary
marginalized groups. Though they be feared, they cannot be expelled from the
community as the other groups can.88 The treatment of this group must be different and
they will be controlled in a distinct manner, one that allows for their inclusion such that
they of course still exist in society, but that marginalizes them to maintain order (over
them) and to psychologically separate them from the ruling (male) group.
The patriarchal society of the Renaissance and early modern period stems from the
fourth commandment’s call to honor both father and mother and it is, practically
speaking, expanded to include teachers, rulers and all those placed in authority.
Theodora Jankowski relates the relationship between the father as head of the household
and the king as ruler of his people:
The patriarchal family became the paradigm of the patriarchal state in which the
monarch assumed the role of father and ruler. This idea that the monarch is father
to his people means that the civil government reinforces the family structure as
well as the religious hierarchy in order to create a society which, at all levels,
looks toward a male figure as the one who holds supreme power. (55)
As part of her father or husband’s household, the woman must be kept under surveillance
(Stallybrass 126) and within the physical space of the house (Jardine 28). Under control
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We also recognize that women naturally comprise about half of the population in these two
culturally/religiously marginalized groups, creating a unique subset which merits its own study.
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in this way, she is less likely (and able) to open herself and her family to disgrace,
namely that of inappropriate sexual behavior.
This intense concern for a man’s (and consequently, his family’s) honor is especially
found preserved in the literature of the seventeenth century, most notably in Calderón de
la Barca’s “wife murder plays.” While there is an entire genre that explores the
recuperation and defense of honor, “these dramas all feature a husband who feels
compelled by honor to kill his wife” (Taylor 2).89 Honor resides, therefore, in the
woman’s body, be she a daughter under the care and protection of her father, or a wife
whose behavior reflects intimately on her husband. The role of honor and its inherent
dwelling in the female body will be explored more fully in my last chapter.
Dangler, in her treatment of early modern otherness, speaks to the changing status of
women as she acknowledges that the historical shifts disassociated woman from her
previous connection to the Virgin Mary to align more closely with Eve:
The Virgin was omnipresent and accessible in the Middle Ages, but increasingly
became a symbol to worship from afar in late medieval and early modern cultural
production. This change had important consequences for her role as a paradigm for
ordinary women, since she constituted an important model for their gender and
behavior in premodern periods. Medieval women were intimately connected to the
Virgin because they were supposed to imitate her goodness and beneficent
ministrations, which many carried out in their vocations as healers. But in the
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Among these we think of Calderón’s El médico de su honra (1637), A secreto agravio, secreta venganza
(1636), and El pintor de su deshonra (1650).
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fifteenth and sixteenth centuries ordinary women no longer resembled Mary, because
they were cast as more similar to sinful Eve. (55)90
Dangler’s assertion would have us understand that women in the Middle Ages were
esteemed more highly than their later counterparts and that their bodies were viewed
differently, as less filthy and toxic. This is not quite the case but it is true that the
negative perception of the woman’s body was more identifiable and more publicly
manifest than it had been, due in large part, one may assume, to the prominence of a few
certain queens at this time.
In her revealing study on the construction of Isabel the Catholic’s power and reign
(1474-1504), Barbara F. Weissberger lays out the conflicting emotions the Spanish
people had about their queen’s position. Having ascended to the throne and taken on the
role of defender of the Catholic faith (after the expulsion of Muslims and Jews and the
establishment of the Inquisition), Isabel was portrayed as a type of savior to the
beleaguered nation and “[w]riters at the beginning of her reign extolled the absolute
authority and firm justice of a monarch whom they felt God had sent in order to heal
Spain’s self- and other-inflicted wounds” (xvii). Weissberger is quick to point out though
the underlying discontent of these same writers who also “express anxiety over the fact
that God entrusted the restoration of the essential and essentially masculine Castilian
qualities of hierarchy, order, authority, unity, religious orthodoxy, and sexual and ethnic
purity to a woman” (xvii). This fear of a woman in a man’s role leads to a perversion of
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Dangler lays out the practical effects that this attitude has for women:
Early modern medical writers demonstrated this cultural emphasis on hierarchy and division in their
description of the human body. They made certain male bodies worthy for their use value to the early
modern nation-state or republic, while they often reduced women to sexual objects who were
serviceable in procreation. Conventional medieval medical discussions of women’s health were largely
substituted in the early modern period by conduct manuals that prescribed that women be confined to
the home as wives and mothers. (31)
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the chaste image that Isabel and her writers worked to present. While they configured her
chastity (in faithfulness to her husband) to create an image that related her to the Virgin
Mary, others were quick to claim that she was more closely tied to Eve (113).91
Farther into the sixteenth century, Elizabeth I of England caused a similar imbalance,
in her reign as the Virgin Queen, though the “simple” uncertainty initiated in Isabel’s
reign exploded into fear in Spanish hearts during Elizabeth’s as she successfully exerted
her power over the entire country. Elizabeth’s reign unquestionably disturbed the
Spanish state of mind and the effect of that period lasted well into the following
centuries. Taking the throne less than two decades after Martin Luther announced his
polemic with the Catholic Church, Elizabeth further upset Spanish stability by assuming
the monarchy and declaring herself the Virgin Queen, teasing but never marrying,
holding tight rein of English rule. Moreover, Elizabeth then frustrated Spain in the defeat
of the heralded Spanish Armada.
The powerful roles assumed by Gloriana are interesting to this study for two reasons.
In the midst of the Spaniards’ reassessment of everything they knew (with discoveries in
the New World and the Reformation’s destruction of the idea of the Catholic as the one
true Church) the uncompromised success of the female monarch in England added to
their perplexities. This brings about a second point, that at the same time that the female
body was losing prestige in the Iberian Peninsula, the untouched body of Elizabeth was
being compared by the queen herself to the Virgin. Told one thing in their country but
shown something different abroad, the state of the Spanish woman’s body, and her
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Weissberger illustrates this point in the juxtaposition of Juan de Mena’s fifteenth century epic poem
Laberinto de la Fortuna and its sixteenth century “pornographic parody” Carajicomedia, the latter alluding
to the whoredom of Isabel (7).
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societal role, remains in confusion.92 While the perceptions of the female body did not
change upon ‘entering’ the early modern period, the power exhibited by women such as
Isabel and Elizabeth helps to explain the apparent increase in the preoccupation with their
bodies.93
The pejorative role of the woman’s body can be further understood through Susan
Zimmerman’s study, The Early Modern Corpse and Shakespeare’s Theatre which
emphasizes the beliefs of the woman’s body as the site of filth and rot. The female body
is here understood to be only slightly above a corpse. Zimmerman explains that, “the
fearsomeness of the corpse resides in its putrefaction, or unbecoming; that is, in the
dissolution of those boundaries that mark the body’s former union of parts” (2). This rot
and decay is likened then to the woman’s body ridding itself of its insides through the
elimination of menstrual waste and breaking with the boundaries of the body in the
transference of inside fluids to the outside. This topic as it relates to the grotesque body
will be dealt with in greater detail further on.
While these attitudes and prejudices do indeed encompass all women, it behooves us
to now separate this group into two, considering the role that religious women had in the
Renaissance and early modern period in Spain. Elizabeth A. Lehfeldt explains the
differences from the Middle Ages as she lays out the position of the religious woman in
the latter period. In the Middle Ages, religious women, in general, had more freedom,
especially in a physical sense. They governed their own affairs in many ways, venturing
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Juana la Loca in Spain and Mary Queen of Scots can also be added to this list of women who ruled in
their own right, during this time period.
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Weissberger includes a chapter on Luis de Lucena’s set of writings, Repetiçión de amores and Arte de
ajedrez. The latter explains the new rules of chess (as opposed to the old, Arabic version), which were the
only ones in use by 1550 (151), in which the Queen has more power than the other pieces, as opposed to
her rather lowly role in the previous game. This is understood to reflect the power of this ruler who is a
queen in her own right. Weissberger believes that Lucena’s texts point to the authority of the queen
(Isabel) and are meant to curry favor with her as he seeks a position in the Court.
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forth to make deals concerning their land and their legal holdings. Lehfeldt includes the
example of the abbess of Las Huelgas de Burgos who, along with other high-ranking
women in the Church, assigned positions to men and had jurisdiction over various
villages.94
This elevated position was challenged, however, in the late medieval and early
modern period as the changes in perception of the woman and her body (and the focus on
her virginity and chastity) were not confined to that of the secular woman but naturally
permeated the walls of the convent. It affected not only attitudes but also the physical
space they inhabited and these women required even stronger architectural protection
against the outside world, certainly more than their masculine counterparts:95 “Nuns were
women dedicated to a pious calling, residing in a sacrosanct space set apart to further this
sense of devotion. Thus, convent space was fraught with tension over female sexuality.
The monastic precinct was pure and holy. Yet the presence of women, associated with
sexual disorder and pollution, threw this order into flux” (3). The fortification of convent
walls is interesting as we look again to Santa Teresa’s choice of prayer metaphor. We
remember that she used a garden (a common medieval motif) in Libro de su vida but
fifteen years later used a castle in Las moradas. Even in this short span of time, the
changes of the period are manifest in the saint’s choice of visual imagery.
As we will see in the works of María de Zayas, the convent was many times viewed as
a place of freedom for women who would choose the religious life over that as wife and
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This is the convent of Teresa de Cartagena whose best-known work Arboleda de los enfermos, explores
the spiritual blessings related to illness. Teresa herself suffered much from poor health and in her deafness.
Piera asserts that Teresa had aspirations to be abbess of the convent but that her disability kept her from
that position (Spinning).
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Thus walls were constructed not solely for keeping nuns from the outside world but they were also
desired by the women themselves as a way to keep the sinful exterior from contaminating them.
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mother, under the strict rule of a husband. In the convent, a woman was part of a
community of women and was allowed space to study and pursue interests that would
otherwise not be available to her.96 The convent, though, is not always the idealized
space it is many times romantically seen to be because there was, in many cases, even
greater pressure and scrutiny. While esteemed for her position, Lehfeldt emphasizes that
the nun, as the bride of Christ, is held to an even higher standard than that created for the
secular woman. She argues that, “nuns who accepted the enclosure of the convent had to
accept at a certain level an ideology that devalued their worth as women and was
suspicious of their ability to protect their own chastity. This, in turn, limited the
empowerment of enclosure” (13).
It is interesting at this point to consider the intensity of the enclosure movement in
Spain. While men were ‘emancipated’ mentally through the Reformation and
Renaissance, women were physically more restrained and bound. The uncertainty of the
times led to the development of a fear of the woman’s body left unprotected, especially
the religious whose bodies had to be even more protected due to their “bride of Christ”
status. Though this makes sense, I posit an added explanation for the fervor in Spain.
Spain is recognized for its extreme devotion and dedication to the Catholic faith. The
Reformation abolished religious hierarchies which essentially removes the “privileged”
status of clergy and religious people, so that not only nuns are the brides of Christ but
rather, God’s people collectively are his Bride. Perhaps, to maintain the hierarchy and
the elite status of this group of women, in line with the new attitudes towards the entire
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The Mexican nun Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz makes this clear in her autobiographically-toned Respuesta a
Sor Filotea (1691) as she explains that she chose the convent life in order to pursue her intellectual studies.
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sex, nuns are further distinguished in this way, to set themselves apart even more, in this
Counter Reformation period of reclamation of the Catholic faith.
As part of Ferdinand and Isabel’s movement to reform the monasteries and convents
that had fallen into decadence and disarray, we find that enclosure is quickly becoming
the preeminent mark of the religious woman’s life (Lehfeldt 173). Quoting Isabel’s
confessor Hernando de Talavera, Lehfeldt paints a clear picture of the physical
boundaries that were constructed to protect the religious woman’s five senses from the
temptations of the outside world (137). However, while the cloister is being physically
reinforced by nearly every authority over it, Lehfeldt explains that the separation between
cloister and the secular world could never be entirely shored up, that there was certainly
flow between the two spaces, and that the boundary was indeed permeable as she
announces in her title. Religious women, though their role, space and place had been
altered in a changing society, had influence beyond the convent walls. As we have seen
already through the circumstances that defined the times, this period of Spanish history
was constantly being reworked and re-understood. It was “a world where the boundaries
between the sacred and the secular were being constantly redefined. Nuns thus stood on
the threshold of a world simultaneously defined by the spatial parameters of separation
and enclosure and by the external dynamics of secular involvement” (Lehfeldt 13).
Entering into the early modern period we see that everyone – male, female, Muslim,
Jew, religious and secular – is in a state of unrest, in a sense thrown into identity turmoil,
since everything they had used to define themselves previously had been undone. The
changes in the world they knew unearth a rocky and unsteady ground which leaves them
untrusting of that very world surrounding them. In particular, they do not trust their
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senses. New associations and meaning are given to people for how they smell, but also,
those who perceive an odor are not able to be certain of what they smell. In the three
chapters that follow we will consider this mistrust of the senses along with the idea of the
‘monster’ and the role of women as we engage in a study of the use of the olfactory in La
Celestina, Don Quijote and “La inocencia castigada.”
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CHAPTER 4
LA CELESTINA: THE GROTESQUE BODY AND SENSORIAL MANIPULATION
Ella tenía seys officios, conviene [a] saber: labrandera, perfumera, maestra de hazer
afeytes y de hazer virgos,97 alcahueta y un poquito hechicera. Era el primero officio
cobertura de los otros […y] en su casa hazía perfumes, falsava estoraques, menjuí,
ánimes, ámbar, algalia, polvillos, almizcles, mosquetes. […] Sacaba agua[s] para oler,
de rosas, de azaar, de jasmín, de trébol, de madreselva y clavellinas, mosquatadas y
almizcladas, polvorizadas con vino. (La Celestina 114-5)
Celestina, the eponymous alcahueta of Fernando de Rojas’s work, is known for her
many professions – six counted by Pármeno in the quote above – all of which work
together to create a character distrusted and marginalized by her society.98 Though the
office of perfumer does not stand on its own in the narration – rather, it operates in
conjunction with the others to cast a dubious glow on the go-between – it merits an
individual consideration.
The work that has been done related to smell in Celestina has focused primarily on
this profession and the associated deceptive quality and use.99 I believe, however, that
Celestina’s role as creator of pleasant smells is only one (albeit substantial) piece of the
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We are told of Celestina’s hymeneal reparation at various points of the text. In the first act, in Pármeno’s
initial conversation about the alcahueta with Calisto, he relates the old woman’s great skill: “Hazía con
esto maravillas: que, quando vino por aquí el embaxador francés, tres vezes vendió por virgen una criada
que tenía” (116).
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The term alcahueta is used to signify a woman who serves as a go-between, arranging sexual encounters
between young lovers. Though this is not the first appearance of such a character in Spanish literature
(Juan de Ruiz’s fourteenth-century Libro de buen amor had a similar character in Trotaconventos),
Celestina is undoubtedly the best known, even outside of the field of Spanish literature. The renown of
Rojas’s work has led to the incorporation of the word “celestina” into the Spanish language for one who
acts as a matchmaker.
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Lesley Twomey studies this topic in her article “Perfumes and Perfume-making in the Celestina.”
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function of smell in the work and I assign this lesser-considered sense a weightier role in
the study that follows.
La Celestina, published in 1499 and generally attributed to Fernando de Rojas, tells
the tale of a young man, Calisto, who, upon seeing Melibea in an orchard, falls madly in
love with the girl. He is so overcome by his emotions and Melibea’s rejection that he
develops a case of lovesickness. Coming to Calisto’s aid, his servant Sempronio suggests
he elicit the help of Celestina. Despite warnings of her character and deeds from another
servant, Pármeno, Calisto employs the go-between’s services. Celestina convinces
Melibea to fall in love with Calisto and then arranges a meeting between the two.
Sempronio and Pármeno discover that Celestina was rewarded for her work and refuses
to share the money with them. They murder her and are then executed. Their lovers,
Elicia and Areúsa (girls associated with Celestina and her trade), organize an attack on
Calisto’s other servants which ends in the young man’s death. Melibea, distraught upon
learning of his demise, jumps to her death from the highest tower of her house.
In many ways, Rojas’s work defies definition. To begin with one of the most basic
characteristics, the work has proven polemic in its generic style. Though its original title
named it a comedia, and then later a tragicomedia, and it is indeed presented entirely in
dialogue, it is a work that cannot be performed on the stage. Peter N. Dunn studies the
variety of genres that have been assigned to it and the ongoing presence of this debate,
arguing that the work, though a mix of types of literature and unique in its structure and
presentation, cannot be considered a genre in and of itself.100 We are left then, with a
work that seems to be in a sort of transition. It is this idea of transition that pervades
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For further study of the generic question of Celestina, see Moreno Hernández and Lawrence, among
others.
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much of the thematic elements of the work as well, one that represents the cultural and
historical ethos of Spain at the turn of the sixteenth century. One readily identifies
elements of medieval thought at work in Celestina along with those characteristics of
early modern Spain that we identified in the previous chapter.
The traditional Catholic beliefs that had prevailed for centuries, now challenged by a
world in flux, are still evident in Celestina. Combined with these are the fears and
uncertainties of Renaissance Spain. For that reason, Celestina is a work that can well be
considered representative of the time in which it was written and provides for an
intriguing study of the use of and beliefs related to the senses. As mentioned above,
various studies have been written on the workings of the senses in Celestina and they will
be included here as part of this current study.
The great majority of the criticism on the senses in Celestina deals with their
perversion. That is to say, they are not used solely as a means of identifying and
understanding the world but as tools for manipulation and abuse. This perversion of the
senses revolves around the grotesque figure of Celestina, whose influence is felt on every
other character in the work, and I aim to analyze smell as representative of this process of
perversion. In this chapter I will show that Fernando de Rojas uses the Renaissance idea
of the grotesque body in conjunction with medieval notions of the senses to demonstrate
the expanse of Celestina’s manipulative power. The olfactory is the least mentioned of
the senses in the book and most often when it appears in scholarly literature (aside from
the perfuming instances mentioned above) it is part of the ‘banquet of the senses,’ and so
used to present a complete sensorial picture. I contend, however, that it has its own
unique function in the work which is made manifest through a “smell progression,” the
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olfactory first appearing in its proper ‘medieval’ role and degraded through the course of
the work.
Celestina’s vitiation of the senses must be understood in the context of the role of
women healers in the late middle ages and early modern period. Michael Solomon
presents the situation of medical men and women during this time, affirming that in the
early Middle Ages women were naturally looked to as healers (“Women”). They not
only served gynecological and obstetric needs but treated men and women alike
(McVaugh). The twelfth century in Europe, however, saw a change in their socioeconomic status as legal measures were taken to keep women from this role. Since they
were not allowed to enter the universities, the task of officially relegating them to the
margins was rather easily accomplished and laws were passed prohibiting their medicinal
meddling (Smith).
There arose problems of course as there were not enough approved male doctors to
serve in the cities and women were secretly called upon to continue in this role
(Solomon). The women healers were competent, as they had been for centuries, and thus
presented a challenge to the authorities and the male doctors who could not prove that
their methods were any more effective.101 As Solomon explains, this latter group
resorted to the defamation of the female group: “If medical authorities could not clearly
and consistently demonstrate that their methods or their learning were effective, they
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Cadden contends that while these women were officially denied formal learning, the medical knowledge
of some (she mentions Hildegard of Bingen specifically) alludes to their having been trained beyond what
they gleaned as practical knowledge (5-6).
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could at least fortify their claims of legitimacy by casting a shadow on the activities of
subalterns” (“Women” 81).102
Solomon identifies the fifteenth-century physician Jaume Roig’s Llibre de les dones as
one of the prime examples of this defamation in literature. Not dealing directly with
women healers, Roig attacks the entire gender as he relates tales of wrongs done to him
by a variety of women (namely his wives), each one serving the purpose of showing how
cruel, untruthful and unstable women are. Roig uses this to the end of proving that
women cannot be trusted as healers, for,
if ancient and medieval deontologists were correct when they claimed that the efficacy
of the physician was contingent on his moral character and great virtue, then women,
who according to Roig are greedy, dishonest, envious, unscrupulous, manipulative,
disobedient, and deceitful, have no place wielding surgical instruments, compounding
medicines, and checking pulses. (“Women” 83)
Solomon also reminds us of the misogynist tone of the Corbacho,103 which likewise
contains vignettes of women’s evil deeds, before analyzing the place of Celestina in this
motif.
Calisto approaches Celestina with a very legitimate problem, the medieval illness of
amor hereos, lovesickness. Celestina responds with a logical solution, coital therapy, but
from the moment he meets with her, Calisto’s problems increase. He is not relieved of
his illness but rather, through the course of events initiated by Celestina’s interference, is
102

Jean Dangler also deals with the topic of women healers in her book Mediating Fictions. Dangler looks
at the Spill, Celestina and La lozana andaluza for how they criticize the previously accepted role of the
female physician. See also Jacquart and Thomas for information relating to medieval sexuality and
medicine.
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This alternate title for Alfonso Martínez de Toledo’s El Arcipreste de Talavera (1438) was taken from
Boccaccio’s Corbaccio, although it was not inspired by the Italian text. It is a condemnation of earthly
love and illustrates the negative effects of this type of love on the human soul.
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led to his death. Solomon concludes that Rojas uses this example to demonstrate the
inefficacy and dire results of the machinations of women healers: “What is clearly
suggested in Celestina is that unauthorized practitioners, despite their ability to speak like
physicians and administer drugs like an apothecary, are so intrinsically flawed that their
therapy can only result in pain and destruction” (“Women” 90).104
While Celestina’s corruption of Calisto is clearly identified in his ultimate death, one
of the main ways in which this is evidenced in the work is in the play of the senses. To
begin, we remember that collectively, the senses serve one purpose, that of identifying
and taking in the physical world around the body. However, they are not esteemed
equally beyond that function; rather they are divided into higher and lower senses,
masculine and feminine respectively. Men had proficient use of vision and hearing, those
needed to think and understand the world, while women were associated with touch, taste
and smell, those used within the home. Constance Classen details how within the
Renaissance worldview women could use their senses for the good domestic tasks for
which they were designed or they could use them for ill (“Witches” 71). Though the
three lower senses were considered part of the woman’s domain, she could also enter into
the masculine sensorial realm and effect her manipulation through vision and hearing
(75).105
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For a modern example of the mistrust of women healers in literature, we turn to Ramón Sender’s
Requiem por un campesino español (1953). One of the characters, La Jerónima, the local midwife and
“witchdoctor,” is undermined by the priest and male doctor of the town.
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Classen refers to a variety of sources. From the seventeenth century book English Housewife she
includes the list of tasks that were considered as belonging to women – those of the home – and concludes
that anything outside of that realm belonged to the masculine world (70). Therefore, the “lower” senses of
taste, touch and smell were within their rightful domain. She then refers to Augustine’s warning that the
devil lurks in unexpected places, one of those being smells. The obvious embodiment of the devil on earth
is the figure of the witch and Classen references a number of historical sources related to witchcraft which
demonstrate the popular belief that a witch would pervert her female senses and use them for diabolical
purposes (71). This conclusion then places female sense-related tasks under great suspicion.
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It is crucial to consider here that in discussing the senses, we are not limited only to
what a person perceives through his or her senses but also how a person creates an
experience that is then perceived by others. Not only are the senses understood passively,
as a means of interpretation, but are also employed actively, characters manipulating that
which will be received by the senses of others to provide a false interpretation of the
truth. Truly, when speaking of sense manipulation, it is this sense stimulation that is
under the lens – that is to say, how a woman creates a sight or sound that another will
perceive or how her use of a sense will extend beyond her to affect another.
I believe this is closely related to what Solomon terms the “power to disease” – the
power to physically make someone ill or to “impose a pathologically significant meaning
on a person’s biological being, granting that person all the privileges and limitations of
this socially defined phenomenon” (“Women” 84). Solomon includes Roig’s work as an
example of the second definition; the physician relates how women use powders and
potions to trick the men around them and feign illness (86). In order to accomplish this
trickery then, women are consciously creating false symptoms for the men to perceive –
they are performing a manipulation of men’s vision and hearing. Though it is not directly
related to illness, Celestina acts in much the same way as she manipulates women’s
bodies for male perception. This is only one piece of Celestina’s trickery, however, and
indeed we see both aspects of the senses at work in Celestina as Rojas designs an allencompassing web into which Celestina’s victims fall.
The downfall of Celestina’s victims, namely Calisto and Pármeno, is the subject of
Ricardo Castells’s article “Bakhtin’s Grotesque Realism and the Thematic Unity of
Celestina, Act I.” Castells sets forth that, “Calisto abandons the spiritual and abstract
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sphere of his dreams, and that he willingly descends into the material and bodily level of
physical desires. He will no longer exist in a nebulous plane, but rather on Celestina’s
material level” (11-12). Castells identifies this descent as the degradation that is part of
Bakhtin’s grotesque realism. This lowering manifests itself as mental/spiritual in which
one’s sights are set on things of the world rather than things above and also as a physical
lowering that concerns itself more with the lower parts of the body rather than the
intellectual and idealized head.106
Castells clearly illustrates Calisto’s debasement through the course of the first act.
He believes that Act I should be understood as a dream and, as such, that Calisto is
functioning at a mental and spiritual level.107 The youth’s dream belongs to the
imagination and is contained within the head, part of the upper body and therefore not
grotesque. Step by step, his dealings with the world are lowered through his interactions
with Celestina until, “[w]hen Celestina arrives at Calisto’s house, the young protagonist
lies prostrate on the ground at her feet, showing how he has descended to the same
earthly level as the old bawd” (13). Pármeno’s degradation is shown through his
approach to Calisto’s cure. Though he begins to help his master with the high and lofty
solution of criticizing the beloved Melibea, he succumbs to pressure from Celestina and
Sempronio and joins them in their physical cure (coital therapy) to Calisto’s ailment.
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This abbreviated definition of grotesque realism will be elaborated upon in coming pages.
As the title of his article indicates, Castells focuses on the first act of the work, the original piece that
Rojas used to begin his Celestina, and the curious first scene. This opening piece has provided much
discussion among critics as to the nature of the scene – is it real life or a dream? Castells includes Stephen
Gilman, María Rosa Lida de Malkiel and Dorothy Sherman Severin among those who find an
inconsistency in the references to time in Act I and notes that Manuel Asensio contests this view, arguing
that there is textual unity (9). Others, including Miguel Marciales, James R. Stamm, Antonio Sánchez
Sánchez-Serrano and María Remedio Prieto, believe the confusion to come from the text’s original
manuscript form (10). Miguel Garci-Gómez proposes that this conundrum can be resolved if we interpret
the first scene as a dream (10) and Castells takes this position for his analysis.
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The descent motif is further established by the gardens that bookend the work. The
first scene of Celestina opens with Calisto having chased his hawk into Melibea’s garden.
Upon seeing her, he falls quickly in love (the text describes him as a prisoner of her love)
and begins to converse with her, using the language of courtly love.108 Though it be a
parody of the medieval theme, Calisto’s idealized love is expressed in the midst of an
equally idealized garden.109 When the lovers return to the same garden in the final acts of
the work, however, they are essentially returning to a different place. It is no longer the
locus amoenus in which the story began but the space that will play host to their
deaths.110
Burke points out that the garden frames the work and that it serves to represent
Calisto’s descent. He considers the function of vision in the work, especially as it signals
the overall degradation found therein. He sets forth that the author’s use of vision
indicates a shift from the medieval understanding of vision as purveyor of knowledge and
impetus for action to a more Renaissance inclusion of all the senses as vehicles for
comprehension of the physical world. Burke asserts that the reference to sight in
Celestina’s opening line, “En esto veo, Melibea, la grandeza de Dios” (89), illustrates the
connection between existence and vision:
The early medieval Christian Neoplatonic worldview held that true reality existed in
another realm and that the things of this world were but a reflection of this other,
perfect plan. Such an explanation of earthly life tended to privilege the sense of
108

The work opens, “Entrando Calisto una huerta empos dun falcon suyo, halló y a Melibea, de cuyo amor
preso, començóle de hablar […]” (89).
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Severin explains that, while there is debate over whether the garden is representative of a medieval or
Renaissance garden, there is general consensus that the episode is indeed a parody of courtly love (90).
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James F. Burke calls attention to the paintings of Hieronymous Bosch, in particular the Garden of
Delights, for the way that the painter expresses the severity of such carnal pleasure by representing them
amongst the fleeting life of the garden (118).
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vision, because of the basic mirror symbolism that could readily develop from such a
concept. For this reason existence in the Middle Ages is a process understood
primarily (but not completely) in terms of the visual. (10)
Burke contends that, due to Celestina’s influence, Calisto abandons his medieval mode of
perception, allowing his sensorial perception and action to be determined by the
sensual.111 Both he and Melibea are overcome by their physical desires and, looking
horizontally at each other instead of upward toward God, fall into their own demise.112
The shift from heavenly to earthly is fully recognized at the end of the work (Act 19),
when the glory that in the opening act was presented in terms of sight and connected to
God, is shown to be “drawn from the lowest of the senses: ‘según la Gloria y descanso
que mi sentido recibe de la noble conversación de tus delicados miembros’” (Burke
42).113
Calisto’s error in judgment results from his not processing correctly the information
that is received by his senses. The thinkers of the Middle Ages understood there to be
two parts to processing information in the outside world, what Burke describes as
“basically the interaction of the higher soul with the sectors of the sensitive soul” (16).
Sensory information was gathered by the agens intellectus and was then passed on to the
intellectus passivus which determined the truth of what was sensed. When either one of
the components is not working, problems naturally arise, leading Burke to conclude that
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Burke notes that Celestina’s name does not agree with her person as she has no relation to the “‘visión
divina’ in the heavenly courts” (41).
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The two do not see each other as a reflection of the heavenly realm, but instead, see only the physical
attractiveness of the other: “In its most basic structure, then, Celestina can be understood as an exemplum
that demonstrates how two personages come to be overwhelmed by sensory perceptions” (Burke 44) and
“fail to orient themselves toward the highest pole, the most interior one, the spiritual soul” (48).
113
Burke takes this quote from Act 19 of Celestina.
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Calisto “is functioning almost entirely at the level of the sensitive soul and that he ignores
allusions to the possibilities associated with the highest level” (16).
The changing roles of the senses at the dawn of the Renaissance are made manifest in
Celestina and particularly in the character of Calisto. As was seen in the previous chapter
in our consideration of perception and action in connection to the senses, the end of the
Middle Ages brought about a shift in this relationship stemming from the departure from
a group-based society and the subsequent (though gradual) entrance into an individually
focused one. In the Middle Ages the controlled, interrelated environment extended also
to the interaction of the elements of the process described above, such that there was a
strict, necessary union between the outside world, the individual and the senses which
connected the two. The senses, then, are all connected as a system to relay information –
they work together to identify and ingest the physical world.
The change that we see toward the end of the medieval period and into the
Renaissance is that the senses begin to work on their own, independent of each other: “As
the individual becomes more and more independent and self-reliant as an entity, sight,
and the other senses as well, begin to develop into separate and autonomous activities
with characteristics that pertain to each of them alone” (Burke 19). This liberation of the
individual senses, then, permits that each be treated in a different regard.
As we saw above, this is not to say that each of the five had previously been regarded
as on equal footing with the others. For sure, sight and hearing were considered superior
to the others. What it does mean, however, is that they are not all endowed with the same
trustworthiness. The individualization of the senses in this regard leads to Renaissance
and early modern man’s personal determination of each sense’s validity and the way in
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which it may be used for the greater interpretation of the world surrounding him. I do not
mean, of course, that from this resulted a completely autonomous use of the senses. To
be certain, society’s ever-influential norms and trends still maintained their paramount
influence. However, instead of the medieval collective of the five senses as responsible
for linking the world and the individual, each sense is freed to interpret certain aspects of
the physical world as the individual wills. This, then, presents a double conundrum as
individuals are freed from the group and the senses liberated within the individual.
Celestina is able to play upon each of the senses in a unique way and to script the
negative and damning effect that she has on everyone and everything in the work. In a
sense, she has the power to disease and kill off the other characters. We now consider the
source of Celestina’s power through her status as the monstrous other. In the previous
chapter we explored the difference between medieval alterity and early modern otherness
presented by Dangler. Beyond the pejorative differentiation of otherness is the
monstrousness which is at work in the character of Celestina. Dangler notes the clear
purpose of Rojas’s portrayal of Celestina as a monster for his condemnation of women
healers (111), but also explains in more general terms that in “the consolidation of the
monster’s pejorative value [authors] began to cast Castilian social groups as threatening,
monstrous others. […] The monstrous and abject no longer represented a legitimate way
to reach union with the transcendent, but they constituted a path to moral, physical, and
social decomposition” (31). Rojas shows this clearly as his monstrous protagonist enacts
‘decomposition’ on Calisto, that which is evident in the degradation of his vision from
spiritual to physical.
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Celestina’s ability to inflict so drastic a change in another person sheds light on her
particular brand of otherness, her witch-hood. While women in general were accused by
many of using their natural feminine senses for ill gain, the witch’s manipulation derived
from an amplification of the corrupted senses. Classen explains that “all the faults
commonly attributed to women were magnified and demonized [so that they] defied
sensory and social norms by using the feminine senses […] for self-gratification, rather
than self-sacrifice, and as avenues for empowerment, rather than instruments of service”
(“Witches” 71). Though they were recognized for their corruption of the feminine
senses, witches also manipulated the masculine senses of vision and hearing. By entering
into a realm in which they did not belong, crossing the well-defined boundary of the
sexes, witches showed their power and gave reason to be feared.
Entering into the masculine realm, both in her use of the masculine senses and in her
medicinal work, Celestina is presented as cross-dressing. Complicating the already
monstrous state of the woman is the effect of transvestism, taking on the clothes (and
role) of a man. Lisa Jardine argues that when this is discovered, the woman “reveals her
availability for public intercourse” (29). She further condemns herself when using this
assumed identity to enter into a space that is not her own: “The girl who enters the male
preserve (ordinary, tavern or gaming-house) crossdressed does not misrepresent herself,
either. She is, in any case, ‘loose’, and eases the process of crossing the threshold into
the male domain – controls the manner of presenting herself in a suitable location for
paid sex” (29).114 Therefore, Celestina is further damned.
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There are numerous analyses of cross-dressing women and female characters in the literature of early
modern Iberia. For further study see Soufas (Dramas), Stoll and Smith, Bravo-Villasante, and Cortez. For
the cross dressing of Catalina de Erauso, see Merrim (“Catalina”) and Perry.
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Another motif a work in Celestina is that of the grotesque body and we will see that
Celestina’s particular manipulation results from her witchly status in conjunction with the
grotesque body. Her portrayal as a “vieja barbuda” (107) leaves the reader with a clear
picture of her deformed and aberrant physical presence but we move beyond that to
consider the concept of the grotesque body, identified by the Russian critic Mikhail
Bakhtin in his influential study of the literary work of Renaissance writer François
Rabelais. Bakhtin situates the grotesque realism of Rabelais within the carnavalesque.
Bakhtin recognizes that Carnaval creates a “temporary suspension of all hierarchic
distinctions and barriers among men and of certain norms and prohibitions of usual life”
(15), which many times results in the inversion of roles, a poor man disguising himself as
a king or men dressing as women, for example. Within this sphere there is an emphasis
on the body and a freedom of bodily functions. This focus on physical and material
aspects, instead of the spiritual, is one of the dominant characteristics of grotesque
realism, along with degradation, “that is, the lowering of all that is high, spiritual, ideal,
abstract; it is a transfer to the material level, to the sphere of the body and earth in their
indissoluble unity” (19-20).
This focus on the body divides it into two parts, the upper (the head) and the lower.
Peter Stallybrass explains that the Renaissance celebration of the closed-off head comes
from the period’s renewed interest in Antiquity. The classical body of this earlier period
is idealized – perfectly intact and well sculpted – with the head as the seat of reason. The
head is an entity with defined limits that maintains a separation from the other parts of the
body and world, remaining a distinct entity (124). By contrast, the grotesque body is the
lower part, the rest of the body, is uncontrolled and Bakhtin defines it in this way:
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[I]t is unfinished, outgrows itself, transgresses its own limits. The stress is laid on
those parts of the body that are open to the outside world, that is, the parts through
which the body itself goes out to meet the world. This means that the emphasis is on
the apertures or convexities, or on various ramifications and offshoots: the open
mouth, the genital organs, the breasts, the phallus, the potbelly, the nose. (26, my
emphasis)115
Though there is much emphasis on those parts of the body that protrude from the
trunk, the openings of the body also provided space for grotesque meaning, especially as
they are prime sources of foul odors and fluids. Mary Russo, in her book The Female
Grotesque, considers the woman’s body as the site of the grotesque from the Renaissance
into Modernity, pointing out the term’s evocation of a cave, grotto-esque: “As bodily
metaphor, the grotesque cave tends to look like (and in the most gross metaphorical sense
be identified with) the cavernous female body” (1). As we saw in the previous chapter,
the woman’s body was considered a space for filth and decay and, as the body cleansed
itself monthly of that rot, it also released foul odors.
The juncture of unpleasant smell and open cavities does not merely pertain to the
lower body but also relates to the mouth. Rojas illustrates this connection in Melibea’s
servant, Lucrecia. Winning over the young woman as her accomplice in Act 4, Celestina
identifies Lucrecia’s foul breath and proposes a solution: “!Hija Lucrecia, ce!; yrás a casa
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As regards the nose, it has a double function in the expression of the grotesque body – first, simply in its
presence as a physical and prominent part of the body. We go to the first of Quevedo’s Poemas satíricos y
burlescos, “A un hombre de gran nariz.” In this elegy to a nose so large that the man is “pegado al
apéndice,” Quevedo describes the nose as “una peje espada mal barbado; […] un elefante boca arriba,
[…y…] una pirámide de Egipto” (20). This humorous language obviously calls attention to the nose but
the poem can also be understood as an identification of the Jew. Quevedo recognizes this traditional
characteristic and exaggerates it, reminding us of the concept of alterity in the Golden Age. Aside from its
physical presence the nose is even more integral to our literary study for its ability to identify smells as they
are emitted from other parts of the open and grotesque body.
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y darte he una lexía con que pares essos cabellos más que el oro; no lo digas a tu señora.
Y aun darte he unos polvos para quitarte esse olor de la boca que te huele un poco. Que
en el reyno no lo sabe hazer otro sino yo, y no ay cosa que peor en la mujer parezca”
(173). As Celestina tells us, there is nothing worse in a woman than that she smell bad,
perhaps simply for its confirmatory condemnation of her female state. This passage is
further evidence of Celestina’s status as professional disguiser. She extends her solution
to dye Lucrecia’s hair and freshen her breath to the maid which Lucrecia readily accepts.
It is in the latter’s gratitude that we understand her complicity and participation in the
physical and sensorial trickery that Celestina embodies.
Celestina’s sensorial manipulation encompasses all five senses and she uses them both
actively and passively to work her magic. In the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance
women were to be guarded in every sense. Jardine details the physical boundaries that
were created to keep women at home.116 Sallying forth into the community
unaccompanied was the sign of a loose woman. This protection (of the reputation of both
men and women) extends also to the senses, such that the good and proper use of the
female senses were intended to keep women bound to the realm of the home (Classen,
“Witches” 74). While the activities associated with their feminine senses were designed
to keep them within the physical confines of their homes, women’s bodies were also shut
off from any entrance of the male senses. Women’s ears were to be guarded so that they
did not hear anything that they could not understand (learning that was above them) and
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Jardine, of course, is not the only one to note this. Stallybrass reminds us that the enclosure and
“surveillance of women concentrated upon three specific areas: the mouth, chastity, the threshold of the
house (126). Men’s watchfulness of their women becomes even more critical in the seventeenth century
with the societal implementation of the code of honor. (See Chapter 6.)
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their eyes kept lowered (seeing only the household around them) so as to not see anything
that they would not be able to process correctly (Classen 75).
The witch, however, is not contained in this same way: “[t]he tactile, gustatory and
olfactory practices which were expected to keep women confined to close quarters, were
transformed by witchcraft into media for mastering the world” (Classen 74). This
mastery requires that they be out in the world, outside of the traditional feminine
boundaries. They are uncontained, exposed, open, and as such evoke a more physical
image of the open cavities of the grotesque body. This melding of the witch’s use of the
senses with the grotesque intensifies the beguiling power of Celestina and is that which
the author uses to demonstrate her great power for evil and, consequently, the mistrust
that must be had of healing women.
Celestina’s most powerful open cavity is her mouth. For the witch, the mouth was
associated primarily with taste, the feminine sense that could be perverted through the
concoction of magical potions. Instead of the traditional nourishing foods that a wife and
mother was expected to prepare, the witch fed harmful brews to those with whom she
interacted (Classen 73). While Celestina perverted the customary role in this way (she
certainly had brew-worthy ingredients in her possession), the old woman’s primary use of
her mouth was speaking. In this way she goes beyond the womanly boundaries and
enters into the masculine sensorial realm as her speech affects men’s hearing and,
through that, their actions, resulting in the destruction of the other characters in the work.
D. J. Gifford analyzes the power of Celestina’s spoken words, affirming that the
witch’s explicit spell at the end of the third act is by no means the only instance when she
incorporates magic into her speech and examining the way in which she uses sounds and
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names for her spellbinding hypnosis. One way in which this is accomplished is by the
use of certain sounds, in particular, in her first exchange with Melibea in the latter’s
house in the fourth act: “spoken by a curandera, the succession of sibilants and then velar
consonants (sus daños, sus inconvenientes … aquel arrugar de cara, aquel mudar de
cabellos…) would be extremely effective. … The incantation, as used by the wise woman
or medicine man, is essentially hypnotic” (31). It is interesting to consider the placement
of this ‘incantation’ as these sounds are the first that Melibea hears from Celestina. From
the moment of their introduction, the old witch is already casting her spell over the young
girl.117
As Gifford explains it, the other facet of Celestina’s verbal binding of Melibea is her
employ of Calisto’s name. In the tenth act, the two women are again together. Melibea
already knows there is someone for whom Celestina is interceding, but it is at this point
that the infirm’s name is revealed when Celestina says, “es necessario traer más clara
melezina y más saludable descanso de casa de aquel cavallero Calisto” (247). Melibea’s
reaction to the utterance shows that she clearly understands the power that the name
wields, especially through Celestina’s repetition of it (Gifford 36): “Calla, por Dios,
madre, no traygan de su casa cosa provecho, ni le nombres aquí” (247). Celestina again
uses Calisto’s name and Melibea’s response is intensified: “!O por Dios, que me matas!
¿Y no [te] tengo dicho que no me alabes esse hombre, ni me le nombres en bueno ni en
malo?” (247). Celestina’s persistence pays off as she is able to wear Melibea down, the
young woman accepting the name and to help in his cure. Gifford concludes that at this
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The theme of magic in Celestina owes much to Peter E. Russell’s “La magia, tema integral de la
Tragicomedia de Calisto y Melibea” (1963). In the article Russell calls attention to the more serious nature
of magic in the text. Until that point the theme was downplayed, “either by writing it off as superfluous or
by ignoring it entirely” (Sánchez 481).
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point, “[t] he battle is won: Melibea has fallen […] Without indulging in wholesale
borrowing or servile imitation, Rojas seems to have folded into his characters’ speech
incantatory devices as old as sorcery itself” (37).118
Let us remember that this fear of a spoken name is not an isolated case. When
Celestina enters Melibea’s house selling thread for the first time Lucrecia lets her in and
Alisa asks who has come. Lucrecia is hesistant to say the peddler’s name but with much
insistence she gives in. Alisa reacts harshly to hearing it and Severin notes that,
“Lucrecia siente miedo al pronunciar el nombre de Celestina por su asociación con el
diablo. El que una cicatriz cruce la cara de la alcahueta es también signo diabólico”
(156). It is not only when she pronounces Calisto’s name, but also the articulation of
Celestina’s name itself that engages in a sort of spell-casting which others recognize.
Melibea initially associates evil with Celestina’s tongue, reminding the old woman
and the work’s audience that, “[n]o se dize en vano que el más empecible miembro del
mal hombre o muger es la lengua” (165) and acknowledging that Celestina is by nature a
liar and that she belongs to Satan, the father of lies: “Mi passada alteración, me impide a
reyr de tu desculpa, que bien sé que ni juramiento ni tormento te hará dezir verdad, que
no es en tu mano” (170). As we saw, despite her resistance, she soon comes under her
spell.
Calisto also recognizes the incredible power of Celestina’s tongue once he is already
captivated by the witch. Both times that Celestina returns from Melibea’s house to speak
with him, Calisto declares the value of her tongue to him. Calisto sees her coming
toward his house after her first meeting with Melibea and cries out in the presence of
118

Olga Lucía Valbuena also deals with the verbal magic of Celestina, arguing that “Celestina’s ‘linguistic
sorcery’ overlaps and extends a particular type of popular sorcery called love magic that has been practiced
surreptitiously in Spain since the early Middle Ages” (208).
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Pármeno: “!O mis tristes oydos, aparejaos a lo que os viniera, que en su boca de Celestina
está agora aposentado el alivio o pena de mi coraçón! ¡O si en sueños se passasse este
poco tiempo, hasta ver el principio y fin de su habla! […] Quita ya essa enojosa aldaba;
entrará essa honrrada dueña, en cuya lengua está mi vida” (179-80, my emphasis).
Calisto waits on the news that Celestina brings. He impatiently longs to hear the answer
that will come from her mouth telling him Melibea’s response. That his life is in her
tongue says much for the state of his lovesickness as he realizes that only a positive
response from Melibea (according to Celestina’s cure) will save him.
We can, however, also interpret the previous passage beyond the literal role of
Celestina’s as messenger, in that Calisto also recognizes the manipulative ability of her
tongue, of her words. He understands that she indeed has the power to speak in such a
way that she will be able to persuade Melibea to participate in Calisto’s cure and thereby,
grant him life. Celestina confirms this use of her tongue later in the eleventh act.
Celestina again returns to Calisto after meeting with Melibea, this time to arrange the
physical meeting of the two lovers. Calisto waits anxiously and upon her entrance asks,
“¿Qué nuevas traes? ¿Qué te veo alegre y no sé en qué está mi vida” (253). Leaving no
doubt about the convincing power of her speech, she responds, “En mi lengua” (253).
Earlier in the work, in conversation with Melibea, Celestina acknowledges the power of a
spoken word to cure Calisto: “Yo dexo un enfermo a la muerte, que con sola una palabra
de tu noble boca salida, que [le] lleve metida en mi seno, tiene por fe que sanará, según la
mucha devoción tiene en tu gentileza” (163). In this case it is a word from Melibea that
will cure him, but Celestina explains that she will carry that answer to Calisto. Melibea’s
answer will be transmitted to Calisto via Celestina’s mouth.
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In the second scene in which Calisto awaits Celestina’s message, Pármeno observes
the exchange and comments: “!Oyra el diablo!; está colgado de la boca de la vieja, sordo
y mudo y ciego, hecho personaje sin son” (254). Calisto is totally dependent upon
Celestina’s mouth, the power and control that reside therein, and what she is going to tell
him to do next. Under her spell, his reliance has turned him into a mere “personaje,” no
longer a person who thinks for himself but a puppet controlled by Celestina’s strings.
In the midst of his criticism of Celestina, Rojas seems to suggest the possibility of the
redemption of her ill-use of the senses. It is as if he participates in a dialogue with his
audience, a Renaissance man or woman who perhaps has seen good worked by a woman
healer. After considering the possibility, Rojas again cleverly knocks down any such
possibility. We return to Calisto’s first wait for Celestina when he claims that his life is
in her tongue. Though there is the possibility that her news brings death to him, the
outcome is a felicitous one for the young man and the audience is led to question the
innate poison of a woman’s tongue. Could it be that there is indeed a redeeming (in this
case, life-giving or life-sustaining) quality to this open cavity and its powerful
appendage? While that may be the momentary query, Rojas answers vehemently in the
outcome of the work when the eventual and final effect of Celestina’s tongue signifies
death for Calisto.
Another noteworthy passage comes at the end of Melibea and Celestina’s first
encounter. Having purchased thread from her, Melibea dismisses Celestina and the latter
responds: “!O angelica ymagen, o perla preciosa, y cómo te lo dizes! Gozo me toma en
verte hablar; ¿y no sabes que por la divina boca fue dicho, contra aquel infernal tentador,
que no de sólo pan biviriemos? Pues assí es, que no el sólo comer mantiene” (162). This
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suggestion-laden reply is rich with possibilities. To begin, Celestina is delighted that
Melibea is talking when no one ever delights in a woman’s speech. She seems to be
celebrating Melibea’s verbal expression. She also refers to Melibea’s mouth as “divina
boca” and alludes to Christ’s temptation by Satan in the desert. These two points would
seem to indicate that there is a way for a woman’s mouth to be redeemed by exalting it
and comparing it to Christ’s and the power that came from that holy mouth. Upon further
analysis, Rojas, though allowing for this thought, denies the possibility.
We begin with the intriguing mix of the senses in “verte hablar.” Why is Celestina
not delighted by hearing Melibea but rather seeing her speak? She is excited by
watching Melibea’s open mouth. Referring to her gratitude for the money Melibea gave
her, Celestina affirms that one cannot live by bread alone. Combining these two points
Rojas undeniably and quite strongly reminds the audience that Celestina is a witch.
Classen’s sensorial definition of a witch’s taste outlines that they are notoriously
rapacious eaters (in contrast with holy women who hardly ever ate) (73),119 which fits
with Celestina wanting more beyond mere bread. What is it that she craves? Another
well-known characteristic of witches is that of prime seductress and as part of that they
have an insatiable “mouth of the womb” (Classen 72). Witches were gluttonous, not just
for food, but with a sexual appetite that was portrayed as without restraint.120 There is
nothing to be redeemed in the woman’s mouth. Not only does Rojas remind his public of
that by denying the possibility but he uses the opportunity to place further guilt on the
diabolical Celestina.
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Bynum stresses how little these women were believed to eat, an image which contrasts starkly with that
of the gluttonous witch who was never satisfied.
120
The homoerotic tone of this passage is one which appears in other works of the late medieval and early
modern periods. (See Chapter 6.)
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Celestina also incorporates a fascinating misuse of her feminine touch in her
manipulative repertoire. Classen sets forth that touch was considered the most dangerous
of the feminine senses because of the “enticement to sin” (71) that the woman’s body
presented and because it was “capable of debilitating and destabilizing men’s bodies and
minds” (71). Though the sight of a woman could cause a man to stumble, it only drew
him in; he had not transgressed until he physically possessed her. The witch, her powers
even stronger than those of the average woman, was seen to have great ability to lure and
trap as the “seductress par excellence” (72). The image of this capacity enacted leads one
to think of the spider, innocently constructing a delicate web from which curious prey
cannot free themselves. The emblematic spider, the zoological symbol of touch and a
domestic symbol of the productive housewife, was perverted through its connection with
the witch and dual-faceted constructive/destructive nature of her feminine touch (Classen
72).121
Celestina, however, does not appear to fit this mold as her monstrousness does not
draw men to her. Though women were traditionally viewed as dangerous because of
their touch, it is a passive touch, their reception of the male body. This is not the case
with Celestina. Instead, I contend that Rojas again combines the ideas of the grotesque
body with that of the witch’s touch to demonstrate her power. Though much of the
grotesque body is understood in terms of open cavities and fluids and smells that emanate
from them, the other definitive element is the protruding parts of the body – the nose, the
belly, the limbs. In much the same way, Celestina’s touch is an extension of herself.
Therefore, not only does she degrade a feminine sense by misappropriating touch, but she
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In Greco-Roman mythology the mortal Arachne boasted of her weaving abilities, denying that they were
given to her by the goddess Minerva. The latter arranged a contest between the two and, upon seeing the
beauty of Arachne’s work, destroyed it and turned the girl into a spider.
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takes on masculine properties as well in the ways that through her touch she inserts
herself into others, namely Melibea.122
Setting out for Melibea’s house in the third act, Celestina explains to Sempronio how
she will gain entrance into the house: “Aquí llevo un poco de hilado en esta mi
faltriquera, con otros aparejos que conmigo siempre traygo para tener causa de entrar
donde mucho no só conoscida la primera vez: assí como gorgueras, garvines, franjas,
rodeos, tinazuelas, alcohol, albayalde y solimán,123 [hasta] agujas y alfileres” (149, my
emphasis). Celestina’s profession of the day is that of peddler of thread and sewing
materials. As she explains, she uses her disguise to be able to enter into Pleberio’s house
and talk with Alisa and then Melibea. One cannot miss the phallic imagery of the
‘agujas’ and ‘alfileres’ that end the list of wares she will peddle that day. The last of the
items on her list, they appear as the climax of her entrance and demonstrate her
penetration of the house, its family’s harmony and finally, Melibea.
These sewing items which create Celestina’s disguise are part of her as they establish
her persona. Entering into the house, they serve as an extension of her and, in the
grotesque sense, a protrusion of the old woman. This passage is also foretelling as
Celestina’s explanation to Calisto’s servant begins with the most basic of sewing
elements she brings, thread. This thread, used before in countless maidenhead
reparations, will now serve to remediate another lover’s problem as Celestina extends
herself through the thread to bind Melibea, to bring her under her spell, and to throw her
into Calisto’s arms.
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Again we find homoerotic and cross-dressing imagery in the text as Celestina exhibits a dominant male
role in her interaction with Melibea.
123
The Dictionary of the Real Academia Española defines “solimán” as a “Cosmético hecho a base de
preparados de mercurio,” a substance that was used by women to combat physical imperfections and signs
of age. It is logical to find it among Celestina’s other deceptive lotions and potions.
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Before leaving for her mission, Celestina casts a spell, imploring “Plutón, señor de la
profundidad infernal” for his help in her cause, reminding him that she is, “Celestina, tu
más conoscida cliéntula” (151). She uses all her verbal powers in this meeting with the
underworld to put a spell on the thread that she carries with her to Melibea:
vengas sin tardança a obedecer mi voluntad y en ello te embolvas, y con ello estés sin
un momento de partir, hasta que Melibea con aparejada oportunidad que haya lo
compre, y con ello de tal manera quede enredada que quanta más lo mirare, tanto más
su coraçon se ablande a conceder mi petición. Y se le abres y lastimes del crudo y
fuerte amor de Calisto, tanto que despedida toda honestidad[…]. (152, my emphasis)
Celestina’s petition, in asking that Melibea be “enredada” alludes to the image of the
spider, reminding us of Celestina’s diabolical perversion of the domestic feminine use of
touch. However, not only does her plea to the Father of Lies ask that Melibea fall under
her command but, as part of it that she open herself to Calisto’s love. The sexual imagery
and language that have been present up to that point in the work leave the reader with a
physical understanding of this request – that Celestina be able to work her magic in such
a way that Melibea open her body to Calisto. This is can be understood as a further
extension of Celestina’s evil touch. In extending herself to Melibea and trapping her in
this way, she causes Melibea’s touch to be corrupted because it will entice Calisto to sin.
This moment is also noteworthy when one again considers the work as Rojas’s
commentary on the evils of women healers. Celestina’s renown for repairing broken
hymens was accomplished in one of two ways: through the insertion of an animal’s
bladder into the vagina or by sewing the torn area.124 Before, her thread had been used to
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In the first act, Pármeno tells Calisto about Celestina’s technique: “Esto de los virgos, unos hazía de
bexiga y otros curaba de punto” (116). There is the further question of the deceptive effect that Celestina’s
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fix broken hymens but she is now using her thread to, in a sense, break Melibea’s hymen
upon her physical union with Calisto. Just as we saw above, the reader is given the
chance to question whether Celestina’s motives and actions have a redeeming quality in
that they repair something for the good of all involved. Rojas’s severely declares this not
to be the case by showing that her involvement, the use of her thread, can only ultimately
result in death.
Once she is with Melibea, has sold her the cursed thread and explained the true reason
for her visit she responds to Melibea’s anger in this way, begging her forgiveness and
attempting to separate herself from the guilt:
Y pues conoçes, señora, que el dolor turba, la turbación desmanda y altera la lengua,
la qual avía de star siempre atada con el seso, por Dios, no me culpes. Y si él otro
yerro ha hecho, no redunde en mi daño, pues no tengo otra culpa sino ser mensajera
del culpado; no quiebre la soga por lo más delgado. No semejes la telaraña que no
muestra la fuerça sino contra los flacos animales. (169, my emphasis)
This passage is rich in its commentary on Celestina. Her pleading that Melibea not blame
her includes the images of the rope and the spider’s web, both a type of thread that could
be used to bind. However, she is not employing them herself but begging Melibea not to
use them against her. This brilliant play with language multiplies the critique of
Celestina in that it reminds the reader that Celestina’s tongue has power to manipulate
while bringing to mind the images she herself created of binding Melibea a few pages
earlier in the work. Her work on Melibea is accomplished through a combination of
these grotesque elements; in casting the spell and in presenting her case (both the lie of

methods of reparation would have on the male who must feel (touch) a difference between a sewn-up
hymen and an inserted animal bladder.
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merely selling thread and the truth of representing Calisto’s cause) she is “spinning the
web” to trap Melibea.125
Another thread which Celestina employs for her evil is the cordon she secures from
Melibea to present to Calisto: “déjame llevar el cordón, porque como sabes, tengo dél
necesidad” (195). Her strong request of the belt, it would seem, is to put a spell on it as
well, to use it to further entrap Melibea and to unite her to Calisto, the recipient of the
cord.126 Celestina’s need of the belt is manifest in the ninth act when she is returning to
Melibea to set up a meeting between the two lovers. At the end of the scene Lucrecia
tells Celestina that she will carry the belt for her. Celestina replies that she will carry it
herself and Severin comments that Celestina needs it because she is still working her
magic powers on it (241). Celestina cannot chance letting the cord out of her possession
because it is this thread that she is using to bind Melibea to Calisto.
Her efforts and spells appear a success when Melibea, who upon hearing Celestina’s
request had completely rejected the matchmaker and Calisto, finally succumbs to what
the old woman has in store. After fighting against the power of Calisto’s spoken name
and finally accepting it, Melibea is completely done in. She recognizes that Celestina has
won: “Cerrado han tus puntos mi llaga, venida soy en tu querer. En mi cordón le llevaste
embuelta la possessión de mi libertad” (249). She acknowledges that there is something
about her belt that now binds her and she has succumbed completely to Celestina’s spell
and will. Most fascinating though is her first line here. Though she speaks of her wound
as that of the pain involved in her love of Calisto, the reader cannot help but return to the
many surgeries Celestina has done to stitch back the wounded hymen of other young
125

We see here an example of Celestina’s witch-like manipulation of a feminine task.
Severin explains: “Presumiblemente Celestina está planeando aplicar sus poderes mágicos sobre el
cordón de Melibea, poniendo fin al cerco mágico inic[i]ado en el acto III” (195).
126
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women. In making this declaration, we see that Celestina has effected Melibea’s mind so
that she believes that the reparation done on her by Celestina is one that will bring a
chance at a different life (such as must have been imagined by the young girls whose
maidenheads were restored). She does not understand or foresee the death that awaits as
a result of this ‘healing.’
Though Celestina’s demise comes in the tenth act when she is murdered by Sempronio
and Pármeno, her touch extends beyond her living physical presence through her protégé
Areúsa. Throughout the work, Areúsa is closely tied to Celestina’s deceptive workings
and she is an integral part of drawing Pármeno into Celestina’s plan. By the end of the
first act, Celestina and Sempronio have convinced Pármeno to join them in their cure of
Calisto’s lovesickness. This is made clear in his last address to Celestina at the end of the
act:
Madre, no se deve ensañar el maestro de la ignorancia del discípulo, sino raras vezes
por la sciencia, que es de su natural comunicable, y en pocos lugares se podría
infundir. Por esso perdóname, háblame; que no sólo quiero oy’rte y creerte, mas en
singular merced recebir tu consejo. Y no me agradezcas, pues el loor y las gracias de
la ación más al dante que no al recibiente se deven dar. Por esso, manda, que a tu
mandado mi consentimiento se humilla. (132)
Despite his compliance, Celestina continues to work on bringing him into her web,
securing him there and providing for his later death.
Celestina lures him in from the first moment the two talk about Areúsa, in a verbal
exchange that harkens back to the Gifford’s discussion of the old bawd’s verbal
fascination. Towards the end of the first act Celestina has already convinced Pármeno to
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side with her in working Calisto’s cure. The maintenance of her conquest, however,
requires a reward that she is prepared to offer Calisto’s servant. She slyly offers Areúsa
to secure his fidelity:
Celestina: […] !O, si quisiesses, Pármeno, qué vida gozaríamos! Sempronio ama a
Elicia, prima de Areúsa.
Pármeno: ¿De Areúsa?
Celestina: De Areúsa.
Pármeno: ¿De Areúsa, hija de Eliso?
Celestina: De Areúsa, hija de Eliso.
Pármeno: ¿Cierto?
Celestina: Cierto.
Pármeno: Maravillosa cosa es.
Celestina: ¿Pero bien te parece?
Pármeno: No cosa mejor. (128)
Celestina is able to manipulate her words and the flow of the conversation in a way that
she knows will interest and bind Pármeno but we cannot ignore the rhythmic sounds of
this exchange. The mimicking nature of their turns presents itself as an incantation, a sort
of spell that hypnotizes the youth and firmly establishes him within Celestina’s powerful
grasp.
Areúsa physically enters the picture (a more tactile representation of her role as an
extention of Celestina) in the seventh act when Pármeno comes to Celestina’s house for a
promised meeting with Areúsa. The young women, already undressed for bed, is told by
Celestina, “acuéstate y métete debaxo de la ropa, que pareces serena” (205). The image
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of Areúsa as siren is noted here by Severin who alludes to George A. Shipley’s study
comparing the prostitute and the sirens (205).
Beyond that, though, in our consideration of Areúsa as an extension of Celestina, the
girl takes on the same sensorial manipulation as the old woman. As a siren, her mouth is
used to affect ill on Pármeno, corrupting his hearing and drawing him into her trap. Once
she has lured him in, her touch becomes the damning sense as their physical union not
only leads him to sin but leads him to his death. Through this act he is physically tied to
Areúsa. Since Celestina is a mother figure to Areúsa, and indeed gave birth to the
enchantress she has become, Pármeno is also tied more closely to Celestina. Celestina
recognizes this intimate link and makes full use of it, employing Areúsa as her appendage
to take Pármeno under her control.
Celestina seduces Pármeno to convince him to side with her and then passes the
seduction on to Areúsa thus signaling the changing of the guard. That Celestina lives on
in Areúsa is made even clearer in the last acts of the play as the latter takes over her role
as ‘seductress par excellence.’ Rojas demonstrates Areúsa’s assumption of the role by
various means but I believe that it is most fully and concisely manifested through the use
of the olfactory. We here consider how this lesser sense is used in the beginning, middle
and end of the work to represent the corruption, depravity and degradation personified in
Celestina. At the end these are embodied in Areúsa who serves as a protrusion and
extension of Celestina’s person.
Classen’s survey of the witch’s corruption of the senses details how “witches
manifested their potency through their olfactory emanations” (73). One of the
characteristics of a witch is that she is infused with her own scent, that of decay. In
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contrast to the saintly woman’s body which smelled pleasant even in death, the witch’s
natural odor reminded anyone near her that her body was in a constant state of decay
(74). At the same time, the witch was also associated with a deceptively pleasant smell.
Her perversion of the woman’s proper use of the feminine sense is seen especially in the
brews and potions she concocts and the fragrance that pours off of them and we can even
imagen the aroma rolling off Celestina’s brew as she placed the spell on the thread for
Melibea. There is no mention of Celestina carrying this pleasant smell but the scent is
implicit through her profession as perfumer.127
Lesley Twomey explores the deceptive quality of Celestina’s profession and explains
that perfumes were closely related to womanly artifice (“Perfumes”). The natural foul
smells that emanated from a woman’s body and her open cavities, those which indicated
her base nature and difference from man, could be covered up with the use of perfume
and other pleasant smells. It was understood that all women were prone to this type of
deception, covering over their evil smells and “making themselves appear sweeter than
they really [were]” (147). Not only did perfumes serve to deceive by covering over bad
smell but it was also believed that perfumes could be used to physically alter the body
(146). With smells so closely tied to deception it makes sense for them to be a part of
Celestina’s arsenal, but beyond using them herself, she in fact was a producer of smells,
assisting others in the employ of this artifice.
Twomey also analyses the contents of Celestina’s house and notes that among the
great number of perfuming ingredients are musk and civet, two scents “which are used to
confuse or to dull the senses, exactly what a hechicera fabricating love potions would
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We recall that the empress in Santa enperatrís did not explicitly smell good but that her pleasant smell
came from the herb she carried whose fragrance enveloped her.
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have wished to achieve in her workshop” (146).128 The role of Celestina as perfumer
lends itself well to Rojas’s aim to defame the guise of women healers: “She is the
marginalized female equivalent of the doctor fabricating perfumes. She can use her
perfumes to counter a range of ailments, including female ones. The scents she employs
have dangerous effects on the body and can be used, like her needles, to change female
states and to counterfeit female bodily perfection” (Twomey 148-9).
It is therefore obvious that the world of perfuming is intimately related to Celestina’s
innate propensity to lie, cheat and deceive. Though she manipulates the male senses of
vision and hearing, she is especially at home and effective perverting the traditional
feminine ones. While this is undeniable in her dealings with perfume, the appearance of
the olfactory in the work, both as odors and the physical sense, plays a larger role than it
first appears to. In much the same way that Burke demonstrates how vision is corrupted
in Celestina, I propose that smell too is degraded throughout the course of the storyline.
Due to its intimate tie with Celestina as a woman and a witch, smell is given more
naturally, more personally, to demonstrating the damning and long-lasting effect of the
woman on the characters in the play. Rojas uses this feminine sense to clearly display the
incredible harm caused by the title character and women healers in general.
In his treatment of vision in Celestina Burke recognizes the idealized medieval setting
and perspective of the first act. This opening section is also where we find the olfactory
used for its traditionally medieval purpose, that of signaling and identifying evil. As the
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Part of Pármeno’s description of Celestina’s possessions reveals that she “falsava estoraques” (115).
This information would seem to allude to a sort of double trickery on Celestina’s part in that she was
falsifying ingredients used to then falsify scents used to deceive others about a woman’s smell. However,
Twomey explains that in the sixteenth century, the falsification of ingredients that were not readily
available was an accepted practice and that, while she may be blamed for much deception, Celestina
appears to be free of this particular case (148).
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characters are becoming acquainted in this act, Pármeno and Celestina have their own
exchange of recognition. After listening to her speak and conversing with her himself,
Pármeno realizes that he indeed knows the old woman and animatedly explains the
connection to Celestina, that she and his mother were friends, Celestina responding:
“!Pues fuego malo te queme, que tan puta vieja era tu madre como yo!” (124). In his
very next turn after this exclamation, Pármeno confirms, “Sí, en buena fe; y algunas
vezes aunque era niño, me subías a la cabecera y me apretavas contigo, y porque olías a
vieja, me huía de ti” (124, my emphasis).
Pármeno’s childhood memory holds much meaning. Celestina’s foul smell is an
externalization of the evil within and it is particularly interesting that Pármeno’s
description is not just of a bad smell, but that she smelled old. Though the audience is
not given a precise age for Celestina, from what we do know, she is a contemporary of
Pármeno’s mother, and at that point in time, probably of child-bearing age, not what one
would necessarily consider old. This idea though alludes to the belief that witches
smelled bad because they were in a state of perpetual decay, which one does associate
with old things. The last point to make here again points to the simplistic nature of the
good and bad spell dualism. Pármeno, at this point a child, knew enough to run from her.
Celestina’s smell identified her as evil and even one without a developed sense of reason
had the innate knowledge to flee from the demonic fount. All of this indicates the
faithful nature of smell and the olfactory at this stage of the work.
Towards the middle of Celestina (Act VII) we note a change and in this scented scene
Areúsa participates along with Celestina. Just a few turns after Celestina instructs Areúsa
to play the part of siren to Pármeno waiting below, the young girl tells her mistress that
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she has felt poorly all day, then more specifically she explains, “que ha quarto horas que
me muero de la madre” (206). Celestina replies, “Pues dame lugar, tentaré, que aun also
sé yo deste mal, por mi pecado, que cada una se tiene [o ha tenido] su madre y [sus]
çoçobras della” (206). This mal de la madre is the medical belief that a woman’s womb
wandered and that its being out of place caused her pain. Celestina’s familiarity with the
illness leads her to explain the possible cures. She begins,
Deste tan común dolor todas somos, mal pecado, maestras; lo que he vista muchas
hazer y lo que a mí siempre aprovecha, te diré. Porque como las calidades de las
personas son diversas, assí las melezinas hacen sus diversas operaciones y differentes.
Todo olor fuerte es bueno: assí como poleo, ruda, axiensos, humo de plumas de perdiz,
de romero, de moxquete, de encienso: recibido con mucha diligencia, aprovecha y
afloxa el dolor, y vuelve poco a poco la madre a su lugar. (207)
Though she claims to have seen this cure work for others and has even used it herself,
Celestina continues on to explain, “Pero otra cosa hallava yo siempre mejor que todas, y
esta no te quiero dezir, pues tan santa te me hazes” (207). With a bit of pleading from
Areúsa, Celestina reveals that, “mientra no parieres, nunca te faltará este mal y el dolor
que tienes agora” (208), her second, and more certain, solution being intercourse and a
subsequent pregnancy.
This passage can be seen as one of transition. Though the author does not explicitly
tie smell to saintly or sinfulness, Celestina’s offer of two solutions does indicate a change
from the heavenly-minded to the earthly-fixed vision. First suggesting a strong smell as
the cure, Celestina alludes to a heavenly perspective. In this the author reminds the
audience that the senses were used to understand the physical world. They were a link
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between the physical realm outside the body and that which happened within the body. A
strong smell taken in by the nose could then cure the wandering womb inside her.
Celestina’s second, and surer, cure eliminates the bridge between exterior and interior
and completely does away with the spiritual, preferring the direct physical contact of
sexual relations.
While this transition is manifest in the two cures that Celestina presents, we get a
glimpse of the coming change even in her first suggestion, in the list of possible strong
smells. She begins with “poleo, ruda, axiensos,” herbs that come from the earth. Already
in her first cure, she is drawing our gaze away from heaven. Then, almost as if she might
be considering the heavenly, her last suggestion is incense, a smell closely related to the
church. Incense was used to remind the parishioners that their aim should be a rising, an
elevation of the soul toward heaven. Once again, Rojas seems to almost suggest a small
redemption for Celestina. However, the possibility is vehemently denied with her
second, earthly and physical, cure for Areúsa’s wandering womb.
This passage is a definitive turning point in perspective with the puppet master
Celestina declaring the physical world their focus, but another transition that begins is the
passing of the torch, so to speak, from Celestina to Areúsa. In his article “The Mal de la
madre and the Failure of Maternal Influence in Celestina” Burke proposes, “that
Areúsa’s ‘wandering womb’ serves as a symbol which demonstrates the failure of
affirmative maternal functions” (114) in the work. He points out that through Celestina’s
encouragement, the other characters come to see her as a mother figure and to address her
as such. From the point of their adoption though, the characters begin down their “path
to destruction” (115). Despite this negative motherhood, one cannot deny Celestina’s
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role to be such, and to no one more convincingly than Areúsa, the young prodigy who she
teaches to seduce and ensnare Pármeno in this very same bedroom classroom. Though
she adopts the other young characters, in this scene Celestina gives birth to Areúsa who
will serve as a continuation of the old bawd after her death, an extension of the woman
and a symbol of the witch’s touch extending into another generation.
Areúsa’s replacement of Celestina becomes clear in Act XVII. Sosia, one of Calisto’s
servants, tells his friend Tristán that Areúsa has shown a very strong interest in him after
the death of Pármeno:
Pero yo te juro por el peligroso camino en que vamos, hermano, y assí goze de mí, que
estove dos o tres vezes por me arremeter a ella, sino que me empachaba la vergüença
de verla tan hermosa y arreada y a mí con una capa vieja ratonada. Echava de sí en
bulliendo un olor de almizque; yo hedía al estiércol que llevaba dentro de los çapatos;
tenía unas manos como la nieve, que quando las sacava de rato en rato de un guante
parecía que se derramava azahar por casa. (322-3)
At this point of the story, Areúsa has replaced the deceased Celestina and smell,
though revealing much, does not serve to distinguish good from evil. Sosia explains the
difference in their smells in a very basic way – Areúsa smelled pleasant and he stunk.
Though nothing is known of Sosia to judge how smell might be reflecting his character, it
is clear that Areúsa’s seduction is not manifesting itself in medieval form but rather, her
evil nature is covered over by the odor of almizque, a substance used in the production of
perfume. Given the contrast to the smell of dung coming from Sosia’s shoes, one
imagines the almizque to be pleasant in smell. This is doubly indicative of her role.
First, she is wearing an essential element of perfume which signals her deceptive nature
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by the way it disguises her natural foul smell. Second, that it is an element used in the
creation of perfume points to her having taken over Celestina’s production and, by proxy,
her other professions as well.
Following this description of their aromatic contrast, Sosia paints an incredible
picture. He describes Areúsa’s hands, white as snow, alluding to his already being under
her spell, believing her purer than she in fact is. He then tells how she was taking off her
glove, little by little, the delightful smell of lemon blossom slowly filtering through the
house. The author’s use of the imperfect in this case amplifies that is was happening
“rato a rato” (323), a slow steady process, gently wooing Sosia and bringing him under
her spell. While much of Celestina’s control-taking came through her words, in this case
Areúsa’s effects her desire through the smell that comes from her perfumed gloves,
gradually filling the physical space of the house and being taken in by Sosia who is
completely deceived by her smell. It would seem that Areúsa could have used perfume in
any sense to effectually disguise herself and so it is of particular interest that it comes
from her hands. In this way, Celestina’s sensorial manipulation manifests itself in her
grotesque appendage/extension Areúsa whose hands (touch) then reach out to work her
magic.
The use of the senses in La Celestina is an essential element in Rojas’s portrayal of
the witchlike woman healer Celestina. Though all five senses are shown to indicate the
manipulation of Celestina, Rojas uses ideas related to the grotesque body to amplify his
critique and complete distrust of female healers. Though the olfactory appears in a less
obvious way in the work, its use is weighty because, coupled with the grotesque, it very
clearly signals the degradation caused by the old woman. Beginning with a gaze toward
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heaven and the promise of love and life to come, the work quickly spirals out of the
control of everyone but the manipulative Celestina and this is shown concisely in the
corruption of the olfactory. By sliding the very alive Areúsa into Celestina’s role and
identifying this replacement through smell as he does in Act XVII, the author signals the
future confusion that will be caused by the olfactory as it no longer can be used to judge
right and wrong. Though the text is heavy with meaning, the use of the olfactory in
Celestina can most certainly be seen as indicative of the transition from the Middle Ages
to the Renaissance.
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CHAPTER 5
DON QUIJOTE: THE SMELL OF DULCINEA AND THE WONDER OF HER
EXISTENCE
When Sancho Panza praises Dulcinea del Toboso, saying that she “pasma los
sentidos” (495),129 he alludes to much more than the trick he is playing on Don Quijote.
The nonexistent lady provokes a multitude of worries in Sancho, Don Quijote and the
reader while each one attempts to perceive her through the senses, books of chivalry and
descriptions given by the protagonists, respectively. These interpretations, even the very
existence of Dulcinea, are indeed dependent upon her sensorial description. With good
reason, the expanse of criticism dealing with the exemplary novel El ingenioso hidalgo
don Quijote de la Mancha exceeds that of the other works within the Spanish canon, due
to the complexity and depth of the Cervantine masterpiece. With its great quantity of
characters, themes and even genres, this work, considered by many to be the first modern
novel, deserves the renown and attention it has received.
Despite all the pages and ink used to comment on the innovation and ingenuity of the
tale of the knight-errant, there is, nevertheless, little criticism about the senses that appear
and act in Don Quijote.130 This absence is surprising because of the importance of the
five senses in the Golden Age, the epoch in which Cervantes conceived of and wrote his
masterpiece. Is it also surprising due to the role that the senses play in the lack of
certainty in Baroque Spain, a theme to which Cervantes contributes in this work and in
129

In Chapter X of the first part, as the three peasant girls are approaching Don Quijote and Sancho after
the latter’s supposed visit to Toboso, Sancho praises Don Quijote’s lady: “ellas vienen las más galanas
señoras que se puedan desear, especialmente la princesa Dulcinea, mi señora, que pasma los sentidos”
(495, my emphasis).
130
Though Don Quijote’s misperception of the world around him is directly related to the use and function
of his senses, there are few pieces that deal directly with the failure of the senses in the work. Those that
do will be mentioned as they pertain to our discussion.
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others of his collection.131 As discussed before, while sight and hearing, the two
principle senses, have received attention for their tendency to deceive, smell, perhaps for
its intangible properties, has not attracted much scrutiny. Though little studied, the
olfactory and smells deserve consideration because their presence and use in the work
show the singularity of this sense in the Golden Age and their relation to the engaño of
the senses.
Don Quijote’s entire chivalrous world is created by him and dependent upon his
knowledge of novelas de caballerías. He takes an object based in reality and passes it
through the lens of his books to create a chivalrous character, place or act – indeed, an
entire parallel universe that elevates his seventeenth century reality to the realm of
medieval knights. One of the hidalgo’s most well-known and complex creations is his
beloved Dulcinea,132 an ethereal lady whose earthly counterpart is the peasant woman
Aldonza Lorenzo.133 Though Don Quijote describes her in various ways throughout the
course of the novel (all details in line with what he knows of ladies from books of
chivalry), there are two passages in which Sancho participates in her characterization –
Chapter XXXI of the first part and Chapter X of the second – and the verbal illustration
between the two men battles back and forth between a description of Aldonza and one of
Dulcinea.
The descriptions are based on sensory perceptions of the physical ladies in question
(Aldonza and then the unnamed peasant woman) and what Don Quijote intends to
131

For one example, Cervantes’s entremés “El retablo de las maravillas” deals with a group of people who
claim to see a nonexistent puppet show in order to not be classified as bastards or conversos.
132
We can understand the implications of Don Quijote’s relationship with Dulcinea through one of the
current uses of the term “Dulcinea” as a man’s idealized love, the female counterpart to the dreamed of,
and generally nonexistent, “Prince Charming.”
133
I use “Dulcinea” in reference to the idealized princess created by Don Quijote and “Aldonza” for any
reference to the real woman on whom Don Quijote bases his fantasy.
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perceive of his Dulcinea based on what a chivalrous lady should look, sound and smell
like. What we find between these two episodes is the ever-present uncertainty of the
senses that fills Golden Age literature, but I contend that there is a unique departure from
the norm; smell is treated differently than the other senses, both as a provider of
information and as a characterization of the lady. In this chapter I will explore this to
show that in Don Quijote Miguel de Cervantes uses the exaltation of the most ephemeral
and least concrete sense, smell, in the description of Dulcinea, to exhibit the extended
uncertainty of the Golden Age in Spain,134 making the reader question the actuality of the
lady beyond the doubt explicitly assigned to her existence in the text.
Don Quijote’s manipulation of reality through the perspective of novelas de
caballerías presents a performed imitation of the genre. We are told that in his reading of
the books, Don Quijote “se enfrascó tanto en su lectura, que se le pasaban las noches
leyendo de claro en claro, y los días de turbio en turbio; y así, del poco dormir y del
mucho leer, se le secó el cerebro de manera que vino a perder el juicio” (23). The
hidalgo, having lost his mind,
vino a dar en el más estraño pensamiento que jamás dio loco en el mundo, y fue que le
pareció convenible y necesario, así para el aumento de su honra como para el servicio
de su república, hacerse caballero andante, y irse por todo el mundo con sus armas y
caballo, a buscar las aventuras, y a ejercitarse en todo aquello que él había leído que
los caballeros andantes se ejercitaban […]. (24)
Don Quijote has himself dubbed a knight, names both himself and his horse,
convinces Sancho Panza to be his squire and chooses the “princesa y gran señora” (26)
134

Refer to Chapter 3 for an expanded presentation of Golden Age doubt and uncertainty. I will be basing
my analysis and conclusions on this description of the theme in sixteenth and seventeenth century Spanish
society and literature.
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Dulcinea del Toboso to be the lady for whom he accomplishes all his acts of chivalry.
While Don Quijote’s case is particular and extreme, it brings to mind the “selffashioning” that Stephen Greenblatt identifies in sixteenth-century England. He
acknowledges that this idea does not suddenly appear as the sixteenth century begins, but
that what we find in this period, “is the perception – as old in academic writings as
Burckhardt and Michelet – that there is in the early modern period a change in the
intellectual, social, psychological, and aesthetic structures that govern the generation of
identities” (1), which essentially results in “an increased self-consciousness about the
fashioning of human identity as a manipulable, artful process” (2). Greenblatt asserts that
this fashioning can also extend beyond the individual as he attempts to establish or
manipulate the identities of others. Cervantes’s protagonist begins his adventure by
fashioning these selves (himself as knight, Sancho as squire and Aldonza as Dulcinea)
within the chivalric context of sentimental fiction.
This genre of literature is characterized as a short love story scripted by courtly love in
which the protagonist, more often than not, suffers from amor hereos, lovesickness, and
has been alternately termed “novela sentimental,” “ficción sentimental,” and “sentimental
romance” (Folger). The lover embarks on quests to prove his love to his beloved, a fair
lady who may or may not reciprocate his feelings. The intensity of his passion manifests
itself in his illness.
The allusions to sentimental fiction and chivalry novels in Don Quijote are well
documented within the extensive bibliography on the work. As Daniel Eisenberg asserts
“[i]t can be said without fear of exaggeration that interest in and study of the romances of
chivalry has been an incidental by-product of the study of the Quijote” (xv). While it is
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widely recognized that Don Quijote guides his reader back to the chivalric text, we
acknowledge that the genre cannot be understood solely through the hidalgo’s
interpretation of it (Eisenberg xvii).135 Edwin Williamson concurs and explores the
romance background of Don Quijote by considering the influence of the paramount
chivalric texts of Chrétien de Troyes and the later Amadís de Gaula.136 While the
Quijote cannot be taken as an unequivocal representation of the chivalric standard, Don
Quijote’s interpretation certainly mimics what he is purported to have read.
What results in the 800 pages that follow Don Quijote’s assumption of the role of
chivalric knight is the realization of his madness – his enactment of everything he had
read in his collection of chivalry books, with himself as the heroic protagonist. His
determination for exact replication of the deeds and feats of the chivalrous knights of
books is visible along the course of his journeys as he constantly refers to these heroes,
commenting to Sancho how each would have performed in given situations and coloring
his adventures from the pages of this romantic genre. However, the similitude for which
Don Quijote aims is curious because it appears to be a sort of reverse mimesis.
Erich Auerbach asserts that Cervantes’s work is not revelatory of the issues of
seventeenth-century Spanish society but rather, that it serves as a place to “present
Spanish life in its color and fullness” (303),137 in agreement with Cervantes’s belief that a
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Eisenberg’s book Romances of Chivalry in the Spanish Golden Age aims to “study the romances of
chivalry without taking Cervantes as a starting point” (xvii).
136
Williamson lays out his study in this way: “In his prologue to Part I [Cervantes] declares that the Quijote
has no other aim than to destroy ‘the ill-based fabric of these books of chivalry’ […]. I have therefore
sought to elucidate the distinguishing characteristics of this ‘fabric’ by identifying the ideas and
conventions that sustain chivalric romance and condition its portrayal to the world” (vii).
137
Erich Auerbach’s definitive book Mimesis (published in 1946) explores the use of mimetic theory in
certain works of literature throughout history, from Homer’s Odyssey through to Virginia Wolfe’s To The
Lighthouse. In his chapter “The Enchanted Dulcinea” he explains the aim of his work: “In our study we are
looking for representations of everyday life in which that life is treated seriously, in terms of its human and
social problems or even of its tragic complications” (45).
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good novel be recreational (Auerbach 313). In opting for this type of work, Cervantes
recognizes the change that had taken place over the past century: “He found the order of
reality in play. It is no longer the play of Everyman, which provides fixed norms for the
judgment of good and evil. That was still so in La Celestina. Now things are no longer
so simple. Cervantes undertakes to pass judgment only in matters concerning his
profession as a writer” (Auerbach 315).138 Through the diverting thoughts and
adventures of Don Quijote, Cervantes presents the uncertainty and play of the senses in
early modern Spain. Added to this, there is the other level of mimesis in the work, that
which I have termed ‘reverse mimesis,’ in Don Quijote’s quest to make life imitate art.
In the mere suggestion of this inversion Cervantes reveals a questioning of the accepted
and understood order of things.
It is worth mentioning here that the art Don Quijote aspired to recreate was not itself
imitating life. The codes of courtly love that he read about in his books did not proceed
from any real-life system that was in place at the time. Rather, courtly love has its
origins in those very fictional works found in Don Quijote’s library. The designation of
“courtly love” does not occur until Gaston París defines the term l'amour courtois as
representative of medieval literary love (Besó Portalés). Nevertheless, and regardless of
this later naming, it was already being defined in the Middle Ages. Andreas Capellanus,
in his book De amore, detailedly lays out the rules of courtly love and how they are
identified in the texts of the period; that is, he organized the code based on its evidence in
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Roberto González Echeverría also refers to Cervantes’s discussion of the role of the modern author,
understanding the criminal/puppeteer Ginés de Pasamonte to be representative of such a figure. He claims
it is very probable, “that this character represents in Don Quijote the modern author, the one who breaks
with the classical tradition to write a novel about himself and compete with the new genres emerging in
Spain at the time, especially with the Picaresque in part I and with the theater in part II” (224).
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fictional literature.139 In this way, life (the writing of manuals for lovers to follow) took
its cue from literature in much the same way that Don Quijote’s chivalrous deeds attempt
to replicate what first appeared in print.
Though the whole of the work revolves around Don Quijote’s representation of the
novelas de caballerías, of particular interest is the way that the nonexistent Dulcinea
plays into Don Quijote’s world. There is much confusion in the knight-errant’s
environment as we see the early modern theme of ser versus parecer played out in the
work. Most of his problems of perception result from a misinterpretation of the things
that are before him, each observed by Don Quijote but thought to be something else, the
common world of the hidalgo transformed through the lens of chivalry novels.
Although we recognize the need of all the senses to completely perceive the world,
sight and hearing, as we have already explored, are traditionally considered the two
principal ones. Effectively, when speaking of the deception of the senses, one refers to
that which is perceived through the eyes and ears, the senses that cause the majority of
the confusion between Don Quijote and his natural world. The most notable conflict is
when the knight perceives the windmills as giants while Sancho correctly perceives them
as windmills and is flabbergasted at his master’s erroneous identification and subsequent
battle against them.140 We can understand that the disparity in Sancho’s and Don
Quijote’s perceptions is due to two differences in the way they process information.
There are four steps to this processing: acquiring information (from an object or
139

Capellanus is by no means the only one who organized the code. Diego de San Pedro, best known for
his late medieval work of sentimental fiction Cárcel de amor (1492), in which courtly love serves almost as
the protagonist, dealt with it explicitly in his Sermón. Here he presents three themes dealing with the
passion of love: how to pursue a woman, consolation for sad hearts and how women should help these poor
lovers.
140
Hearing loses its credibility in those episodes when Don Quijote and Sancho hear a sound far off and
interpret it as something other than what it really is, Don Quijote hearing a chivalric army approaching
instead of the flock of sheep that is really coming (I. XVIII).
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situation), processing it (using either the imagination or reason), arriving at a conclusion
and applying the information to the context in which one finds oneself. When Don
Quijote is presented with something, he acquires the information through his senses. He
then interprets that information using his imagination (having lost his “juizio”), to finally
arrive at a certain knowledge of the object.
The problem in the case of Don Quijote is that he applies the information to his
context, the world of chivalry. Sancho, considering the same object, also receives
information through his senses. In contrast to his master, Sancho interprets it using
reason and arrives at a distinct knowledge of the information.141 Sancho’s process is
missing a step, however; he does not apply his knowledge to any greater context.
Although Sancho possesses an adequate cognition, he does not put things, “en ninguna
estructura significativa universal. Como no sabe leer ni escribir, no tiene un contexto o
mundo más allá del sensible” (Morón 338).142 That which each man is missing is clear in
the first episode of the “baciyelmo.” Morón explains that Don Quijote interprets the
object as Mambrino’s helmet. Sancho, though, seeing the same object, simply says that it
is “una cosa que relumbra” (150) but he does not develop his interpretation to arrive at
any useful significance, not even its logical context of pertaining to a barber’s work.
Sancho, interpreting with passivity, does not find a practical conclusion (Morón 339).
Don Quijote, interpreting according to his imagination, determines that it is a helmet
belonging to the chivalrous world.143
141

We remember from the third chapter that, generally speaking, in the Middle Ages it was believed that
imagination served as the mechanism that interpreted information while the modern world gives
precedence to reason as this interpretive apparatus.
142
Ciriaco Morón Arroyo deals with the differences in the way the two men interpret information and the
role of the principal senses in that (mis)perception.
143
Morón posits that the author reveals what the object really is: “Cervantes, el entendimiento, señala
correctamente lo que es: la bacía de barbero” (339).
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Whatever type of illness Don Quijote is suffering from,144 one thing is very clear and
that is that his madness only applies to the context of the chivalrous world. In every other
circumstance he proves himself to be logical and reasonable (Folger 239). His idée fixe
“forces him to conceive of everything he encounters as the subject of a knightly
adventure” (Auerbach 49), but, though he does so according to the rules of chivalry, he
reasons well even in these situations. It is only when his idée fixe comes into play that he
interprets things incorrectly.
The case of Dulcinea, however, is unique. When Don Quijote takes the windmills for
giants, his old nag for a gallant stead, the plain inn for a castle and the barber’s basin for
the magical helmet of Mambrino, he wrongly perceives an object that is placed before
him, something that is laid out before his eyes. Don Quijote errs because he interprets
through imagination and applies what he “finds” to the world of chivalry. What strikes
us about the knight’s chosen lady is that no physical presence is immediately in front of
him, nor appears in the work at all, that he should erroneously perceive it. It is true that
Dulcinea is his interpretation of the living countrywoman Aldonza Lorenzo and that
Sancho, once he realizes to whom his master is referring, corroborates the existence of
the manly and unattractive peasant. However, Aldonza Lorenzo does not make an
appearance in the course of their journey.
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Rogelio Miñana explains the various understandings of the hidalgo’s problem in his book Montruos que
hablan: el discurso de la monstruosidad en Cervantes. As he lays them out, they range from Don Quijote
being colérico (Otis Green), to melancólico (Teresa Scott Soufas) to simply an over-active imagination, a
viewpoint he claims to represent the majority of the criticism (and Juan Bautista Avalle-Arce in particular)
(160). Without entering into the debate, for the purpose of this essay I am working with the traditional
(perhaps generic) theory that Don Quijote is suffering from a sort of madness that has resulted in his
imagination turning his world into one of knights, ladies and chivalry.
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In the first part, Sancho is sent to find her and to deliver Don Quijote’s letter (Chapter
XXV)145 and upon his return he claims to have spoken with her (XXXI). In the second
part, the two men enter Toboso at night to search out her palace (IX),146 another peasant
woman is assigned the identity of the lady in Sancho’s trick on his master (X), and we are
given a physical description of her (X). Though these are all instances which might trick
the reader into believing she materializes at some point, Aldonza Lorenzo does not
appear in the work. While Don Quijote’s apparent madness distorts the reality of what he
see and how he acts, it is his physical surroundings that inspire him to begin to process
them. His imagination plays on in-the-moment reality. In the case of Aldonza, he does
not see her (to then perceive incorrectly). His image of her, that of the peasant woman,
from which he crowns her Dulcinea del Toboso, belongs to his memory.
Mary Carruthers and Jan M. Ziolkowski set forth the general beliefs about the system
of memory in the later Middle Ages. Different from the more modern interpretation of
145

Don Quijote writes his letter to Dulcinea and calls Sancho over “y le dijo que se la quería leer porque la
tomase de memoria” (195). Sancho insists that he have a written copy, insisting that “pensar que yo la he
de tomar en la memoria es disparate, que la tengo tan mala, que muchas veces se me olvida cómo me
llamo” (196). The knight ignores him and again tells him to listen as he reads his chivalrous missive aloud:
Soberana y alta señora: El ferido de punta de ausencia y el llagado de las telas del corazón, dulcísima
Dulcinea del Toboso,te envía la salud que él no tiene. Si tu fermosura me desprecia, si tu valor no es en
mi pro, si tus desdenes son en mi afincamiento, maguer que yo sea asaz de sufrido, mal podré
sostenerme en esta cuita, que, además de ser fuerte, es muy duradera. Mi buen escudero Sancho Panza
te dará entera relación,¡oh bella ingrata, amada enemiga mía! del modo que por tu causa quedo. Si
gustares de acorrerme, tuyo soy, y si no, haz lo que te viniere en gusto, que con acabar mi vida habré
satisfecho a tu crueldad y a mi deseo. Tuyo hasta la muerte, EL CABALLERO DE LA TRISTE
FIGURA. (196)
146
This amusing exchange between the two begins as follows:
“Sancho hijo, guía al palacio de Dulcinea. Quizá podrá ser que la hallemos despierta.”
“¿A qué palacio tengo de guiar, cuerpo del sol,” respondió Sancho, “que en el que yo vi a su grandeza
no era sino casa muy pequeña?”
“Debía de estar retirada entonces,” respondió don Quijote, “en algún pequeño apartamiento de su
alcázar, solazándose a solas con sus doncellas, como es uso y costumbre de las altas señoras y
princesas.”
“Señor,” dijo Sancho, “ya que vuestra merced quiere, a pesar mío, que sea alcázar la casa de mi señora
Dulcinea, ¿es hora ésta, por ventura, de hallar la puerta abierta? ¿Y será bien que demos aldabazos para
que nos oyan y nos abran, metiendo en alboroto y rumor toda la gente? ¿Vamos por dicha a llamar a la
casa de nuestras mancebas, como hacen los abarraganados, que llegan y llaman y entran a cualquier
hora, por tarde que sea?” (489)
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memory as passive – a picture, words or ideas that enter into the mind and are stored
there until needed – the medieval view of memory was that of an active system.
Therefore, strategies and craft were required to remember items and to make memory
useful (1-2). The idea of something remembered serving a later purpose was dependent
upon the creativity of the individual. That is to say, memory and imagination went hand
in hand. The authors explain: “Medieval memoria [the name given to the craft] took the
inventive function of human memory for granted, and emphasized it. Indeed, those who
practiced the crafts of memory used them – as all crafts are used – to make new things:
prayers, meditations, sermons, pictures, hymns, stories and poems” (3). Don Quijote’s
memory of Aldonza would then be a viable subject for manipulation, as were the physical
objects before his eyes.
Even more, memories were imbued with personal sentiments. Carruthers and
Ziolkowski go on to emphasize the strong connection between emotion and memory so
that, “there was no such thing as a detached memory” (8). Don Quijote tells Sancho that
he had been in love with Aldonza for many years, making his memory of her one that is
innately associated with this passionate emotion. When recalling an object, one is
inclined to make associations with related ideas (4), the memory of Aldonza therefore
inspiring love. Once a woman and love are filtered through Don Quijote’s chivalric lens,
nothing but a lady can result.
As regards memory and the visual, the authors explain that, logically, sight is the
sense most associated with memory, the other four serving to give further adornment to
the visualized remembrance (11). We follow this reasoning: Don Quijote has a vision of
Dulcinea in mind, one that coincides with the (manipulated) descriptions he gives of her.
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However, smell is generally not remembered in this process. Ergo, her scent is a piece of
Dulcinea that Don Quijote created and applied from his imagination. Therefore, its
vibrant presence in both description passages is worthy of note and further analysis.
J. Robert Barth signals the interplay of imitation and imagination as a certain mark of
ninteenth century (British) Romanticism, citing Coleridge in particular. He recognizes
that from Plato to the eighteenth century, the base of critical theory held literature to be
mimesis and that with the onset of Romanticism, these ideas were challenged and artists
imagined beyond “mere” imitation. Barth points to M. H. Abrams’ quintessential book
The Mirror and the Lamp for its study of this change but asserts that there is not such a
switch from one to the other. He proposes that rather, “the great Romantics had already
wedded the two. Imagination, in its highest form, includes the mimetic principle” (165)
and he defines imagination in this way: “Imagination does precisely this: brings into
fruitful tension subject and object, ideal and real, spiritual reality and sense reality,
transcendent and immanent. It works through the natura natureta (the sensible
impressions, the ‘outside’ of things) to reach the natura naturans (their essence, their
active principle of being)” (163).
Though dealing with the fusion of imagination and imitation over two centuries after
the publication of Don Quijote, I believe that Barth’s conclusions can be used to shed
light on Don Quijote’s relationship with his world. He is creating a “fruitful tension”
between his physical surroundings and books of chivalry to create the imagined world he
chooses to inhabit. The birth of Dulcinea, though, includes an extra, preliminary step.
Aldonza is crafted into Don Quijote’s memory which, by (medieval) definition, is already
imagining upon it. Pushed through the imaginative mechanism of the gentleman’s mind,
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she is further imagined upon, creating the inimitable Dulcinea.147 Dulcinea stands apart
from and above the knight’s other creations. We must ask if this doubly-imagined
woman is then further from reality or if, in some way, imagined within an imaginary
world, she is more real than anyone else in it.
In Chapter XXV of the first part, Don Quijote tells Sancho that he plans to send
Dulcinea a letter. At this point he also tells more about his relationship with the peasant
woman Aldonza and explains to Sancho that he has been in love with her for twelve years
and seen her maybe four times in that whole period. With this confession, Sancho makes
the connection between the famed Dulcinea and her living counterpart, exclaiming that
up until then he had believed Dulcinea to be a princess. His master responds that because
of his love for her, “tanto vale como la más alta princesa de la tierra” (195) and he
proceeds to justify his love for her. His reasoning reveals that he knows Dulcinea is not a
real woman. He tells Sancho that many renown poets had written love poems dedicated
to women who didn’t really exist, women they created as figures on whom to bestow
their love and praise: “Piensas tú que las Amariles, las Filis, las Silvias, las Dianas, las
Galateas, las Alidas y otras tales de que los libros, los romances, las tiendas de los
barberos, los teatros de las comedias, están llenos, fueron verdaderamente damas de carne
y hueso, y de aquellos que las celebran y celebraron?” (195).
We see Don Quijote’s consistency as he follows the amorous literary world to the
letter in this justification. He continues: “bástame a mí pensar y creer que la buena
Aldonza Lorenzo es hermosa y honesta” (195, my emphasis), recalling that two things,
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Auerbach recognizes the singularity of the character as well as he deals with her “enchantment” in his
essay and claims that this episode stands apart from the others in which there is a conflict between worlds.
One reason he gives for this is that, “is is concerned with Dulcinea herself, the ideal and incomparable
mistress of his heart” and that “[t]his is the climax of his illusion and disillusionment” (297).
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above all others, inspire love – “la mucha hermosura y la buena fama” (195) – which
Dulcinea possesses. However, even if that were not so, he could make her that way in his
mind: “yo imagino que todo lo que digo es así, sin que sobre ni falte nada, y píntola en mi
imaginación como la deseo, así en la belleza como en la principalidad” (195).148
This treatment of Dulcinea has many levels which further complicate the nature of her
existence. Don Quijote begins by assigning worth to Dulcinea because of his love for
her. Then, as his explanation continues, he justifies the writing of love stories about
women who do not really exist, which seems to allude to his love not being for a woman
of flesh and bone (be she peasant or princess) but for one imagined. He then claims that
she does indeed have the two necessary inspirers of love, returning Dulcinea to the realm
of physical existence (though she still might be the peasant women elevated to princess
by love) but quickly retreats a step, as it were, by telling Sancho that she need not have
these characteristics because he will just imagine her to have them.
And so we are left in a conundrum. What is Don Quijote claiming about his lady? Is
she Aldonza and admirable, thereby inspiring real love in the would-be knight? Is there a
viable elevation to royalty due to love? Or is she the peasant woman without redeeming
qualities and Don Quijote’s imagination of her assigns the admirable qualities that he
then combines with his imagined love to create the princess Dulcinea? While the
answers to these questions are uncertain and debatable (and add to the readers’ quandary
in perceiving Dulcinea), it is clear that Don Quijote recognizes that the princess Dulcinea
does not exist as such.
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This line of reasoning is a perfect illustration of Don Quijote’s logical thinking. His idée fixe causes him
to create Dulcinea but the way he goes about it is cogent and consistent.
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The reader is led to further question Don Quijote’s understanding of both the real
world and his imaginary one, along with the interplay between the two, in the pages that
directly follow. He writes his letter to Dulcinea (to be entrusted for delivery to Sancho)
and proceeds to write a “cédula” which gives payment of three of his donkeys to Sancho.
The squire agrees to the terms of the order and tells his master to sign it. Don Quijote
negates the need to do so, instead placing his “rúbrica” on it, which placates Sancho.
This is curious, though, for the possibility it presents of mixing the two worlds. It
appears that Don Quijote recognizes here that he is only pretending to be the knighterrant. The donkeys belong the Alonso Quijano, the man who lives and owns
possessions in the real world. Were he to sign “Don Quijote” it would not be a legal
order, given that such a man does not exist and certainly does not have three donkeys
with which to pay his servant.
At first, it would seem that Don Quijote does indeed understand that he is not who he
claims to be and desires to hide that by simply using his “rúbrica.” However, considering
this instance in light of his explanations of Dulcinea, one wonders if perhaps Don Quijote
realizes that there is a legitimate separation of worlds. If this is the case, it appears that
his rationality understands that his imaginary world can exist within the real world but
that they can only interact to a certain level. Though the real can insert itself into the
imagined (and be transformed by Don Quijote’s perception) the reverse cannot take
place. Don Quijote’s world, seen by others, is always aberrant and cannot function or
exist as he created it except when confined to itself.
The type of Dulcinea’s existence is again pondered in the following chapter (XXVI).
As the chapter opens, Don Quijote is trying to decide whom he should imitate in love-
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inspired condition, Roldán or Amadís. He explains that Roldán’s madness was caused by
his beloved Angélica sleeping with another man (taking “dos siestas” (199) with him) but
feels that he cannot adequately or justifiably imitate this reaction because he cannot
replicate the cause. Amadís offers a more promising possibility, the scorn and disdain of
his beloved Oriana (and his subsequent banishment) leading him to melancholy. Though
he is not despised by Dulcinea, Don Quijote concludes that it is enough to be absent from
her, as Amadís was from Oriana:
“Viva la memoria de Amadís, y sea imitado de don Quijote de la Mancha en todo lo
que pudiere, del cual se dirá lo que del otro se dijo, que si no acabó grandes cosas,
murió por acometellas, y si yo no soy desechado ni desdeñando de Dulcinea del
Toboso, bástame, como ya he dicho, estar ausente della. ¡Ea, pués, manos a la obra!
Venid a mi memoria cosas de Amadís, y enseñadme por dónde tengo de comenzar a
imitaros.” (200)
Our hero then proceeds to write verses and the narrator explains that of those found
only three were legible and those are included in the text. These lines celebrate the
connection that Don Quijote has established with Amadís, that of the absent lady, each of
the three stanzas ending, “aquí lloró don Quijote / ausencias de Dulcinea / DEL
TOBOSO” (200-1). It is interesting to consider Edith Grossman’s translation of these
lines: “Don Quijote here shed tears / for his absent Dulcinea / of Toboso” (207).149
However, the idea of “llorar ausencias” is different. It is not that Don Quijote is crying
149

In the introduction to Grossman’s definitive edition, Harold Bloom praises her work:
Though there have been many valuable English translation of Don Quijote, I would commend Edith
Grossman’s version for the extraordinarily high quality of her prose. The Knight and Sancho are so
eloquently rendered by Grossman that the vitality of their characterization is more clearly conveyed
than ever before. There is also an astonishing contextualization of Don Quijote and Sancho in
Grossman’s translation that I believe has not been achieved before. The spiritual atmosphere of a Spain
already in decline can be felt throughout, thanks to the heightened quality of her diction. (xxii)
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for Dulcinea. He acknowledges that she is not a real woman (and therefore she has
always been absent because she does not exist), but that he is crying for the imitated
situation, that of her absence. Amadís’s pain, caused by his separation from Oriana, is
based on the memory of his lady. For Don Quijote, the “memory” he is working with is
in fact only his imagination. Don Quijote’s memory of his love is only that of Aldonza
Lorenzo. By this point, the real memory has disappeared. He has already created
Dulcinea in place of Aldonza so that any ‘memory’ of the lady is an imagined one.
The senses come into play in Chapter XXXI, delightfully titled “De los sabrosos
razonamientos que pasaron entre don Quijote y Sancho Panza…” when Sancho returns
from his mission to deliver Don Quijote’s letter and must give a description of the lady.
In Chapter XXX, Sancho’s ramblings let on that he has not really seen the lady: “En lo de
la hermosura no me entremeto, que, en verdad, si va a decirla, que entrambas me parecen
bien, puesto que yo nunca he vista a la señora Dulcinea” (245). Don Quijote jumps in
calling him a “traidor blasfemo” (245) and asking, “¿no acabas de traerme ahora un
recado por su parte?” (245). Sancho quickly covers his error: “Digo que no la he vista
tan despacio […] que pueda haber notado particularmente su hermosura y sus buenas
partes, punto por punto, pero así a bulto, me parece bien” (245). Their description of
Aldonza/Dulcinea follows in the next chapter.
Though Sancho did not see her, he pretends that he did and answers Don Quijote’s
questions about his encounter with the lady (Chapter XXXI); Sancho, only understanding
“Dulcinea” as a new name for Aldonza, has this woman in mind when telling what he
found in Toboso. This passage is fascinating for a number of reasons – in particular, for
the way Cervantes utilizes the senses. The description of Dulcinea is presented through
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the womanly senses of touch, taste and, of course, smell and these, pertaining to
Dulcinea, give a favorable image of the woman – not as the lady Don Quijote would have
her to be but as a woman rightly using the senses assigned her.
The first question Don Quijote asks is if Sancho found her embroidering something
for him. Though Sancho replies in the negative and paints the picture of Dulcinea
working in the field sifting wheat, she is still honorably using her hands. It is obvious
that her hands are involved in both activities, but Don Quijote mentions the appendages
explicitly, assuring that the plain grain seen by Sancho would undoubtedly have changed
to grains of pearls, “tocados de sus manos” (248). Don Quijote asks about the type of
wheat, Sancho assuring him it was the most un-chivalrous variety, that of “rubión” (248).
Again, Don Quijote believes in the transforming powers of his lady’s hands and
proclaims, “Pues yo te aseguro […] que, ahechado por sus manos, hizo pan candeal sin
duda alguna” (248).
Continuing on to her mouth, Don Quijote asks if she kissed his letter when Sancho
handed it to her. She did not, according to Sancho, but rather placed it to the side
because she was in the middle of working, and Don Quijote proceeds to ask Sancho if his
lady asked for him. Again, she did not, maintaining a closed mouth. Sancho’s simple
statement of her silence is interesting when compared to the three peasant women we
encounter in the second part of the work (Chapter X), whose class and status we would
equate to that of Aldonza. These latter women do not remain close-mouthed (as we will
explore later on), which emphasizes the idealized womanly silence of Aldonza in this
moment.
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Taste, associated with women because of the meals they were to cook and provide for
their families,150 appears toward the end of the exchange. Don Quijote asks Sancho with
what jewel the lady rewarded him, “[p]orque es usada y antigua costumbre entre los
caballeros y damas andantes dar a los escuderos, doncellas o enanos que les llevan
nuevas, de sus damas a ellos, a ellas de sus andantes, alguna rica joya, en albricias, en
agradecimiento de su recado” (249). Though Aldonza did not comply with this norm as
Dulcinea would have, she did (according to Sancho’s narration) give him “un pedazo de
pan y queso” (249), feeding him as women were expected to do.
Though Don Quijote and Sancho’s exchange here comes across in the form of
questions and answers, the knight errant’s questions are more affirmations about the
actions and appearance of the lady. As Don Quijote has himself created Dulcinea, he
already has a fixed image of her in his mind. His questions are not to find out but rather
to assure. Sancho, giving imagined though realistic answers (as if he had complied with
the order and seen Aldonza), describes the lady as the type of woman the readers know
her to be: she is tall, ugly, is working outside and smells bad. However, Don Quijote
does not take Sancho’s answers as truth but rather concedes some points, justifies others
and, in a way, the two men negotiate a description of the never-seen Dulcinea.
The conversation continues in this manner up to the last detail of the description when
Don Quijote asks about the smell of his lady. After all the other rejections of this
description of Dulcinea/Aldonza, Don Quijote says to Sancho, “Pero no me negarás,
Sancho, una cosa,” (249), making a contradiction impossible, and continues with this
description: “cuando llegaste junto a ella, ¿no sentiste un olor sabeo, una fragancia
aromática y un no sé qué de bueno, que yo no acierto a dalle nombre? Digo, ¿un tuho, o
150

This connection between women and taste was studied more fully in Chapter 4.
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tufo, como si estuvieras en la tienda de algún curioso guantero?” (249). Sancho replies
that he smelled “un olorcillo algo hombruno, y debía de ser que ella, con el mucho
ejercicio, estaba sudada y algo correosa,” (249) but, again emphatic, Don Quijote
counters: “No sería eso, […] sino que tú debías de estar romanizado o te debiste de oler a
ti mismo, porque yo sé bien a lo que huele esa rosa entre espinas, aquel lirio del campo,
aquel ámbar desleído” (249). Sancho accepts this second argument.
Although Don Quijote and Sancho arrive at similar conclusions in the other elements
of her description, when they come to that of smell, Don Quijote accepts nothing less
than that the fragrance of a lady is coming from his Dulcinea. Despite all the other
traditional characteristics of a chivalrous lady that Dulcinea should possess, smell trumps
them all. Here the principal senses (sight and hearing) are shown to be weak, unexacting
and malleable. Alfred Rodríguez and Mariana A. Ramírez consider the two consecutive
night episodes recounted in Chapters XIX and XX of the first part, showing, “the two
most highly developed and regarded of the senses, sight and hearing, are consecutively
tested, tested and found, of course, baroquely wanting” (108-9). The authors note that
even Sancho, who normally identifies things correctly, is also mistaken in his nighttime
perception. During the second scene Sancho feels the needed to defecate and it is here
that Don Quijote demonstrates the full-functioning capacity of this lower sense, telling
Sancho, “Es que ahora más que nunca hueles y no a ámbar” (112).
Returning for a moment to Don Quijote’s mention of the smell of the glove maker’s
shop, I believe we can go one step farther in our interpretation of this reference, by
returning to what we know about ambergris-scented gloves. Robert Cushman Murphy
describes how ambergris was used as a fixate in perfume:
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In other words, its real purpose may be said to be that of hoodwinking the olfactory
sense of perfume users. After the delicate breath of roses or lilies of the valley has
entirely evanesced, the exhalation of ambergris still remains, and possesses abundant
charms of its own to compensate for whatever has been lost or, perhaps, to prevent a
realization that anything has been lost. […] The aroma is as subtly pleasing to the
majority of human beings as catnips is to all feline creatures. (np)
I believe we can see a correlation between these fragrances and the senses. As ambergris
remains once the principal fragrances disappear, the veracity of smell likewise remains
when the other senses fail.
The second part of Don Quijote has a parallel episode (Chapter X) in which we see
that the olfactory again has a distinct place in relation to the other senses. Despite its
similarity to the first episode in respect to the presence and use of descriptive smell, this
scene demonstrates a few of the general differences that distinguish the first part from the
second. The first part of Don Quijote is simpler, in a sense, because it exists within itself,
describing the madness-induced adventures of the protagonist and his squire. The
complications of the second part are set into motion by the appearance of a subversive
second part written by Avellaneda.
To avenge himself, Cervantes writes his own, true, second part, explicitly mentioning
the false version. He adds to that the presence of readers of the first part, characters who
know of Don Quijote, his madness and adventures, many of whom take advantage of the
knight. This makes for a difference in Don Quijote’s adventures; in the first part they
occur through the initiative of Don Quijote who insists on having them as a knight-errant.
In the second part, the majority of the “adventures” are more misfortunes that happen to
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Don Quijote and Sancho due to their fame and the recognition of Don Quijote as the
madman who believes himself to be a knight. Furthermore, as Auerbach points out, Don
Quijote’s initiative is focused above all on the disenchantment of Dulcinea.151 Returning
to the descriptions of Dulcinea, we find that the second one manifests the new level of
complexity that is characteristic of the latter part.
The second part begins in the home of Don Quijote as he is recovering from his illness
under the care of his niece and housekeeper. He is visited by the priest and barber who
are carefully monitoring his situation, and also by the bachiller Sansón Carrasco who
informs the knight that his story has indeed been put into a book (the first part of the
work) as he had been hoping, and as any true knight-errant’s history should be. The two,
along with Sancho, discuss the contents of the book, and Don Quijote gives his critique
of the narration and it author.152 The reader is also given a glimpse of the fictional
readers of the first part, those who will come to influence the course of the story in this
second part.153
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Henry W. Sullivan’s book Grotesque Purgatory: A Study of Cervantes’s Don Quijote, Part II points to
the more somber flavor of the second part. He convincingly asserts that Don Quijote and Sancho journey
through an earthly purgatory in this part and come out refined. Michael McGaha also focuses on this
second part for its treatment of Don Quijote’s pride, likewise claiming him to be an improved man by the
end of it.
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We are told that Don Quijote has great doubts about the ability of the work’s author to faithfully relate
what happened: “desconsolóle pensar que su autor era moro, según aquel nombre de CIDE, y de los moros
no se podía esperar verdad alguna, porque todos son embelecadores, falsarios y quimeristas” (453).
153
The various viewpoints presented in this exchange reveal the logical conflict in Don Quijote’s approach
to chivalry books:
“Con todo eso, respondió el bachiller, ‘dicen algunos que han leído la historia, que se holgaran [si] se
les hubiera olvidado a los autores della algunos de los infinitos palos que en diferentes encuentros
dieron al señor don Quijote.’ ‘Ahí entra la verdad de la historia,’ dijo Sancho. ‘También me pudieran
callarlos por equidad,’ dijo don Quijote, ‘pues las acciones que ni mudan, ni alteran la verdad de la
historia, no hay para qué escribirlas si han de redundar en menosprecio del señor de la historia. A fee
que no fue tan piadoso Eneas como Virgilio le pinta, ni tan prudente Ulises como le describe Homero.”
(455)
Though Don Quijote is punctilious as he follows the code of knight-errantry laid out for him in chivalry
novels (mimesis), he is less so in his estimation of what must be included in a work about his adventures
and what may be left unmentioned. His statement is also curious when considered in light of his fear that
the Moorish author would not truthfully present him and his adventures. The bachiller clarifies: “‘Así es,
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After reaffirming his need to follow the destiny of a true knight-errant to his niece and
housekeeper, and after Sancho convinces his wife to let him accompany his master, the
two set out again. At the suggestion of Sansón, they head for Zaragoza, “adonde de allí
en pocos días se habían de hacer solemnísimas justas por la fiesta de San Jorge, en las
cuales podría [Don Quijote] ganar fama sobre todos los caballeros aragoneses, que sería
ganarla sobre todos los del mundo” (462). Before returning to his adventures though,
Don Quijote insists on seeing Dulcinea to obtain her blessing and he and Sancho make
their way to Toboso.
They arrive at night and begin to wander around the town in the dark, uncertain of
where to find Dulcinea’s palace (Chapter IX). Since Sancho had already been to see
Dulcinea, Don Quijote expects his squire to be able to lead them to her house. Of course,
as he never followed through on his assignment, he cannot lead them. He counters by
saying that surely Don Quijote knows where to find it for having visited thousands of
times. Don Quijote’s reply reminds us again of the nature of the relationship between
many knights and their ladies in novelas de caballerías, that the former had never seen
the physical presence of the latter: “¿no te he dicho mil veces que en todos los días de mi
vida no he visto a la sin par Dulcinea, ni jamás atravesé los umbrales de su palacio, y que
sólo estoy enamorado de oídas, y de la gran fama que tiene de hermosa y discreta?”
(490). His guileless confession again demonstrates his knowledge of the genre (he, in
fact, uses this instance to further “teach” Sancho about the books) and proves that he is
still fully consumed by his illness (the recuperatory period at home having not cured him
as his friends had hoped).
[…] pero uno es escribir como poeta y otro como historiador. El poeta puede contar o cantar cosas, no
como fueron, sino como debían ser, y el historiador las ha de escribir, no como debían ser, sino como
fueron, sin añadir ni quitar la verdad cosa alguna” (455).
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What does confound in this episode, however, is that Don Quijote asks a laborer if he
can tell them, “dónde son por aquí los palacios de la sin par princesa doña Dulcinea del
Toboso” (491). When Don Quijote had sent Sancho with the order for the three donkeys
(I. XXV), he refused to sign his name because the signature “Don Quijote” would not
acquire the payment for his squire. Yet in this scene Don Quijote does not hesitate to
introduce the unreal Dulcinea into the reality of Toboso and one wonders what this says
about the veracity of the lady in the mind of her would-be knight, and beyond that, for the
readers. That the fictional Dulcinea can enter into reality alludes to a more tangible
existence for the lady. This is not denied as the laborer inquired of is a hired hand and
stranger to Toboso and so cannot answer either way about the presence of Dulcinea in the
town.154
At this point we turn to Leo Spitzer who signals the variety of names in the work –
Quijada, Quesada, and Quijana for the protagonist’s real surname, the confusion of
Sancho’s wife name, the variations of the name of the Condesa Trifaldi and of Mambrino
– as evidence of the author’s “desire to show the different aspects under which the
character in question may appear to others” (163), asserting that “[t]his lack of authorial
criticism in the face of so much linguistic relativity tends to shake the reader’s confidence
in established word-usage” (173).
This linguistic instability is also manifested in Sancho’s mispronunciation of words,
all of which combines to create the “linguistic perspectivism” that Spitzer identifies
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Dulcinea’s entrance into reality is also interesting at this point for its inclusion in the same scene as Don
Quijote’s reiteration of never having seen Dulcinea, but only knowing her from what he has heard of her
(though we know nothing of his source for this information). Cervantes plays with the readers, seemingly
leading them to a definitive answer about the questions of Dulcinea’s existence (that she does not) and then
immediately confounding that resolution by questioning if she perhaps does exist in some form.
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throughout the work. He maintains that this play of words and its subsequent uncertainty
allude to the greater themes of the Spanish Golden Age:
Whereas the writers of the Renaissance were able to build up their word-worlds out of
sheer exuberance, free to “play” linguistically because of their basic confidence in life,
with the baroque artist desengaño “disillusionment” is allowed to color all the things
of the world, including books and their words, which possess only the reality of a
sueño. (174-5)155
In light of this nebulous reality related to the variety of names, I believe we can take a
cue from the lack of variation in Dulcinea’s name. The peasant Aldonza Lorenzo’s name
does not vary and his lady is always Dulcinea to Don Quijote. While her existence is in
doubt for many logical reasons, it would seem that the lack of complication with her
name is a signal from Cervantes that there is more certainty to this woman than one
would first believe.
Since the adventurers are left without an answer and it is still dark out, the two decide
to depart from the town and wait until daylight, Don Quijote planning to wait in the
woods nearby and Sancho volunteering to return to locate and speak to Dulcinea. The
following chapter (X), entitled “Donde se encuentra la industria que Sancho tuvo para
encantar a la señora Dulcinea […]” continues directly from that point and opens with a
warning that there follows all manner of follies on the part of Don Quijote: “las locuras
de don Quijote llegaron aquí al término y raya de las mayores que pueden imaginarse, y
aun pasaron dos tiros de ballesta más allá de las mayores” (492). Despite all the
madness, however, we find that there is truth presented through smell.
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While some of Spitzer’s ideas of a clearly delineated distinction between the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance are dated and have been revised, I feel that his identification of linguistic instability as
reflective of Baroque uncertainty is valid and pertinent to the discussion at hand.
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As Don Quijote commissions Sancho to speak to Dulcinea and to ask her to meet with
him, the knight advises his messenger to watch her carefully for signs of love. He
proceeds to list for Sancho the physical evidence that would appear in Dulcinea as an
outward manifestation of the amor hereos inside. He sums up his list of symptoms this
way:
“finalmente, hijo, mira todas sus acciones y movimientos, porque si tú me los relatares
como ellos fueron, sacaré yo lo que ella tiene escondido en lo secreto de su corazón
acerca de lo que al fecho de mis amores toca. Que has de saber, Sancho, si no lo
sabes, que entre los amantes las acciones y movimientos exteriores que muestran,
cuando de sus amores se trata, con certísimos correos que traen las nuevas de lo que
allá en lo interior del alma pasa.” (493)
While Don Quijote’s manner of diagnosis follows that of medical guides of the late
Middle Ages and is another testament to Cervantes’s vast knowledge of the subject
matter, one cannot help but notice the incredible number of steps between the information
Don Quijote seeks and its final resting place in his mind. Whether she is in love or not
resides in Dulcinea’s heart. This is manifested in the physical symptoms listed by Don
Quijote. It must then be observed by Sancho, processed by him, remembered by him
(and his memory has already shown it is not up to the task), and then spoken by him. It
then would be heard by Don Quijote and interpreted by the same, at which point the
knight will have his information. This leaves no less than seven steps from Dulcinea’s
heart to Don Quijote’s head, over half of them dependent upon a messenger who has
already proven himself less than reliable. When the transmission is understood in light of
all the channels through which it must pass, the chance that correct information will be
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relayed seems very slim. The author’s care in making this visible alludes to the
unreliability of the senses, both as they present information and interpret it, and
establishes the sensorial uncertainty which explodes in the coming episode of this
chapter.
Having received his orders, Sancho, “confuso y pensativo” (493), departs from Don
Quijote toward Toboso (Chapter X). Once out of sight, he dismounts and, sitting at the
foot of a tree, reflects aloud on his errand. The beginning of his soliloquy is reminiscent
of the right-minded Sancho who is constantly confounded by his master. Halfway
through pondering all this aloud, however, he decides that of course he cannot enter
Toboso looking for the princess Dulciness because the Tobosans will beat him for
attempting to remove the lady from among them. All of a sudden, Sancho appears to be
overtaken by Don Quijote’s madness.
Though his desire to not continue on may very well be due to his innate laziness, his
reasoning shows the effects of his time with Don Quijote. Immediately after the
monologue Sancho recognizes this himself: “Este mi amo por mil señales he visto un
loco de atar, y aun también yo no le quedo en zaga, pues soy más mentecato que él, pues
le sigo y sirvo, si es verdadero el refrán que dice: «dime con quién andas, decirte he
quién eres», y el otro de «no con quien naces, sino con quien paces»” (494). This
revelation to the reader identifies one of the themes of the second part, Sancho’s own sort
of madness (and the quixotization of the squire), but it also further emphasizes the
uncertainty and doubt of what is real, what is imagined and the ever-growing interplay
between the two.
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The next piece that Sancho shares with the reader is his plan for tricking Don Quijote,
his solution to Don Quijote’s ridiculous assignment. Based on how well he knows how
Don Quijote thinks and misperceives, Sancho decides to convince Don Quijote that a
peasant girl is his beloved. He says he will persist in insisting on Dulcinea’s presence
before Don Quijote, should the latter see correctly that it is not she. However, if he
cannot overcome Don Quijote’s belief in his own visual perception, Sancho will simply
tell him that an enchanter changed her appearance in order to hurt Don Quijote. Once
settled on his plan, and having stayed away long enough to equate a trip to Toboso and
back, Sancho returns to his master.
With luck, as he is on his way, Sancho sees three peasant girls on the road heading
toward where Don Quijote is waiting for him. He races the rest of the way to his master
and confidently announces that Dulcinea is on her way to see him, accompanied by two
of her damsels. Don Quijote questions the likelihood of this: “Mira no me engañes, ni
quieras con falsas alegrías alegrar mis verdaderas tristezas” (495). Sancho insists (as he
had planned to do) and introduces the vision of Dulcinea coming toward them:
“Pique, señor, y venga, y verá venir a la princesa, nuestra ama, vestida y adornada, en
fin, como quien ella es. Sus doncellas y ella todas son una ascua de oro. Todas
mazorcas de perlas, todas son diamantes, todas rubíes, todas telas de brocado de más
de diez altos. Los cabellos sueltos por las espaldas, que son otros tantos rayos del sol,
que andan jugando con el viento, y sobre todo vienen a caballo sobre tres cananeas
remendadas, que no hay más que ver.” (495)
Sancho wastes no words and even in this first attempt at describing the woman who is not
really before them, he dazzles Don Quijote and the reader with the brightness of
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Dulcinea’s entourage. He does not liken the ladies to the gems mentioned but rather
identifies them as such. They are the jewels and their ornamentation is nothing less than
the sun’s rays acting as a covering for their heads. Already in this first description, one
sees a bright, sparkling vision and this extreme sight (which imagined, looks like a cloud
of magic) prepares the way for the coming role of the enchanter.
Don Quijote corrects Sancho’s use of “cananeas” instead of “hacaneas” in the passage
above but Sancho quickly dismisses this, not to be deterred from the princess he must
paint for his master. His insistence is not a mere repetition, however, but an
intensification of the image, as he proclaims the splendor of Dulcinea that is about to be
before them: “ellas vienen las más galanas señoras que se puedan desear, especialmente
la princesa Dulcinea, mi señora, que pasma los sentidos” (495, my emphasis). There are
two definitions for “pasmar” that are helpful to us at this point. The Real Academia
Española defines it as “asombrar con extremo” which figuratively is logical for the great,
unequalled beauty that Sancho wants to describe to Don Quijote. I would argue, though,
that there is another more appropriate definition: “Ocasionar o causar suspensión o
pérdida de los sentidos y del movimiento.” The vision that Sancho paints does indeed
stun the senses in this way. If the sight of her stuns the senses, then all five would not be
working properly. Sancho prepares Don Quijote and the reader for the sensorial
confusion that is nearly upon them.
We consider this also in conjunction with what Don Quijote says of Dulcinea in the
opening chapter of this second part. Knowing nothing of the written account of his
adventures, nor the meddlesome readers who will color and direct his path in the second
part, the knight calls his lady “la luz que mis sentidos alumbra” (250). While before she
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illuminated his senses, gave sense to them, as it were, and gave purpose to his adventures,
she now confounds him, blinding and dulling his senses and his perception of his reality.
From this point on, Don Quijote’s quest is not defined by the clear-cut objective of
winning her favor but rather, of breaking the spell under which he will believe her to be.
At this point, however, Don Quijote is not yet stunned by Dulcinea. He casts “los ojos
por todo el camino del Toboso” but when, “no vio sino a las tres labradoras, turbóse todo,
y preguntó a Sancho si las había dejado fuera de la ciudad” (495). Don Quijote’s belief
of his participation in the world of chivalry has not been altered in any way, as is shown
by his belief that the women truly are coming to meet with him. However, his senses
function properly to inform him that is it only three peasant girls coming toward him and
not the spectacle Sancho describes. Sancho’s persistence asks him, “¿por ventura tiene
vuesa merced los ojos en el colodrillo, que no vee que son éstas las que aquí vienen,
resplandecientes como el mismo sol a mediodía?” (495). Don Quijote responds that he
does indeed see “las que […] vienen” and he correctly judges them “tres labradoras sobre
tres borricos” (495).
Sancho’s response further dazzles: “¿es posible que tres hacaneas, o como se llaman,
blancas como el ampo de la nieve, le parezcan a vuesa merced borricos?” When Sancho
first described the horses he called them “cananeas remendadas” (495). His incorrect
noun aside, Sancho classifies them as spotted animals. They have changed, however, by
the time he returns to them here and they are now as bright white as the snow.
Dulcinea’s entrance (that orchestrated by Sancho) gives the vision of a bright light, that
of the sun, as he tells us at multiple points. Anyone seeing such brightness would be
paralyzed as one is by sun glare, not able to see what is ahead. Sancho has just
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compounded the illusion by intensifying the color of the horses to give the image of the
bright, powerful sun shining off of pure white snow and reflecting back at the viewer in
such a way that he loses his ability to see correctly that which lies before him.156
Has Don Quijote lost his ability to identify the true nature of the women and their
mounts? Not yet. He tells Sancho, “Pues yo te digo, Sancho amigo,” dijo don Quijote,
“que es tan verdad que son borricos, o borricas, como yo soy don Quijote y tú Sancho
Panza. A lo menos, a mi tales me parecen” (496). In this very moment, Don Quijote
shows that he is not as steadfast in his decision as he has been over the last few turns of
the conversation, as his perception now demonstrates a mix of lucidity and madness. His
squire is indeed Sancho Panza but he is not truly Don Quijote. Though this is implicitly
revealed through his declaration, his explicit comment that “a mi tales me parecen” opens
the door for Sancho’s further manipulation and deception. Don Quijote is no longer
firmly declaring what the women are but has recognized that reality is not always what it
seems and that the early modern conundrum of ser versus parecer does indeed play into
his adventuring.
It would seem that Sancho realizes his opportunity has presented itself through Don
Quijote’s statement and he presses on: “‘Calle, señor,’ dijo Sancho, ‘no diga la tal
palabra, sino despabile esos ojos y venga a hacer reverencia a la señora de sus
pensamientos, que ya llega cerca.’” However, if he opens his eyes more, he will be in
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We have already noted the exceptionality of Dulcinea in a number of regards and it is fascinating to
consider at this point the allusion to the divine that is made through this image. In Mark’s account of the
transfiguration, he describes Jesus’s change in this way: “And after six days Jesus took with him Peter and
James and John, and led them up a high mountain by themselves. And he was transfigured before them, and
his clothes became radiant, intensely white, as no one on earth could bleach them” (Mark 9.2-3). It is also
worth considering the term “transfiguration” because it does not mean to change in substance, but only in
appearance. It could therefore be applied to what is happening in this scene. Through Sancho’s words, the
peasant is transfigured and becomes as Dulcinea. We know, however, from the conversation that follows,
that it is only her appearance that is altered.
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further trouble regarding his senses and their interpretation of what is before him. That
bright light of sun glare or of the sun shining off the snow makes one naturally squint, to
protect the eyes. Further opening them, Don Quijote is exposed to more danger. By
encouraging him to do this, it is as if Sancho is luring him into the spell he is weaving.
He commands Don Quijote, “no diga” because Sancho must speak now to cast his spell, a
spell which takes the form of an orally conveyed chivalry tale.157
Sancho’s tale continues in an acted-out form as he speaks to the women, addressing
“Dulcinea” with every lovely acclamation due a lady of her status and presenting himself
and Don Quijote as her loyal servants: “Reina y princesa y duquesa de la hermosura,
vuestra altivez y grandeza sea servida de recebir en su gracia y buen talente al cautivo
caballero vuestro, que allí está hecho piedra mármol, todo turbado y sin pulsos de verse
antes vuestra magnífica presencia” (496). Don Quijote listens, hypnotized, until he
follows suits and falls to his knees, physically bowing to the women but figuratively to
Sancho: “A esta sazón ya se había puesto don Quijote de hinojos junto a Sancho, y
miraba con ojos desencajados y vista turbada a la que Sancho llamaba reina y señora, y
como no descubría en ella sino una moza aldeana y no de muy buen rostro, porque era
carirredonda y chata, estaba suspenso y admirado, sin osar desplegar los labios” (496).
The description of Don Quijote’s “ojos desencajados y vista turbada” shows the effect
that this encounter has on his senses as he, close-mouthed and with clouded vision, listens
to Sancho’s entrancing platitudes.
The peasant girls are likewise shocked into silence during Sancho’s speech, but once
he has finished, one of them opens her mouth and lets flow a stream of burly peasant
157

We are reminded here of the power of the spoken word taken advantage of by Celestina – the sounds,
names and repetition used to create a spell under which the others fell.
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speech telling the men to let them through. Another chimes in accusing their kneeling
flatterers of making fun of them, “como si aquí no supiésemos echar pullas como ellos”
(496). She then orders them to move out of the way if they know what’s good for them.
Until this point, senses had been behaving in an appropriate manner, Don Quijote’s eyes
telling him that the women were peasants and the women’s mouth remaining properly
closed. Once the women speak, all is undone. Sancho’s spell has been cast (even
through his peasant “apprentices” whose speech serves to confound Don Quijote) and the
knight-errant has fallen into it.
Immediately following the women’s dismissal, Don Quijote speaks and tells Sancho to
get up:
“que ya veo que la Fortuna, de mi mal no harta, tiene tomados los caminos todos por
donde pueda venir algún contento a esta ánima mezquina que tengo en las carnes. Y
tú, ¡oh estremo del valor que puede desearse, término de la humana gentileza, único
remedio deste afligido corazón que te adora! Ya que el maligno encantador me
persigue y ha puesto nubes y cataratas en mis ojos, y para sólo ellos y no para otros ha
mudado y transformado tu sin igual hermosura y rostro en el de una labradora pobre, si
ya también el mío no le ha cambiado en algún vestiglo para hacerle aborrecible a tus
ojos, no dejes de mirarme blanda y amorosamente, echando de ver en esta sumisión y
arrodillamiento que a tu contrahecha hermosura hago la humildad con que mi alma de
adora.” (496-7)
This distraught realization is replete with significance. To begin, Don Quijote quotes
directly from Garcilaso’s Égloga tercera with “la Fortuna, de mi mal no harta” (Lathrop
496). He shows that he has fallen under the spell and he does it with style, choosing an
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exemplary line from a well-known pastoral text. Sancho proves to know his master’s
illness well because he predicted that Don Quijote would believe an enchanter
responsible for the image before him.158 Finally, also as Sancho predicted, the knight
believes that the evil enchanter did something to him so that only through his eyes (since
Sancho seems to be viewing a different vision of the woman), does Dulcinea appear
distorted.
Convinced that his lady is indeed before him he breaks the wall between them and
addresses her directly, as we see in the passage above. He then attempts to help her
when, in haste, she falls from her horse. She rejects his aid, runs toward the horse, jumps
like a man onto the animal’s back and the three women ride off. After listening to her
speech (she lashes out after Don Quijote’s plea above), her manly mounting and
determined flight, Don Quijote arrives at the conclusion that the enchanter worked
differently than he originally thought:
volviéndose a Sancho, le dijo: “¿Sancho, qué te parece cuán mal quisto soy de
encantadores? Y mira hasta dónde se estiende su malicia y la ojeriza que me tienen,
pues me han querido privar del contento que pudiera darme ver en su ser a mi señora.
En efecto, yo nací para ejemplo de desdichados y para ser blanco y terrero donde
tomen la mira y asiesten las flechas de la mala fortuna. Y has también de advertir,
Sancho, que no se contentaron estos traidores de haber vuelto y transformado a mi
Dulcinea, sino que la transformaron y volvieron en una figura tan baja y tan fea como
la de aquella aldeana, y juntamente le quitaron lo que es tan suyo de las principales
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Sancho had said previously, “no será difícil hacerle creer que una labradora, la primera que me topare
por aquí, es la señora Dulcinea […] o quizá pensará, como yo imagino, que algún mal encantador de estos
que él dice que le quieren mal la habrá cambiado la figura por hacerle mal y daño” (494), but, in fact, he
did not have to do anything. Don Quijote came up with the enchanter himself.
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señoras, que es el buen olor, por andar siempre entre ámbares y entre flores. Porque te
hago saber, Sancho, que cuando llegué a subir a Dulcinea sobre su hacanea, según tú
dices, que a mí me pareció borrica, me dio un olor de ajos crudos, que me encalabrinó
y atosigó el alma.” (497-8, my emphasis)159
Sancho, encouraged by his master’s response, replies, “Bastaros debiera, bellacos,
haber mudado las perlas de los ojos de mi señora en agallas alcornoqueñas y sus cabellos
de oro purísimos en cerdas de cola de buey bermejo, y finalmente todas sus faciones de
buenas en malas, sin que le tocáredes en el olor, que por él siquiera sacáramos lo que
estaba encubierto debajo de aquella fea corteza,” (498) though he maintains that he never
saw anything but beauty in her. The pleasant smell that Sancho here claims to have
anticipated in Dulcinea stems from the “odor of sanctity” belief explored in Chapter 2. In
Don Quijote’s chivalric world, a true lady would possess this saintly characteristic.
Though Cervantes utilizes a variety of strategies to signal the singularity of Dulcinea
in both parts of the work and to present her as more of an enigma than the other
characters (in particular, as regards her existence), the existing criticism has not identified
his use of smell and the olfactory as a tool in developing her distinction, indeed, it barely
takes note of it. The passage Auerbach includes in his article ends after, “¿Sancho, qué te
parece cuán mal quisto soy de encantadores?” He does later refer to Don Quijote’s
comment of her “olor de ajos crudos” but concludes: “And the observation he now
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It is interesting to note that an enchanter also appears in the first part of Don Quijote, related to the
passage studied here. Don Quijote is in wonder that Sancho returned from his mission to Toboso in such a
short period of time:
“¿Sabes de qué estoy maravillado Sancho? De que me parece que fuiste y veniste por los aires, pues
poco más de tres días has tardado en ir y venir desde aquí al Toboso, habiendo de aquí allá más de
treinta leguas, por lo cual me doy a entender que aquel sabio nigromante que tiene cuenta con mis cosas
y es mi amigo, porque por fuerza le hay y le ha de haber, so pena que yo no sería buen caballero
andante, digo que este tal te debió de ayudar a caminar sin que tú lo sintieses […].” (250)
In this case, however, in the simpler knighthood of Don Quijote that characterizes the first part, the
magician worked for the good of the squire.
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makes, to the effect that the evil enchantment affects even Dulcinea’s aura – for her
breath had not been pleasant – can disturb his illusion as little as Sancho’s grotesque
description of details of her beauty […]” (44-5). However, Auerbach is mistaken as this
is not the case, and far from it. Don Quijote is greatly affected by Dulcinea’s smell.160 It
is also interesting that Cervantes chooses this sense, one of the three lower, female ones,
to do so.161 By creating Dulcinea through smell, giving her the use of a proper feminine
sense to assert her existence, he further establishes her identity as a real woman.
Don Quijote is able to justify the physical change in Dulcinea because that is how
enchanters work. A person’s outward form is an alterable element that can undergo such
manipulations. However, one’s smell is distinct because it is “tan suyo” that is should
not be able to be separated from its owner. We remember here the smell that Grenoille
associates with humanity in Perfume, a smell that people do not even recognize because
it is so intimately tied to the human essence.162 It is the last parody to have altered her
smell because in a way it lessens who Dulcinea is.
The power of smell and the olfactory is amplified even further when we consider Don
Quijote’s valuation of sight in this chapter. We have recognized the unreliability of the
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Morón also breezes over Dulcinea’s smell, though he deals with the passage from the first part. He lays
out a comparative list of Don Quijote’s characterizations next to Sancho’s (343), but the question and
answer regarding the woman’s scent are not dealt with in any significant manner nor as distinct from the
other descriptors.
161
We explored the division of the senses in Chapter 4 – sight and hearing are considered masculine while
taste, touch and smell are thought to be feminine.
162
In Süskind’s novel, considered in the Introduction, the narrator describes the smell in this way:
And yet – there was a basic perfumatory theme to the odor of humanity, a rather simple one, by the
way: a sweaty-oily, sour-cheesy, quite richly repulsive basic theme that clung to all humans equally and
above which each individual’s aura hovered only as a small cloud of more refined particularity. The
aura, however, the highly complex, unmistakable code of personal odor, was not perceptible for most
people in any case. Most people did not know that they even had such a thing, and moreover did
everything they could to disguise it under clothes or fashionable artificial odors. Only that basic odor,
the primitive human effluvium, was truly familiar to them; they lived exclusively within it and it made
them feel secure; and only a person who gave off that standard vile vapor was ever considered one of
their own. (149)
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chain of information that Don Quijote describes to Sancho when he tells him to watch
Dulcinea for signs of love. However, let us revisit it for a moment from the perspective
of the knight’s dependence upon Sancho’s observation:
“si muda las colores el tiempo que la estuvieras dando mi embajada; si se desasosiega
y turba, oyendo mi nombre, […] finalmente, hijo, mira todas sus acciones y
movimientos, porque si tú me los relatares como ellos fueron, sacaré yo lo que ella
tiene escondido en lo secreto de su corazón, […] que entre los amantes las acciones y
movimientos exteriores que muestran, cuando de sus amores se trata, con certísimos
correos que traen las nuevas de lo que allá en lo interior del alma pasa.” (492)
Since all these symptoms of love are recognized by the eyes, Don Quijote is completely
placing his trust in a correct visual interpretation.163
Later, lamenting the ugly appearance of his lady and the evil deeds of the enchanter,
he cries out that the magician had cast a spell on him, that it is the eyes of Don Quijote
that do not see. However, just a few paragraphs beyond, his perspective changes and the
knight says that the traitorous wizards changed his Dulcinea into a short and ugly peasant
woman. Now, Dulcinea is the object of the spell. The uncertainty of perception grows
through the chapter. Don Quijote passes from completely trusting information perceived
by the eyes to not trusting his own (how he perceives) until finally applying his lack of
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At this point we must refer to the genre of the sentimental novel because a part of the paradigm is the
manifestation of lovesickness – the lover’s feelings are revealed through his symptoms. We are reminded
that these signs are interpreted by the fallible senses in Diego de San Pedro’s Carcel de amor (1492). In
the work, the suffering lover Leriano sends the Autor as his messenger to communicate with his beloved
Laureola. He instructs him to watch her closely for signs that she reciprocates his feelings. The Autor
identifies an outward manifestation of emotion in the lady. What he sees, however, are signs of annoyance
and anger (that Leriano has sent this messenger) that he interprets incorrectly as love on her part. This
adds fuel to Leriano’s emotional rollercoaster (and related movement into and out of his “prison”) and
contributes to his death at the end of the work.
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confidence to a larger sphere, affirming that Dulcinea has been altered in the sight of
many people (how she is perceived).
Don Quijote recognizes problems that are caused by sight. In the second part of the
work, he can no longer live peacefully inside his own imagination because intruders (in
the form of readers of the first part) enter in. His frustration is understood in episodes
such as this one in which he realizes that he cannot depend on his vision to tell him the
truth (not even his own truth). In the first episode considered (I.XXXI), Don Quijote
recognizes a difference between smell and the other indicators of Dulcinea’s beauty and
does not concede to what Sancho smelled. The second episode (II.X) has a graver tone
(and, truly, inspires sympathy in the reader) because in taking from Dulcinea her “olor de
dama,” the enchanters took Don Quijote’s last resource from him. The lack of a pleasant
smell, “de ámbar y flores,” undoes, even destroys, the Dulcinea so lovingly created by
Don Quijote. Sancho affirms this when he says it would have been enough to take away
her outside beauty because by leaving her smell intact, they would have been able to
identify the lady hidden under the peasant faҫade.
Smell has a certain power that triumphs over appearance. This affirmation is also
interesting for its relation to what Grenouille says – that people believe a girl is beautiful
because of her face, her skin, her eyes, when what deceives them, and makes them
believe her beautiful, is her scent. Grenouille affirms the superiority of a person’s smell
over her other physical characteristics as far as how they affect the way that one person
interprets another. Thinking about the girls whose scent captivated him more than any
other he had found, Grenouile reflects,
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People will be overwhelmed, disarmed, helpless before the magic of this girl, and they
will not know why. And because people are stupid and use their noses only for
blowing, but believe absolutely anything they see with their eyes, they will say it is
because this is a girl with beauty and grace and charm. […] And none of them will
know that it is truly not how she looks that has captured them, not her reputed,
unblemished external beauty, but solely her incomparable splendid scent. (171-2)
Smell, aside from being an inherent characteristic of a person, is useful to Don Quijote
in the creation of his lady because it is near impossible to refute an odor. We have
already seen that smell is a personal sense, in many cases, because it can be interpreted
individually and because it can suggest connections and memories that pertain to each
individual. It could be said that this is the same with every sense because one person
judges an object a certain color and another person, a different color. However, there is
not as much freedom with colors because there are always other referents, objects against
which to compare and test. This is not the case with smell. It is impossible to make a
visual representation of smell and, because it disappears with time, the preservation of
smell is impossible. So, if Don Quijote claims that Dulcinea smells a certain way, who
can refute it?
Another characteristic of smell that supports the olfactory existence of Dulcinea is that
a smell can exist apart from the object to which it is connected. If a woman leaves a
room, the scent she wears remains there for a while after her departure. For that reason,
if the scent exists, so too does the woman, although she may never have been seen by
anyone.164 When working through the description of Dulcinea, Don Quijote allows
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Süskind’s novel also points to the human incapacity to flee from a smell as one can from the other
senses, a characteristic that the protagonist understands and through which he realizes he can control man:
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Sancho and others to manipulate her portrait, but not her smell. If he yet controls her
smell, he can also keep the lady’s existence alive.
This same idea is present in Perfume. Grenouille’s objective in murdering the girls
was to capture their smell to then join together all the smells and thereby create the
perfect fragrance. As he squeezed out the smell of his last (dead) victim, the narrator
explains: “The remaining streaks of pomade he wiped off with her undershirt, using it to
rub down her body from head to foot one last time, so thoroughly that even the oil in her
pores pearled from her skin, and with it the last flake and filament of her scent. Only
now was she really dead for him, withered away, pale and limp as a fallen petal” (220).
Smell creates the being.
The failure of vision and hearing decisively illustrates the lack of confidence that
dominated the Spanish Golden Age, but Cervantes exhibits his ingenuity even further in
his treatment of smell in the work and, in particular, in these two episodes that deal with
the description of Dulcinea. Through the episode in which Don Quijote identifies that
Sancho has defecated, the reader knows that, though the function of his other senses is
questionable, the knight’s olfactory works well enough. Recognizing this and combining
it with his unyielding assertions regarding Dulcinea’s smell, the reader begins to wonder
if the lady really does exist. Cervantes, in this work that reveals so much about Baroque
Spain, develops a magnificent play with the senses, exemplifying the uncertainty of the
age. Just as the readers of Don Quijote’s first set of adventures become active

For people could close their eyes to greatness, to horrors, to beauty, and their ears to melodies or
deceiving words. But they could not escape scent. For scent was the brother of breath. Together with
breath it entered human beings, who could not defend themselves against it, not if they wanted to live.
And scent entered into their very core, went directly to their hearts, and decided for good and all
between affection and contempt, disgust and lust, love and hate. He who ruled scent, ruled the hearts of
men. (155)
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participants in the second part, Cervantes draws the modern reader in, creating a space for
him to interact with the text by deciphering the existence of the knight’s lady. In his
same negation of Dulcinea’s existence, Cervantes gives life to the possibility of that same
existence, to the point of making us argue that Dulcinea indeed “pasma los sentidos” and
making the modern reader question, in a baroque way, if he himself can trust his own
senses and knowledge.
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CHAPTER 6
MARIA DE ZAYAS AND THE FRAGRANCE OF A WOMAN’S SPACE
The Golden Age distrust of the senses, so evident in the literature of the era, manifests
itself in the mid-seventeenth century works of María de Zayas y Sotomayor, though in a
less explicit manner than in other works. In her Novelas amorosas y ejemplares (1637)
and Desengaños amorosos (1647), Zayas fully employs the prevailing theme but
mobilizes it for a different purpose. Beyond identifying their deceptive tendencies and
condemning the five senses, she works within this common understanding, combining it
with the concomitant theme of honor linked with violence, in particular the physical harm
done to women, and proposes a new space for the “weaker sex.” By invoking the
contemporary themes but pushing beyond their boundaries, Zayas creates a new space for
women writers. In establishing this space she recognizes the legitimacy of this writing
group and also gives it definition by demonstrating the role female authors have outside
the scope of the male-dominated writing world. While her works themselves create this
space, Zayas parallels this development in her fictional narratives through the community
of women found in the convent, a place painted as a safe haven for her female characters
and to which many of them turn.
Zayas is unique in her approach because, though the senses are at work in her
narratives, affecting both the characters and the reader, that which makes the most
emphatic claim is an absence, particularly in the fifth tale of her Desengaños, La
inocencia castigada. Though sight, hearing and touch are gainfully employed in the
story, smell is perceptibly missing from her written descriptions. Despite this, I contend
that it is quite present and in fact an integral part of the author’s strategy. No less does
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smell appear in the tale but, as we have seen previously, its uses are unique and true to its
ubiquitous and ephemeral nature, such that what I study in this chapter is the absence of
smell in La inocencia castigada and the implications of this void. In this chapter I will
show how Zayas uses the olfactory in accordance with both the (contemporary) mistrust
of the senses and the (traditional) identification of the fragrant with the saintly, thus
legitimizing her participation in the male-dominated Golden Age literary world, while at
the same time claiming a new space for women writers through the innovative and
conspicuous absence of scent and odor that she writes into her story.
Zayas expresses herself through this proof: As part of the ser/parecer conundrum, in
which the incongruence of what a thing is and how it appears is readily assumed, the
senses are distrusted and thought to be unreliable interpreters of the physical world. That
one can never be certain of what is before him plays directly into the question of honor.
Men cannot be sure of a woman’s intentions nor her chastity thus raising the ever present
questions about the uncertainty of her honor. Because men are foremost concerned with
their honor and since that honor is housed in the female body, women will logically
suffer at the hands of men. Therefore, the only place women can be free of men and the
violence they inflict is in the female convent. Beyond identifying this space, Zayas
asserts that this is a proper and logical place for women. Their suffering in marriage – a
suffering that ends in death for a number of her characters – leads to their martyrdom
which merits residence among the brides of Christ.
Though little is recorded about the personal life of María de Zayas y Sotomayor
(1590-1661?), she is arguably the best known Spanish woman writer from the
seventeenth century. Her renown is due to the two works mentioned above, the Novelas
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amorosas y ejemplares and the Desengaños amorosos, which follow a structure common
at the time – stories collected together within the frame setting of a festive gathering.
While this storytelling event recalls Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales and Boccaccio’s
Decameron (both from the fourteenth century), Zayas’s preoccupation with feminine
issues and injustice against women links her work closely to that of Marguerite de
Navarre’s Heptaméron (1558).165
Zayas’s story collections, though published ten years apart, are linked by common
themes and their frame story. Tying them together is Lisis, a young noblewoman in love
with don Juan who, uninterested in her, shows great favor for her cousin Lisarda. Having
contracted quartan fever, Lisis organizes a sarao to entertain herself and others as she
recovers at home. She calls together a group of friends, along with their parents, and
places her mother Laura as presider of the festivities. The soirée will take place over five
nights and each night, two “maravillas” will be told, each shared by a different
storyteller.166 In general, though there are complications to make each story interesting,
the tone of the tales is light and they are resolved happily.
By the end of the Novelas amorosas we find that Lisis is to be married to another
young man, don Diego, and their engagement is still intact when the frame narrative
reopens in the Desengaños, only a short while later, the first part of the gathering having
taken place before Christmas and that of the Desengaños starting the first day of the new
year. Though it seems to continue seamlessly, the tone of the second work is quite
165

The collection of 67 stories fell short of the intended 100 (planned to mimic Boccaccio) due to the death
of the author. They resemble Zayas’s tales in their treatment of love and perfidious lovers. Stephanie
Merrim explains that, “[a]ppealing to precisely the same modernizing ethos found in Fray Luis de León,
Marguerite advocates women’s education and vindicates women from medieval misogyny” (xxxv).
166
Though the popular title for the work deems the stories “novelas,” Zayas herself does not refer to them
in this way, explaining that Laura chooses “maravillas,” “que con este nombre quiso desempalagar al vulgo
del de novelas, título tan enfadoso, que ya en todas partes le aborrecen” (24).
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different from the first and this is made manifest from the beginning as Lisis directs the
gathering, ordering the storytelling to follow two rules:
en primer lugar, que habían de ser las damas las que novalesen (y en esto acertó con la
opinión de los hombres, pues siempre tienen a las mujeres por noveleras); y en
segundo, que los que refiriesen fuesen casos verdaderos, y que tuviesen nombre de
Desengaños (en esto no sé si los satisfizo porque como ellos procuran siempre
engañarlas, sienten mucho se desengañen). (394)
The narrator continues directly to explain Lisis’s reasons for requiring that the stories
be true and for the purpose of undeceiving the women:
Fue la pretensión de Lisis en esto volver por la fama de las mujeres (tan postrada y
abatida por su mal juicio, que apenas hay quien hable bien de ellas). Y como son los
hombres los que presiden en todo, jamás cuentan los malos pagos que dan, sino los
que les dan; y si bien lo miran, ellos cometen la culpa, y ellas siguen tras su opinión,
pensando que aciertan; que lo cierto es que no hubiera malas mujeres si no hubiera
malos hombres. (394)
These new guidelines initiate three nights of violent and gruesome tales of men’s
treachery against women – their daughters, sisters and wives.
The effects of the stories are great and obvious in the frame narrative as at the end,
Lisis rejects don Diego and decides to enter a convent, escaping the dangerous bonds of
marriage and opting for life among a community of women:
Zayas does not use the frame as a format for true discussion of philosophical
difference, as does Marguerite de Navarre, but rather as an arm of philosophical
combat in the defense of women. She makes of it, we might say, a ‘thesis’ frame
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narrative. And it is the effective propagation of her thesis […] that motivates her use
of such a frame. (Greer 329-30)
While all the Desengaños exhibit an incredible violence against women, one of the
best known and most graphic tales is La inocencia castigada, told by Laura. She begins
by telling that in a city near Sevilla, doña Inés leaves the watchful eye of her brother don
Francisco and sister-in-law when she is married to don Alonso and enjoys a new sense of
freedom in her husband’s house:
Y fue que siendo doncella, jamás fue vista, por la terrible condición de su hermano y
cuñada; mas ya casada, o ya acompañada de su esposo o ya con las parientes y amigas,
salía a las holguras, visitas y fiestas de la ciudad. Fue vista de todos, unos alabando su
hermosura y la dicha de su marido en merecerla, otros envidiándola y sintiendo no
haberla escogido para sí, y otros amándola ilícita y deshonestamente, pareciéndoles
que con sus dineros y galanterías la granjearían para gozarla. (546)
One of these admirers is don Diego, a wealthy young man who begins to pursue the
married Inés. Though he does so quite obviously, neither Inés, nor her husband, nor any
of the others in the house is aware of his attentions, believing his love songs and constant
presence on their street to be directed toward one of the neighbor girls. However, there is
one who does recognize his attentions, a tercera who approaches him one day on the
street.167 She tells of her closeness to Inés and assures him of her help, don Diego
rewarding her with a necklace for her efforts. The deceitful woman approaches Inés and
asks if the lady will lend the woman the dress she is wearing under the guise that a
relative is getting married and does not have the proper attire for the occasion. Inés
agrees and the woman gives her don Diego’s chain as collateral.
167

I will alternate between “tercera” and “go-between” to refer to this character.
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It is now that we understand how her scheme will unfold. The tercera selects a
prostitute whose body and appearance are similar to those of Inés and clothes her in
Inés’s dress, one that don Diego will easily recognize as belonging to the woman.
Having already arranged the nighttime meeting with don Diego and instructed her charge
how to behave, she sends her off to meet with the young man. Don Diego is delighted
that Inés has agreed to meet with him and the two enjoy over two weeks of nighttime
rendezvous. Eventually, the tercera must return the dress and so “Inés” tells don Diego
her husband is returning to town and that they can no longer meet.
Don Diego is desperately saddened by the loss of Inés in his bed and attempts to make
contact with her, following her around town as he had before. She ignores him but
cannot escape one day as he kneels next to her in church and whispers about their tryst,
asking why she forgets the time they shared and will not respond to him. She replies that
she cannot forget something that she never had the power to remember. He counters by
saying that though she may now regret her actions, she cannot deny them, “porque no lo
podrá negar el vestido que traéis puesto, pues fue el mismo que llevasteis, ni lo negará
fulana, vecina de enfrente de vuestra casa, que fue con vos” (553). Remembering clearly
the time that the dress was not in her possession, doña Inés realizes the confusion and
asks don Diego to come by her house later. He does, and with the corregidor hidden in
the room, again explains to doña Inés what took place between then.168 She then reveals
the loan of her dress and the corregidor comes out to clear up the mess. The tercera is
apprehended and punished and doña Inés’s name is cleared of any dishonor.
Don Diego, however, has not changed in desire and, now ill from his obsession, tracks
down “un moro, gran hechicero y nigromántico” (556) that he had heard was in the
168

I will keep with the Spanish corregidor to refer to this character.
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city.169 Once contracted, the enchanter creates a wax figure of doña Inés and explains
that by lighting the candle, Inés, under a spell, will come to wherever the flame glows.
Thrilled by the thought, don Diego puts the wax figure to the test and doña Inés comes to
him that night. This continues over a period of time until one night the corregidor and
doña Inés’s brother are out walking together and see her in the street. They call to her
but, under the spell and “fuera de su sentido” (558), Inés continues in the direction of the
candle. There the men discover don Diego and the latter knows the enchantment is over.
He explains the trick and after much testing, the two find that Inés is indeed controlled by
the power in the wax figure and declare her innocent.
Though that is the official proclamation, doña Inés’s brother and sister-in-law are not
in agreement with it and, calling her husband back to town from his business trip, the
three decide what type of punishment she deserves. After discussion over the most
appropriate kind of death (“entre todos tres había diferentes pareceres sobre qué género
de muerte darían a la inocente y desdichada doña Inés” (563)), though all the while
assuring the distraught Inés of her innocence, the family moves to Sevilla. Upon arrival,
and after dismissing all their former servants, the three bury Inés behind a wall, in a space
so tight she cannot even crouch down to relieve herself. She is left with only a small
window through which her sister-in-law passes a meager amount of food and water, just
enough that she will not die quickly but will suffer as they have deemed just:
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Approaching this story from a different perspective, Judith Whitenack deals with the element of magic
in it. She concludes that the seventeenth century reader might interpret that Inés is in part to be blamed for
her situation since the early modern belief was that as powerful as magic was, one’s free will could always
rise above it. Hence, the reader of the time would construe that by succumbing to the spell Inés
demonstrates her complicit will. Whitenack concludes that the purpose of this enchantment (the whole tale
even) is to warn husbands of what can happen when they neglect their wives. Stacey L. Parker Aronson
also deals in part with the use of magic in the story in “Monstrous Metamorphoses and Rape in María de
Zayas.”
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habiendo traído yeso y cascotes, lo demás que era menester, pusieron a la pobre y
desdichada Inés, no dejándola más lugar que cuanto pudiese estar en pie, porque si se
quería sentar, no podía, sino, como ordinariamente se dice, en cuclillas, y la tabicaron,
dejando solo una ventanilla como medio pliego de papel, por donde respirase y le
pudiesen dar una miserable comida, porque no muriese tan presto, sin que sus lágrimas
ni protestas los enterneciese. (564)
She spends six years in this condition until a new neighbor hears her cries to God and
the Virgin Mary through the wall. Inés is able to explain her imprisonment to the woman
and the next day town officials surround the house and enter to free her. Though at first
her relatives deny that of which they are accused (and the servants can answer nothing as
they have been kept from the secret), they are soon presented with enough information to
know that they have indeed been found out.
Inés is liberated from her prison and it is at this point that we read one of the most
grotesque descriptions included in Zayas’s work:
[s]us hermosos cabellos, que cuando entró allí eran como hebras de oro, blancos
como la misma nieve, enredados y llenos de animalejos, que de no peinarlos se crían
en tanta cantidad, que por encima hervoreaban; el color, de la color de la muerte; tan
flaca y consumida, que se le señalaban los huesos, como si el pellejo que estaba
encima fuera un delgado cendal; desde los ojos hasta la barba, dos surcos cavados de
las lágrimas, que se le escondía en ellos un bramante grueso; los vestidos hechos
ceniza, que se le veían las más partes de su cuerpo; descalza de pie y pierna, que de
los excrementos de su cuerpo, como no tenía dónde echarlos, no sólo se habían
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consumido, mas la propia carne comida hasta los muslos de llagas y gusanos, de que
estaba lleno el hediondo lugar. (568)
Rescued from his hellhole, Inés is then taken to the neighbor’s house where she is cared
for by the kind woman and doctors. We are told that her husband, brother and sister-inlaw are put to death for their deeds. Doña Inés, once recovered completely (though her
eyesight is never restored), enters a convent where, as the storyteller informs the audience
(adding veracity to her tale, as instructed by Lisis), “hoy vive haciendo vida de una santa”
(569).
This example of extreme violence performed in the name of honor is only one of the
many that define Zayas’s Desengaños. Vollendorf counts that between the two
collections, “at least thirty-two women are physically victimized by male-authored
violence which includes abuse, rape, torture, and murder” (“Reading” 272). While
Taylor asserts that the excesses of violence in Golden Age literature are beyond that of
reality,170 we do find that Zayas’s depictions of the honor-violence connection are
congruous with the literature of the time. In particular, as was touched on in Chapter 3,
we recognize their similarity to the “wife-murder plays” of the first half of the
seventeenth century. Included in this group are such well-known works as Lope de
Vega’s El castigo sin venganza (1631) and Calderón de la Barca’s El médico de su honra
(1635), A secreto agravio, secreta venganza (1635), El pintor de su deshonra (1640’s)
and El alcalda de Zalamea (1651). Taylor explains that there are three striking features
of these plays: that, “the honor of men was dependent on the behavior of the women in
170

In this study Taylor considers key plot details of some of the most known wife-murder plays in light of
his historical research. He uses historical records from two collections of criminal court cases that have
survived from the seventeenth century. The first is a collection of cases from Yébenes, in central Castille,
and the second, a series of Indultos de viernes santo (Good Friday Pardons), “granted by the king to
convicted criminals throughout Castile every year on Good Friday” (14).
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their lives” (2), that “the honor of women, and therefore men, depended entirely on
sexual behavior” (2) and lastly, that “the only appropriate response to dishonorable
behavior was violence” (2).
Both in these works and in seventeenth century reality, women, married and
unmarried, were enclosed since an errant female body would bring shame and dishonor to
an entire family:
Literal enclosure inside houses and convents, as well as metaphorical enclosure on
terms of passivity and obedience to men, defined the public image of women. Honor
was a burdensome social code that victimized women, placing constraints on their
behavior, especially their sexual behavior. Insofar as honor determined women’s
identity, it did so in a negative sense, providing a variety of ways that women could
deviate from accepted social norms and bring shame to herself and her family. (Taylor
158)
Within houses or convents, men sought to keep women from public exposure of any sort
in an attempt to keep their bodies chaste and closed off.
Aside from keeping their women under lock and key, men had to fight to defend their
honor and this is also evident in La inocencia castigada: “While the honour of a family
rested most heavily on the shoulders of the female members of that family, men are
responsible for guaranteeing female compliance with the honor code. They must be on
guard against inappropriate male attention or association” (Aronson 534). When Inés’s
brother sends for her husband after the spell-induced affair is discovered, the former tells
the latter that he needed to return because of a “punto que importaba al honor entrambos”
(562). Shortly after that, the narrator comments on the virtual disappearance of don
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Diego, explaining he was taken by the authorities and never heard from again: “Y no fue
pequeña piedad castigarle en secreto, pues al fin él había de morir en manos del marido y
hermano de doña Inés, supuesto que el delito cometido no merecía menor castigo” (563).
The idea of enclosure is particularly obvious in La inocencia castigada because,
though her status changes throughout the story, Inés is always enclosed and never free.
She begins unhappily shut off from the world in her brother’s house, which is tellingly
referred to by the narrator as “un cautiverio” (545). Once married she finds she has more
opportunities but quickly realizes the danger of being seen or exposed in any way and
retreats to the prescribed enclosure. She is then enclosed in the wall as punishment and
finally chooses the cloistered life of the convent as her final home. (We understand the
negative consequences of not being confined in that don Diego sees Inés and falls in love
during the time that she moves freely about town.)
Taylor concludes that the wife-murder plays, though an exaggerated version of reality,
generically demonstrate the collection of many concerns and themes prevalent in
seventeenth century Spain. He explains:
The current thinking is that […] the killing of wives suspected of adultery became a
salient plot device in the seventeenth century not because they presented a mirror
image of social reality but because of internal trends in the development of Spanish
drama. Wayward wives who deserved punishment, abusive husbands, women in
arranged marriages who found themselves married to unacceptable husbands, and
marital conflict that arose from circumstances outside the control of the spouses were
all well-established plot devices in the Spanish theater, and the wife murder was
simply a useful way to unite all of these themes into one plot. (196)
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Zayas continues this trend in her own work, taking complete advantage of the wifemurder paradigm, carrying this climax beyond the point her male contemporaries had for
the purpose of undeceiving her fellow women.
Vollendorf confirms that violence resulting from the honor code was not as intense as
the wife-murder plays depict. She states, however, that, “Zayas capitalizes on the
popularity of such fictional violence by choosing the female body as the primary site on
which to inscribe the oppressiveness of the patriarchy” (“Reading” 273). Williamson
concurs, asserting that Zayas’s feminism works within the literary standards of her day:
As others have noted, Zayas’s feminism may not conform to our current conception;
however, her implicit program anticipates the paradigm formalized more than three
centuries later by Rosario Castellanos. Castellanos states that her purpose as a
feminist is to explore the myths that govern society’s expectations of women and to
begin the process of demythification using humor and irony to reveal the absurdities
underlying accepted social conventions. […] Zayas embarks on a similar endeavor,
for she employs irony as a comic challenge to one of the most restrictive cultural
‘myths’ used to proscribe women – the concept of honor. (138)
By amplifying the honor-violence standard, Zayas essentially breaks humankind into
two groups, men and women, and assigns them characteristics based on their gender –
men are evil and women are good. Defining groups in this way, Zayas progresses
beyond the earlier representations of people groups. As we considered in the second
chapter, one of the late medieval divisions separated good and bad people, saints and
sinners. Toward the end of the Middle Ages another division arose between those who
belonged in Catholic Spain and those who were “other.” In both cases, a person’s status
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was determined by his or her character or other traits. Zayas instead classifies “good”
and “bad” based solely on gender because she assumes them to be characteristics inherent
to female and male, respectively.
Having manipulated the theme in this way, she also appropriates another established
genre to validate her argument, the hagiography. Proving men’s wickedness through the
atrocities they commit against women, Zayas juxtaposes this brutality with the virtuous
and graceful suffering of the women who receive the outpouring of their wrath. Her
depictions of these saintly women assign them a noble martyrdom in their suffering and
give a hagiographic tenor to the stories.
In her straightforward breakdown between men and women Zayas shows that
relationship and interaction between the sexes results in catastrophe. Merrim explains
that the female friendships established by the end of the Desengaños show “the
irremediable polarization of the sexes. The baroque breakdown of love […] results in a
world where women ally with women, and men with men to the detriment of women”
(119). For that reason, in the few instances in Zayas’s tales where this occurs, the woman
who betrays another is severely condemned and, essentially, seen as a man. For example,
Laura’s audience found Inés’s unnamed sister-in-law the most guilty of her three
torturers, “pues ella, como mujer, pudiera ser más piadosa, estando cierta, como se
averiguó, que privada de sentido con el endemoniado encanto había caído el tal yerro”
(570).171
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This is also the theme of Zayas’s one play, La traición en la amistad, as evidenced in the title.
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Therefore, for their benefit, women are encouraged to seek relationship with other
women, a community that Zayas extols at various levels of her work.172 She develops
this sisterhood through the requirement of female storytellers in the Desengaños, the
complicity between women in her tales, the decision of many women characters to enter
the female world of the convent and the final determination of her frame tale protagonist
to herself enter the convent. We are reminded that entering the convent did not
necessarily mean taking sacred vows. Many women entered as lay sisters, enjoying the
protection and community provided by the convent. Merrim explains that, “premodern
convents became veritable Cities of Women. Women of every age would retire to them
often with their children and relatives in tow. The devout nun, the divorcée, the street
woman, the criminal, and the young girl could all converge in these multiplex
communities” (104). Though much of this community building revolves around physical
areas, in her innovation Zayas also creates a literary women’s space.
According to Grieve, Zayas does not just imitate the work of the writing men around
her, but she makes the pattern her own as she, “explores ways to achieve feminization of
both the form and content of the novella. Her method is to create a woman’s sphere that
proves ultimately to vanquish the traditional male sphere of book learning” (89).173
Kaminsky also treats this topic, affirming that Zayas wrote about the same issues as her
172

As she considers the community of women in María de Zayas, Kaminsky looks at Esteban’s
crossdressing (as Estefanía) and declarations of love for Laurela in Amar sólo por vencer. She explains, as
the reaction of the frame tale audience demonstrates, that Estefanía’s feelings for Laurela were within the
norm of intimate female friendship. She asserts that the modern homosexual implications are not present
and that, “[i]n these stories sexual desire necessitates the presence of a man” (499). Sherry Velasco recalls
Zayas’s stories as she reminds us that both Montemayor’s Diana and Joanot Martorell’s Tirant lo Blanc
include homoerotic scenes “designed to arouse the male protagonist while also exciting any readers who
are titillated by sexual tension and deception” (149). She also points out that while the princess in Tirant
accepts and encourages caressing and other suggestive actions from fellow female characters, her remarks
show that she draws the line at a certain point, “aware of the cultural prohibition of female sodomy” (150).
173
We are reminded that Zayas was not alone in her attitude and aim. Teresa de Cartagena (b. 1425),
Isabel de Villena (1430-1490) and Beatriz Bernal (1504-1563) also worked within male-prescribed
formulas, writing to make the text their own.
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male contemporaries but, unlike them, she, “engages these issues with respect to gender
relations, foregrounding what her contemporaries take for granted: men’s cruelty to
women, and what they ignore: women’s need for each other” (487).174 This need for
female companionship and support, for “friendships [that] are emotionally sustaining and
compatible with the love of God” (490) is evident in Lisis’s friendship with her slave
Zelima. We are told at the beginning of the Desengaños that the latter’s love and care for
the young lady was exceedingly instrumental in her recovery from the illness.175
While much of the scholarship dealing with María de Zayas’s work has dealt with the
severe violence of honor-obsessed males, the resulting martyrdom of women and the
community they may enjoy in the convent, her employment of the senses has gone
virtually unnoticed. Turning to La inocencia castigada, we find the senses indubitably at
work. As with the other Golden Age paradigms and themes that Zayas makes her own,
her use of the senses mimics that of her contemporaries but she goes beyond that to make
her point, to further establish her female (writers) community, in the way she utilizes
smell.
Zayas’s tale abounds with descriptions of her characters’ senses at work but also with
verbal paintings that captivate the reader. For one example of Zayas’s rich sensorial
description we turn to her use of fabric and the information it transmits through touch.
Though fabric can be seen (and Zayas includes numerous references to the clothes her
characters wear), the descriptions given in this case beg the audience to reach out a hand
and feel the material. Zayas counters the often negative association of touch with women
174

Female companionship was evidently very important to María de Zayas. Though little is known about
the author, there is substantial evidence of her friendship with fellow writer Ana Caro (1590-1650).
175
Eavan O’Brien also deals with the layered topic of women’s relationships in Women in the Prose of
María de Zayas, exploring the bonds between friends, sisters and mothers, but also “surrogate” mothers
and sisters in the convent community.
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who are accused of luring men and causing them to sin through the physical contact with
their bodies.
Only a few paragraphs apart, at the point when the tercera is working out her plan,
there are two mentions of fabric. The first is related to doña Inés’s dress, which “era de
damasco pardo” (550). The description of the dress is not elaborated upon in the text but
is very present visually to the audience because of its starring role in the deception of don
Diego. Laura’s listeners have it in mind when in the next scene the go-between, the dress
in her possession, is arranging the meeting with don Diego. She says to him, “Ya hablé a
tu dama, y la dejo más blanda que una madeja de seda floja” (550). The contrast of the
fabrics is phenomenal. First, we are given the image of the damask, characterized by the
raised designs which give it a three-dimensionality that one can touch. The pattern of the
material can be felt by the hand. Then comes the silk which by nature is soft and smooth.
The description, however, is not just of silk which in itself would contrast well enough
with the damask. The procuress describes the silk as “floja,” even softer, but then, that
Inés is left “más blanda,” softer still, than even that! The contrast between the fabrics is
striking and adds to the depth of vibrant details Zayas gives in her narration.
I believe we can interpret this even one step beyond. The damask has designs which
protrude from it, that come out from the fabric, representative of the way that Inés is
giving the dress from herself. In this way, the dress is a metonymical reference to Inés’s
body. She is then, soft and pliable, ready to go along with the meeting and to receive
from don Diego. (This idea is emphasized by the sorcerer’s wax figure which is also soft
and pliable.) The richness of both the fabric and the descriptions alludes to a further
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dimensionality of the stories as Zayas again takes a standard motif and appropriates it for
her own message.
Though they are evident in many descriptions of the story, what is most notable
regarding the senses in La inocencia castigada is the sensory deception of hearing, sight
and touch. In don Diego’s first attempts to attract the favor of doña Inés, he sings his
love songs for the whole neighborhood to hear and doña Inés’s entire household goes
onto the balcony to listen to him. Inés took no care to enclose herself. Laura assures her
audience that, “pareciéndole iban dirigidas a una de dos damas, que vivían más abajo de
su casa” (547) and that “creyendo se dirigían a diferente sujeto, que, a imaginar otra cosa
de creer es que pusiera estorbo al dejarse ver” (547). In this episode there is a deception
by way of the senses. All these people hear don Diego; he hides nothing and they
eagerly listen, but they are all tricked because they believe he is singing for someone else.
Though they hear correctly, the processing mechanism interprets wrongly (as we saw
clearly happening in Don Quijote) and tells them not something completely unrelated, but
a skewed interpretation of the truth.
The most easily recognizable sensory deception is the trick played on don Diego by
the go-between and her principal instrument, doña Inés’s dress. She lays out her petition
to Inés, to borrow the dress for a niece’s wedding, specifically requesting the one Inés
was wearing, “porque, como era el que doña Inés ordinariamente traía, que era de
damasco pardo, pudiesa que don Diego dejarse llevar de su engaño” (550). Her plan is to
trick his sight, to have him see the dress belonging to his love and to arrive at the logical
conclusion that the woman before him is she. Suring up her plan, the go-between
requires that there be only one light lit while doña Inés visits him: “mas dice que por el
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decoro de una mujer de su calidad y casada, no quiere ser vista; que no haya criados, ni
luz, sino muy apartada, o que no la haya; mas yo, que soy muy apretada de corazón, me
moriré si estoy a oscuras, a así podrás apercibir un farolillo que dé luz, y esté sin ella la
parte adonde hubieras de hablarla” (550-1). In the very description of the scene (the
prostitute wearing the brown dress and entering don Diego’s rooms), it is emphasized that
“no había más luz que la de un farol que estaba en la antesala” (551). The go-between is
meticulous in planning her deception for “[t]odo esto hacía porque pudiese don Diego
reconocer el vestido, y no el rostro, y se engañase” (551). She uses the light to trick him
through his sight, requiring that there be little light so that don Diego cannot realize that it
is a different woman, but that there be just enough for him to recognize the dress. She
manipulates the scene and circumstances but then leaves the interpretation to don Diego.
Based on what he sees, he mistakenly identifies the woman before him as the one he
hopes it to be.
Doña Inés’s clothing again implicates the woman when she is found walking toward
don Diego’s house in only her nightgown. It would seem that all the other nights she is
fully clothed as she leaves her home. However, this night, she rises when the candle is
lit, looks for her clothes but, “por haber las criadas llevado los vestidos para limpiarlos,
así, en camisa como estaba, se salió a la calle” (560). Though she would have been
questioned for being out in the street by herself and in the middle of the night even had
she been properly attired, the fact that she is in a state of undress leads those who find her
to conclusions of her adultery. Though the audience knows the reason for her lack of
clothing (and for her being outside), the circumstances do make the men’s determination
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rather logical. Nevertheless, in this case too, what the men see does not tell them the
entire truth of the matter.
While her clothing causes problems for doña Inés, it also interestingly resolves them.
Though they get her into trouble, certain articles of clothing also absolve her of guilt.
After she has don Diego tell his version of the story (with the corregidor in the wings),
she counters his tale with her own: “A que doña Inés, admirada, satisfizo y contó cómo
este tiempo había estado el vestido en poder de esa mujer, y cómo le había dejado en
prenda una cadena, atestiguando con sus criadas las verdad, y cómo ella no había faltado
de su casa, ni su marido iba a ninguna casa de conversación, antes se recogía con el día”
(555). The very same dress that implicated her affair with him, now, presented in the
light of day, removes her from guilt.
Another article, the chain, serves the same purpose.176 By explaining how it fits into
her side of the matter (that the woman gave it to her to hold onto until the dress was
returned), doña Inés further solidifies her innocence. As we see a number of times, that
which condemns later serves to exonerate, a trend which creates doubt in the audience.177
If the same object or person can do both/either, who or what can be trusted?
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The cadena passed from don Diego to the go-between to doña Inés and back again creates a fascinating
allusion to Melibea’s belt in La Celestina. We remember that Celestina took Melibea’s belt to cast a spell
on it, making her fall in love with Calisto, and I argued that the purveyor of threads used this cord as a net
to trap her victim, the young woman. Similarly, the chain is passed between the go-between and the young
woman in this story and, though magic does not come up until the Moorish sorcerer is involved, there is an
implied magic at work. Whitenack argues that Zayas purposely keeps the woman from any connection to
witchcraft (assigning it to the ‘other’ male) in contrast to the general contemporary depictions of this type
of women as witches. However, while there is no explicit mention of magic in conjunction with the
tercera, the connection to Celestina cannot be denied. Any seventeenth century reader, already familiar
with the stock character from Juan Ruiz’s Trotaconventos and Rojas’s Celestina, will readily make the
connection and impute to this tercera the witchcraft belonging to the role.
177
The order of Zayas’s stories seems strategic, that this one follows Tarde llega el desengaño. In that tale,
the same servant woman who lied and accused her mistress of the affair is the one who confesses her lie in
the end. There is no hope, though, because the revelation came too late for the victim. Though doña Inés is
saved from these early accusations, in the end (as Zayas proves time and again) she will suffer punishment
– be she guilty or not.
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Zayas also presents this duality of purpose in the woman’s mouth and it is interesting
to consider here another way in which Zayas redeems a “female” sense. As was explored
in Chapter 4, women were not to be trusted and that which came from their mouths was
often doubted. As the grotesque body, with its openings and cavities, made its
appearance in popular thought and literature, woman was more and more encouraged to
keep her mouth closed. We see in this story, though, a positive use of speech as Inés
formally confesses her dreams to her confessor and she is shown to be employing her
mouth for Church-sanctioned confession.
The ultimate redemption of this particular female opening comes in the final episode
of the story as Inés’s mouth is used for her salvation. As she is being freed from the wall,
the audience is told, “En verdad, aunque tenía los ojos claros, estaba ciega, o de la
oscuridad (porque es cosa asentada que si una persona estuviese mucho tiempo sin ver
luz, cegaría), o fuese de esto, o de llorar, ella no tenía vista” (568). Inés went blind,
either from crying or from being so long in the dark. Whichever the cause, her eyes were
not being used for their normal, intended purpose, that of seeing, and as a consequence,
she lost her sight. To the contrary, her voice was in continual use as she was
“lamentando su desdicha y llamando a Dios que la socorriese” (565) and again that “entre
los gemidos que doña Inés daba llamaba a Dios y a la Virgen María, Señora nuestra”
(565). She is constantly crying out to God and that repeated use of her voice keeps it in
form. This is a good and proper use of her speech and she is rewarded because her
neighbor hears her and she is liberated from her prison.178
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The redemption of Inés’s feminine tongue contrasts sharply with Rojas’s condemnation of Celestina’s
tongue and the eventual death of Calisto that it brings about.
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While it seems there can be enough problems caused just by the misinterpretation of
the senses (though undoubtedly, circumstances are manipulated specifically for such
‘mis’interpretation), we also find that the senses are used for outright lies in this story.
Deception can be passive in part because, though the deceiver is acting intentionally, the
deceived is only given the very convincing information. The deceiver hopes and expects
that the other will interpret something untrue but the interpretation belongs to the
deceived. Even more impactful are the cases where people lie through their senses,
intentionally giving off a false sense creation for another to interpret. It is interpreted
correctly but the receiver is deceived by the giver’s lying intentions. In the examples we
will explore, the appearance presented acts in stark contrast to the interior truth.
After don Diego explains the enchanter’s spell, Inés is declared innocent by the
corregidor, she having no willful part in the affair. Complying with the official decision,
“su hermano mostró asegurar su pasión, aunque otra cosa le quedó en el pensamiento”
(561). He gives the appearance of agreeing with the decision and a few lines later,
confirms this. Doña Inés cries and laments what has happened, acting as though she
committed a horrible act and is guilty. We read that in response, “Don Francisco,
mostrando en exterior piedad, si bien en lo interior estaba vertiendo ponzoña y crueldad,
la levantó y abrazó, teniéndoselo todos a nobleza” (562). Again, his exterior portrays his
pardon of his sister, but his lying extends out from him through his touch as he lifts her
up to hug her. All this is done for the approval of those watching. The conflict in don
Francisco between ser and parecer (he knows that his own actions do not reflect his
feelings) causes him to implicitly doubt his sister. Though the men test her a number of
times by lighting the candle in different places and seeing her respond by moving toward
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it, none of it matters to don Francisco or his wife who, “decía que doña Inés debía de
fingir el embelesamiento por quedar libre de culpa” (562). Were there any doubt about
his feelings, we are assured that her husband “había pensado lo mismo” (562).
Not to be outdone, doña Inés’s husband, don Alonso, also takes pains to fake the
appearance of all being well between his wife and himself. Having decided how to
murder her,
don Alonso, disimulando su dañada intención se fue a su casa, y con caricias y halagos
la aseguró, haciendo él mismo de modo que la triste doña Inés, ya más quieta, viendo
que su marido había creído la verdad, y estaba seguro de su inocencia, porque
habérselo encubierto era imposible, según estaba el caso público, se recobró de su
pérdida. (563)
Through this brief passage the audience is assured that the senses are not to be trusted.
Don Alonso lies to his wife by his touch and his speech, assuring her of his love through
his caresses and praises and doña Inés is then deceived by hearing what he says to her
and seeing that her husband is sure of her innocence.
Furthermore, the family decides to move to Sevilla, we are told, “por quitarse de los
ojos de los que habían sabido aquella desdicha” (563) and Inés more than anyone,
“porque vivía afrentada de un suceso tan escandaloso” (563). With such a public scandal,
of course, their neighbors would assume the move was for this reason, to escape from
critical eyes and tongues and to start over. In a sense, the group gives this appearance
(wanting a fresh start) to hide their true motives, being able to kill Inés without anyone
wondering where she had gone.
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With so much attention given to the senses in descriptions and deceptions, and armed
with a Golden Age understanding of their function, the audience is on alert and is
prompted (through the author’s strategic writing) to ask for the olfactory. They find it
because, though explicitly absent, it is at work in its own subtle way, performing in
conjunction with the other senses, yet, as in other cases, telling a different story. In his
brief survey of the senses through time, Corbain stresses the importance of understanding
a sense’s use and perception in the context in which it is recorded. One must understand
the situation to make a correct application. He also has a warning for those senses which
may appear absent:
be careful not to confuse what is not said with what is not experienced. The historian
can never be absolutely sure whether the emergence of an innovation, observed by
reading documents, indicates a transformation of the way in which the senses were
used and of the emotional system or, more simply, the crystallization of new rhetorical
forms. (135)
Though we read a work in its historical context, we of course are sure to also understand
it as a work of art and, as such, we must study the negative space along with that which is
colored in.
There are two key instances in La inocencia castigada in which I contend that smell is
indeed very present, both of which have been considered already for the way the visual is
employed in the episode. First, we will analyze the role that smell plays in the deception
of don Diego, through the use of dona Inés’s dress. Above we considered the tercera’s
concern with borrowing doña Inés’s dress from her because of its importance for visually
tricking don Diego into believing that he was with his beloved, rather than the prostitute.
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Her insistence that there be little light in the room lessens the possibility that he will see
the woman’s face, trusting that the dress he recognizes comes worn by Inés. In the
darkness of night, Don Diego does recognize the dress of the women he is pursuing,
though he does not see her face clearly, and is tricked. In this nocturnal confusion we
must consider another element tied to the dress – the scent of the lady.
The tercera asks doña Inés to borrow the dress that she is wearing at that moment.
Though Inés offers to lend her a nicer one, the go-between assures her that the everyday
brown damask will suit the purpose perfectly. Were it any finer, everyone would know
that it had been borrowed and they wanted to preserve the appearance that the niece could
afford such a dress. As important as appearances were (and are), this is a very
understandable request, and doña Inés, chuckling, take the dress from her body and hands
it over to her neighbor. Greer and Rhodes, in the notes to their English translation of the
story, explain that most women, even those of doña Inés’s standing had one (possibly
two) dress(es) for normal use and so it was worn for days at a time (hence, it was
recognizably her dress) (262). Being on her body for a few days, the dress indubitably
carries her scent.
The interaction between don Diego and doña Inés up until this point had been quite
restricted. We know that he serenaded her (and the whole street) but we imagine that it
was at a slight distance. Though this may have been the limit of dona Inés’s recognition
of him, don Diego has spent much more time paying attention to her. The narrator tells
that, “con tan loca desesperación mostraba y daba a entender su amor en la continuada
asistencia en su calle, en las iglesias, y en todas las partes que podía seguirla” (546). He
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followed her everywhere he could. Even had he not be able to get within five feet of her,
he certainly could have ascertained her scent and been enchanted by it.
Let us remember the discussion of the previous chapter of the power of a woman’s
scent, something don Quijote considered so innate to his lady that he could not believe
the enchanter could take something “tan suya” from her. This personal smell is also what
Grenouille (in Süskind’s Perfume) explains to be so deeply a part of a person that the rest
of humanity does not recognize it as a smell because they cannot separate it from the
being (and indeed, he adds, it is much more powerful than appearance in attracting one
human being to another). As don Diego follows doña Inés all over the city, he is also,
though unconsciously, tracking her scent and falling more in love with her through it.
The dress, though worn by the prostitute, carries that same odor to him in the night and
the scent of his lady tricks him. When the scent exits (just as with don Quijote’s lady) the
woman does too.
Also of interest in this deception is that there is truth behind it. It is not that the gobetween uses a fake smell to trick don Diego. She may not have even considered the
scent of doña Inés in her pursuit of the dress. Regardless, it is the true scent of the
woman that is used in this purposeful deception and such a case recalls the Biblical story
of Jacob, Esau and their father Isaac. As part of the trick to steal his father’s blessing for
his older brother, Jacob wears sheepskin to imitate the hairy arms of his brother. His
father touches him and believes his oldest son to be in front of him but he is not certain.
To assure himself that it is indeed Esau, he asks his son to approach him. Because Jacob
had also put on Esau’s clothing, Isaac smells the odor of his son Esau, which confirms to
him that the correct son is in front of him, and he gives the blessing to Jacob: “So he went
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to him and kissed him. When Isaac caught the smell of his clothes, he blessed him and
said, ‘Ah, the smell of my son is like the smell of a field that the LORD has blessed’”
(Gen. 27.27). Just as it happens in the Old Testament account, the true smell of Inés’s
clothing works to deceive, making the other (don Diego) believe that a different person is
present.
The olfactory plot is further complicated when don Diego approaches doña Inés in
church to question her apparently sudden coolness after their affair. The power of her
scent is confirmed in this encounter in which she is wearing the same brown damask, as
is made known from don Diego’s comments. He notices no difference between the
woman who was in his bed and doña Inés present before him. The dress (and the scent of
the woman) has linked the two. The scent of Inés in the dress, entering with the
prostitute, worked as a spell and cast its magic over him.
Zayas masterfully uses the olfactory in the deception of don Diego. As she does in the
whole of her work, she takes a prescribed belief, the dubious nature of the senses and
their proclivity to deception, and elevates it to a new level. Accustomed to their
deceptive workings, but not told explicitly of the presence of smell in this encounter,
Laura’s audience and Zayas’s readers are required to enter into the tale. They are asked
to participate and to search for truth beyond the ideas and information explicitly
presented to them.
In a sense, this episode and the olfactory working in it serve to prepare the audience
for Zayas’s great unveiling of Inés in the final scene. Due to the use of the other senses
the implied reader realizes a need to search out smell and finds it in the familiar context
of uncertainty. He now has it in mind as he continues reading the story, asking where
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else smell might be hiding and what message it may contain. His diligence is rewarded
as he finds the notable absence of Inés’s smell as she is removed from her prison and he
understands the implication that in this lack, Zayas is bestowing the most glowing
sainthood on her martyr.
In order to appreciate all the facets of the ending of this martyr’s story, we first
consider a tale explicitly tied to established hagiography, Zayas’s ninth Desengaño, La
perseguida triunfante, told by the nun Estefanía. It follows the perils of Beatriz, queen of
Hungary, and bears great resemblance to the standard hagiographic tale.179 Three
centuries after the appearance of the fourteenth century Spanish romance Fermoso cuento
de una santa enperatrís que ovo en Roma y de su castidat, the storyline of the royal wife
accused of adultery who eventually returns to heal her would-be seducer appears in the
Desengaños of María de Zayas. Beatriz is falsely accused by her brother-in-law and her
husband Ladislao sends her away to be killed as punishment. Time and again, Beatriz is
rescued from evil by her friend, the Virgin Mary, and is finally given the power to heal
sickness. It is at this point that, at the king’s request, she makes her way home to heal her
brother-in-law.180 While Santa enperatrís and La perseguida triunfante progress
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In light of the obvious hagiographic motif, it must be noted that Grieve considers that La perseguida
triunfante “dismantles the very foundation of hagiography” (104), an assertion that Brownlee deems
“debatable” (126):
[t]o be sure, it is the story of a woman who is unjustly mistreated in the extreme, and the narrator offers
a number of intercalated expressions of outrage at the way in which men treat women. But this does not
diminish Beatriz’s function as a paragon of Christian forbearance. Likewise, it does not vilify men
definitively, given that Ladislao and Federico confessed and repented their unjust treatment of her.
Since the time when the writing of female saints’ lives began, men have been, to an overwhelming
degree, the victimizers. Indeed, the female saints themselves often reproach men as Estefanía does.
Her remarks may be quantitatively greater in number and even in length, but they are not qualitatively
different than those we find in hagiography. (126)
180
At this point it is worth noting another seventeenth-century female-authored hagiography, Angela de
Azevedo’s drama La margarita del Tajo que dio nombre a Santarén. Soufas includes the play in her
collection, Women’s Acts: Plays by Women Dramatists of Spain’s Golden Age. Azevedo’s work
dramatizes the life of Saint Irene of Portugal and depicts the holy woman’s struggle to maintain her
chastity, one which ends in her martyred death (2).
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analogously, each is revelatory in its own way; just as the former manifests the norms and
beliefs of late medieval Spanish society, so too does the latter reflect the worldview of
María de Zayas’s contemporaries.
The titles themselves reflect the predominant theme of each of the works. Santa
enperatrís has as its focus the sanctity of its protagonist which is directly tied to her
chastity. The empress is constantly praised for this virtue and for resisting temptation. It
is because of her chastity that she is answered and saved by the Virgin Mary and
rewarded with the magic healing herb. While Beatríz is also painted as a chaste and
faithful woman, the title reveals the main point of the tale – that she is pursued.
Though the plots are similar, let us take note of three points in which Beatriz’s story is
marked as distinctly Zayesque, before considering the place of smell in the tale. To
begin, Zayas’s criticism of men is manifest here as she uses her frame narrator to
comment on the story. When Beatriz’s brother-in-law lies to her husband the king upon
his return, Ladislao listens to and believes his brother, receiving harsh criticism from
Estefanía:
“Gran falta en un rey, que si ha de guarder justicia, si da un oído a la acusación, ha de
dar otro a la defensa de ella. Mas era el acusador su hermano, y la acusada su esposa;
el traidor, un hombre, y la comprendida en ella, una mujer, que aunque más inocente
esté, ninguno cree su inocencia, y más un marido, que con este nombre se califica de
enemigo.” (715)
What seems to be irritation at the unjust treatment of a husband is understood to be a
more severe crime in the eyes of the story’s audience. At the end of the telling of La
inocencia castigada, the frame narrator assures us that, “vicio más abominable que puede
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haber, que es no estimar, alabar y honrar a las damas” (571). The worst way in which a
man can transgress against a woman is in not honoring her, an act which the king
certainly commits by not giving Beatiz the chance to explain herself.181
The second point in which the Desengaño differs from Santa enperatris is in the
prison erected for the lecherous brother-in-law and we see here Zayas’s emphasis on the
universality and inevitability of mistreatment by men. In order to protect herself, Beatriz,
mandó a dichos maestros que hiciesen una jaula de varas de hierro doradas, gruesas y
menudas, de tal calidad, que no pudiesen ser rotas ni arrancadas de su lugar y que
desde el suelo al techo estuviesen bien fijadas […] con su puerta, en que hubiese un
fuerte cerrojo con una grande y segura llave, con otra cerradura sin ésta, que
cerrándola de golpe, quedase segura y hecho muy a su gusto. (710)
Beatriz’s choice of a cage over the phallic tower constructed by the empress points to the
focus of each story. The saintly empress’s primary concern is protecting her chastity
which, essentially, is under attack from various phalluses. The story revolves around her
strength in the face of temptation and her deliberate cries to heaven for rescue. The
phallus is ever present. While Beatriz is under the same type of pressure, the description
of the cage she has built reinforces the surety of her chastity. With the description of the
thick iron bars and the double lock, the cage serves as Beatriz’s figurative chastity belt.
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This commentary brings to mind a “theoretical position” that Soufas identifies in the plays of Golden
Age women authors:
Their critique of the construction of gendered differences presents a recognition of qualified
interchangeability between the sexes, which the women figures invoke when necessary in order to cope
with the injustices their male companions cause through a represented lack of respect for the constructed
sociopolitical roles available to them in the imagined societies. The plays focus not so much on a need
to eliminate the constructed groupings for men and women as on the ways the gendered hierarchies
could better serve cultural ends if the males would meet their responsibilities with more integrity.
(Dramas 19-20)
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Zayas puts forth that Beatriz’s chastity is not in question and this is symbolically
emphasized in the description of the two locks. The first has a strong lock to which
belongs “una grande y segura llave” (710). This lock represents society’s convention:
there is a way in to Beatriz, but only one person has that right and will be able to enter
her, her husband. Zayas uses the second lock to represent Beatriz’s own determination to
be faithful to her husband. Unlike the first, this other lock has no key, and once closed
cannot be opened. Upon entering marriage, Beatriz has permanently locked herself off
from all other men; this lock figuratively assures (the reader) that no other man will be
able to enter Beatriz. While the empress’s chastity is tested on various occasions, the
chastity of Zayas’s heroine does not come into question. We are assured of it from the
beginning. As Zayas demonstrates in other tales, the punishment women suffer at the
hands of their men is not merited by unfaithfulness. What Zayas shows over and over
again is that women’s chastity is assured and the point of her tales is that, despite this,
women cannot succeed against men.
The third Zayesque characteristic we will note is the community among women in the
tale. Once she realizes the danger that her brother-in-law presents, Beatriz requires that a
group of women surround and accompany her in her daily movements. We are told that
the women who accompany her do so, “por orden suya” (702, my emphasis). Beatriz
understands the problems that Federico can cause for her and protects herself with this
group of women. The idea of this protective female community is presented explicitly in
Estefanía’s introduction to the tale. She transitions into the tale by asserting the
protection she has from other women in the convent: “Y a los caballeros, que si de mi
Desengaño no quedaren castigados, lo quedarán, si me buscan en estando en mi casa,
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porque los entregaré a una docena de compañeras, que será como echarlos a los leones”
(695).182
The importance of friendship as part of this community is further evidenced in
Beatriz’s relationship with the Virgin Mary. Unlike the saintly empress who explicitly
cries out to the Virgin for help and is rescued by the same, Beatriz’s rescuer is not
summoned, nor does she reveal her identity until later in the tale. Instead of appearing as
divine help, she is portrayed as a faithful friend, telling Beatriz that she is “una amiga
tuya” (719), one who is with Beatriz through all her suffering and appears when needed.
Though, of course, one could not ask for a better friend than the Mother of God, her
unknown identity allows her to stand in as “everywoman,” the true faithful female
companion upon whom one can always rely. She proves her trustworthiness and Beatriz
is given someone in whom to believe since her husband proved unworthy. The
allegiance of this woman also contrasts with the men who befriend Beatriz in the story.
Though those that rescue her are kind, they disassociate from her when trouble arises.
No man is as constant as a female friend.
Relieving her from her last trial, Beatriz’s friend appears and reveals that she is the
Mother of God and it is at this point that the olfactory subtly enters the tale. She
announces that Beatriz’s suffering will come to an end and that her honor will be
restored. She explains to Beatriz,
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Estefanía’s claim recalls Juan de Flores’s fifteenth century sentimental novel Grisel y Mirabella.
Mirabella is judged guiltier than her lover for their affair and sentenced to death by her father the king.
Though Grisel throws himself into the flames intended for his beloved, thus sparing her, Mirabella cannot
live without him and commits suicide. In response, the queen (Mirabella’s mother) and a group of women
collectively torture and kill Torrellas, who had argued against Mirabella in the trial. It is also noteworthy
that Mirabella’s chosen means of suicide is throwing herself to the lions.
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“aunque padeces sin culpa, y eso tu paciencia es bastante para darte el premio de tus
trabajos, quiere mi Hijo que sus esposas tengan buena fama, y por eso muchas a quien
el mundo se la ha quitado, aun después de la última jornada de él permite que con
averiguaciones bastantes, como las que se hacen en su canonización, se la vuelva el
mismo que se la ha quitado.” (749)
Mary instructs her to put on the men’s clothes she brings her and also gives her healing
herbs, sending her out as a medicine man.183
Much the same as with Santa enperatrís, the herbs possess a pleasant smell; they are
described as “unas yerbas tan frescas y olorosas, que bien parecía[n] que las traía aquella
que es vergel cerrado y oloroso” (749), the “vergel” an explicit reference to the Virgin
Mary. With the herbs, Beatriz is sent to Hungary to cure those suffering from a plague,
with the stipulation that those to be cured must confess all their sins or they will instead
die upon drinking the herbal concoction. Her healing power is found out by many and in
particular, the king, who sends for her to cure his ailing brother. She goes to them and
though it requires much persuasion, Federico finally confesses his iniquity against
Beatriz. At this point Beatriz reveals her true identity. Ladislao is overjoyed, calls her a
“santa mártir” (753) and wants her to stay with him. In hagiographic tradition, she
183

Beatriz does not veer from tradition by dressing as a man. Rather, though her vengeance is unique, she
joins the ranks of many other female characters that clothe themselves as men to set out to avenge
themselves and their honor. Also replacing their dresses in Zayas’s tales are Jacinta in Aventurarse
perdiendo, Aminta in La burlada Aminta y venganza del honor, and Claudia and Estela in El juez de su
causa. Ana Caro’s Leonor likewise dresses as a man in Valor, agravio y mujer, successfully winning back
don Juan. In Don Quijote, Dorotea dresses as a man and sets forth to the Sierra Morena to find the lover
who left her. Rosaura, in Calderón’s La vida es sueño, is introduced in the first act dressed as a man,
having set out with her squire to avenge herself of her badly behaving intended, Astolfo.
It is also worth noting that the empress is able to heal as a woman but that Beatriz is sent out dressed as
a male healer. Vollendorf compares Beatriz’s disguise against that of men who crossdress in other Golden
Age works: “The twist to this conventional function of literary crossdressing arises in her actions as a
doctor: the male garb legitimizes Beatriz’s knowledge and, in a move reminiscent of male crossdressers’
interest in gaining access to the opposite sex, permits her to have access to the male body” (Reclaiming
175). This calls to mind the precarious position of women healers was in Counter-Reformation Spain.
(See Chapter 4.)
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chooses instead to enter a convent and, in Zayesque tradition, her female companions
accompany her.
As we saw in the second chapter, the juxtaposition of pleasant and foul smells is very
clear and purposeful in Santa enperatrís. Good smells and sanctity go hand in hand. The
empress is comforted by the “olor santo & glorioso” (206) of the Virgen’s flower and
later is given the healing herb, “tan fermosa [y] que tan buen olor diese, así que todo el
ayre aderredor ende era conplido” (208). The lovely smell she carries with her contrasts
starkly with the stench of the rotting flesh of her leprous brother-in-law. In many ways,
this hagiographic tale is much simpler to read. Though she suffers, ultimately, the
empress is rewarded for her chastity and the brother-in-law is punished for his lechery.
They are plainly identified as good and bad, respectively, and assigned the corresponding
smells.
The healing herbs given to Beatriz in La perseguida triunfante are “frescas y olorosas”
and they are directly tied to their source, the Virgin Mary. The association between
holiness and pleasant smells can also indeed be identified here. However, while good
smells are still associated with good things, Zayas’s hagiographic story demonstrates that
the strict correlation between the two, as had existed in the Middle Ages, is not
maintained in the exact same way into the seventeenth century. It is not requisite that a
saintly woman be identified by her pleasant smell. In the same way, the sinner in La
perseguida triunfante is not punished as was his medieval counterpart. The brother-inlaw of Santa enperatrís was punished with leprosy, an illness reserved for the worst of
sinners and one which, because of the rotting flesh it produced, caused a horrific smell to
emanate from the infirm. We are told only that Beatriz was sent to heal people suffering
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from the plague and in that same paragraph that Federico “estaba herido” (750), leading
one to assume he suffers the same condition as the others. There is no special, specific,
identifying and condemning punishment cast down on him. Though the Virgin tells
Beatriz that “por voluntad y permisión de mi Hijo todos perecen de una cruel peste que
ha dado” (749), there is no particular cause stated. While Beatriz is chaste and saintly,
and Federico suffers his illness until the truth is told, the use of good and bad smells as
identifiers of these roles and characteristics is not in use as it had been in earlier
centuries.
Though the correlation between good people and pleasant smells and bad people with
foul ones has evolved by the early modern period, the belief in the “odor of sanctity” still
persists and it is this motif that Zayas employs in La inocencia castigada, through the
absence of smell. While Zayas’s women are portrayed as martyrs through the suffering
they endure in marriage and beyond, their perils are not those of modern spousal abuse.
These women, a number of them killed for their supposed offences against men’s honor,
suffer in horribly grotesque fashion. Patricia Grieve asserts that, “the hagiographic model
not only permits grotesque descriptions of female martyrs, it practically requires it” (92).
Vollendorf elaborates on this point as she recalls Peter Stallybrass’s analysis of the
classical and grotesque bodies, applying these theories to the abused bodies of Zayas’s
characters:
Zayas’s descriptions of violated female bodies in the Desengaños amorosos forcefully
challenge the metaphorical, ideological, and physical containment of women by
portraying violated female bodies as bleeding, rotting, and dying. The violation of the
domestic sphere functions as a metaphor for the violation of women, and the female
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body exemplified the problems attending enclosure and control. Throughout the tales,
female characters’ bodies are open and gaping, and their flesh speaks for the injustices
of unchecked male privilege and control. Like many hagiographic representations, the
violated body expands beyond itself in Zayas’s texts. (Reclaiming 140)
Not only are their bodies given added apertures from the wounds inflicted but their
insides spill out, no longer enclosed. The excesses of this torture recall the slow and
graphic deaths of many saints, both male and female, emphasizing the martyrdom of
Zayas’s women.
While some of Zayas’s victims are left in their abused state, a number of the bodies
are transformed from the grotesque openness to a glorified, saintly, state. Grieve speaks
to this type of transformation as she considers the magnificent description of Leocadia in
Cervantes’s La fuerza de la sangre (one of his Novelas ejemplares, published in 1613)
when the young woman is seen by her rapist Rodolfo in his parents’ house:
Era Leocadia de gentil disposición y brio; traía de la mano a su hijo, y delante della
venían dos doncellas alumbrándola con dos velas de cera en dos candeleros de plata.
Levantáronse todos a hacerle reverencia, como si fuera a alguna cosa del cielo, que allí
milagrosamente se había aparecido. Ninguno de los que allí estaban embebidos
mirándola, parece que de atónitos no acertaron a decir palabra. Leocadia, con airosa
gracia y discreta crianza, se humilló a todos, y, tomándola de la mano Estefanía [la
madre de Rodolfo], la sentó junto a sí, frontero a Rodolfo. (355)
This metamorphosis takes the violated body and replaces it with an “object of
reverence” (94). Grieve notes that the female martyr paintings of Francisco de Zurbarán
(1598-1664) represent the women in a similar way; though horrible acts had been done to
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them, their bodies appear beautiful (96). Though the women arrive at terrible ends, they
accept death gracefully when it comes. Zayas’s “heroines are often beautiful in death,
evoking not a necrophiliac frisson, but rather respect for the integrity of the martyred
body” (Kaminsky 491). Cristina Enríquez de Salamanca’s analysis of Tarde llega el
desengaño connects Zayas’s verbal description of the physical deterioration of the wife in
the story to the visual images of martyrs: “The intent to relate the female protagonist to
images offered in sacred iconography is clear, since Elena’s description corresponds to
any Baroque pictorial representation of saintly martyrdom” (240).
The contrast between supreme physical demise and subsequent glowing sainthood
appears in Zayas’s stories on several occasions. In El traidor contra su sangre, the eight
Desengaño, don Alonso stabs his sister Mencía to death because he does not approve of
her relationship with don Enrique. When Enrique, searching for his beloved, comes upon
the room with her body, he is surprised by the sight before him:
[E]n el pequeño retrete había gran claridad, no de hachas ni bujías, sino una luz que
sólo alumbraba en la parte de adentro, sin que tocase a la de afuera. Y más admirado
que antes, miró a ver de qué salía la luz, y vio al resplandor de ella a la hermosa dama
tendida en el estrado, mal compuesta, bañada en sangre, que con estar muerta desde
mediodía, corría entonces de las heridas, como si se las acabaran de dar, y junto a ella
un lago de sangriento humo. (667)
Even though her body is open and blood still pouring from it, the light shining forth from
it proves that Mencía’s body has been redeemed. The identification of her sainthood
continues as Enrique (now a monk) has a chapel built in which to bury her: “con haber
pasado un año que duró la obra estaban las heridas corriendo sangre como el mismo día
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que la mataron, y ella tan hermosa que parecía no haber tenido jurisdicción la muerte en
su hermosura” (670).
Don Alonso moves on to Naples and marries doña Inés. However, his father is
displeased with this union and in an attempt to repair the paternal relationship, don
Alonso kills his wife, slicing her head off. Later on, don Alonso is sentenced to death for
other crimes and, seemingly contrite, seeks to ask forgiveness of his dead wife: “y
diciendo dónde estaba la cabeza de doña Ana enterrada, suplicó que fuesen por ella,
como se hizo, sacándola tan fresca y hermosa como si no hubiera seis meses que estaba
debajo de la tierra” (681, my emphasis).
More closely related to the physical changes of doña Inés is the transformation story
of Elena in Tarde llega el desengaño. When this wife (accused of infidelity by a jealous
servant woman) first appears in the story, the audience is told that it is obvious that she is
a beautiful woman but that her appearance has suffered from her changed position, such
that she is now, “tan flaca y sin color, que parecía más muerta que viva, o que daba
muestras de su cercana muerte” (513). She does indeed die, just before the truth of the
matter is revealed (as the title explains), but when don Martín, the houseguest, finds that
her body has been transformed, her martyrdom is manifest in her physical state: “Y
entrando dentro, [don Martín] vio a la desgraciada dama muerta estar echada sobre unas
pobres pajas, los brazos en cruz sobre el pecho, la una mano tendida, que era la izquierda,
y con la derecha hecha con sus hermosos dedos una bien formada cruz. El rostro, aunque
flaco y macilento, tan hermoso, que parecía un ángel” (530).
While the women in all three of these examples suffer greatly and are transformed in
death, Inés’s hagiography in La inocencia castigada is even more acute. The narrator
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describes a body that is very open. The skin of her legs having been eaten away by her
wounds and the worms, she is totally exposed, her insides coming out.184 This most
repulsive description of Inés’s state (by far the most grotesque in the stories) is countered
by Inés being raised to the highest elevation. The more women suffer in their
martyrdom, the greater their saintly reward. Inés suffers even more than the women who
are outright murdered as the acts committed against her take place over six years of her
life (as opposed to the unjust murders that end the other women’s lives). The other
women are given saintly qualities in death, as was seen above, and are described as
beautiful despite the physical disfigurement they endured. Beyond being lovely, Inés is
described as “de las más hermosas mujeres que hay en el reino de la Andalucía” (569).
It is due to the extremes of Inés’s story that we must consider the role of smell in the
scene. The description ends in this way: “mas la propia carne comida hasta los muslos de
llagas y gusanos, de que estaba lleno el hediondo lugar” (568, my emphasis). The
description of the place as “hediondo” and not Inés is fascinating, though at first glance
appears not to carry much significance. However, if Zayas decided to use so many words
to paint such a disgusting image of Inés, so vibrant that the reader can imagine her rotting
flesh and excrement covering everything, why would she leave out her protagonist’s
obvious stench? Why focus the entire description on the physical state of the woman and
then say simply that the place smells terrible? With a body in that condition, certainly the
prisoner reeks as well.
While the other women manifested their saintliness in supernatural acts, lights and
postures, Zayas’s consummate tale displays Inés’s sainthood in a supreme manner – by
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Related to Inés’s condition, Vollendorf explains that “women who became beatas were advised to
protect themselves from ‘unclean thoughts’ by thinking of their bodies as corpses, full of worms”
(Reclaiming 154).
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saying nothing. Inés can be considered a martyr (along with Zayas’s other female
characters) simply because of her suffering. However, Zayas’s unique twist leaves the
audience with no doubt about her sanctity. Inés does not come out of the wall reeking of
every stomach-turning odor because saints, when exhumed, do not exhibit a foul smell.
Zayas gives the reader the descriptions of foul-smelling elements (rotting flesh and
excrement) specifically to make us question the lack of this descriptive element, in order
to more clearly paint her heroine as both martyr and saint.
In telling the stories of these women, Zayas works within the contemporary measure
and signs of sainthood. She does not redefine the standard but crafts her tales in such a
way that the characters comply with established norms.185 Her innovation, however, is
the combination of marriage and martyrdom, as she demonstrates how the Golden Age
obsession with honor leads to the saintly suffering of women. In this consummate tale,
she employs a feminine sense, again, not using anything that does not belong to her, and
appropriates it to create something positive out of what was considered negative. The
prison in the wall, Inés’s cell, is a negative space but Zayas makes the space her own,
using its tomblike nature to give life to Inés. It can also be likened to the cell of the
English mystic Julian of Norwich (1342-1416?) who, as an anchoress, lived in a small
cell attached to the side of the church (Krantz). Taking this idea a step further, we
consider that the neighbor woman who arranged Inés’s rescue had the wall between the
cell and her own home torn down so that Inés could simply pass into her home to
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Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz works in a similar fashion, not directly challenging the patriarchal norms but
demonstrating how a woman can work within them. For example, in her Respuesta she does not claim
women should be allowed to preach in church, but cites St. Paul’s statement that older women should teach
the younger, thus making the argument for the education of women.
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convalesce. In this way, she ushers Inés into that “church,” that sanctuary where she and
her widowed servant created a loving feminine space to care for Inés.
Inés’s martyrdom and sainthood are capped by the highest honor in the convent.
Grieve explains that for Cervantes’s Leocadia, “the violence against her [is] seemingly
forgotten [and] she becomes the object of devotion and the recipient of a supposed honor:
marriage to the rapist, a man of higher birth than she” (96). Though Cervantes is
considered to be favorable to women through his writing, his hagiographic tale, ending
happily, does nothing to elevate the position of women. He arranges the situation’s end
positively for Leocadia but refrains from writing to redeem her worth. Zayas writes her
hagiography “with the progress of women in mind” (Grieve 96). Inés, freed from her
‘tomb,’ is in a sense resurrected to a new life,186 being rewarded with a greater prize than
that of marriage to her rapist – entering the convent, she receives union with Christ.187
Though it had been relegated to a position lower than that of noble sight and hearing,
the “lesser” sense of smell, employed so strategically by one of the “lesser sex,” carves
its own niche in the sensory world. As María de Zayas tells her gruesome tales, she
paints beauty into the horrid details as she illustrates various levels of female community
– from friendships between women, to convent life, to the wider scope of the women’s
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It is worth recalling the zombie-like state of Inés (“fuera de su sentido” (558)) while she is under the
spell. Under the control of a man, she does not live fully but exists as less than herself. Once resurrected
and having joined the community of women, she comes to live as she was meant to.
187
It is also interesting to consider the point of the story in which don Diego is awaiting the help of the
enchanter. In two places we read that it took the man three days to create the wax figure of her,
foreshadowing her time in the tomb and final resurrection:
El nigromántico agareno le prometió que dentro de tres días le daría con que la misma dama se le
viniese a su poder, como lo hizo, que como ajenos de nuestra católica fe, no les es dificultoso, con
apremios que hacen al demonio, aun en cosas de más calidad; porque, pasados los tres días, vino y le
trajo una imagen de la misma figura y rostro de doña Inés, que por sus artes la había copiado al natural,
como si la tuviera presente. (556, my emphasis)
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writing community. By employing a female sense to demonstrate woman’s elevation188 –
the absence of odor proclaiming Inés’s sainthood – Zayas denotes the limits of the
woman writer’s sphere. It does not seek to be a world separate from that of the maledominated literary realm. Instead, Zayas takes the standards of Golden Age Spain –
aggrandizing the wife-murder model and combining it with hagiography – and then
infuses them with a distinctly feminine fragrance to redeem her female characters and
through them, to establish and assign worth to the woman’s pen.

188

Adopting a feminine sense for this purpose recalls Cervantes’s positive use of smell to suggest the
existence of Dulcinea. In doing so, both authors acquit the sense of its traditional negative associations.
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EPILOGUE
HE NEVER ‘SAUSAGE’ A SIGHT: THE BLIND MAN’S SEARCH FOR
OLFACTORY TRUTH IN LAZARILLO DE TORMES
After slamming Lazarillo’s head into the stone statue of a bull, the boy’s blind master
instructs him, “Necio, aprende que el mozo del ciego un punto ha de saber más que el
diablo” (43). Though it would seem that the blind man is teaching Lazarillo about the
requirements of his new job – that he pay careful attention in order to serve and guide his
master well – there is another, more cautionary message in this chastisement. The blind
man is also warning Lazarillo that he must be on alert in the profession he is entering –
his mind sharp and his senses heightened – in order to become part of and survive in the
poor man’s begging world. He must also, we find, be on guard in the same way in his
interactions with his new master.
The anonymous work Lazarillo de Tormes (1554) is generally recognized as the first
novel of the picaresque genre in Spain and as such it follows the life of a young rogue as
he sets out to survive by his own skills and trickery in a corrupt world.189 As the pícaro
makes his way through the city, he uncovers unscrupulousness at every turn and reveals
his findings to his audience. In this way, the picaresque work serves to desengañar,
disillusioning the sixteenth and seventeenth century reader by exposing, in exaggerated
form, the nature of the reader’s world and making him question what is before him:
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The picaresque genre is typically considered to span the century from 1554 to 1646 (Dunn, Spanish 13)
and includes such prominent works as: Guzmán de Alfarache (Mateo Alemán, 1599 and 1604), La pícara
Justina (Francisco López de Úbeda, 1605), “Rinconete y Cortadillo” and “Coloquio de los perros”
(Cervantes, in Novelas ejemplares, 1613), La vida del escudero Marcos de Obregón (Vicente Espinal,
1618), El Buscón (Francisco de Quevedo, 1626), and Vida de Estebanillo González (anonymous, 1646). In
particular, El Buscón is worthy of further sensorial and olfactory investigation as there are numerous
references to smell in the work.
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The Spanish picaresque novel does not reflect scientific discoveries, or new
speculations about the nature of the physical world, just as it does not reflect society in
a literal, realistic way. Rather, one might say that it is itself a discovery, a new means
for extending human consciousness of the existential process of a human life, captured
from within, in contrast to the incidents and adventures seen from without. (Dunn,
Spanish 16)
Lazarillo, from a lowly and questionable background, is placed in the care of the blind
man by his mother. When Lazarillo’s mother asks the man to take good care of her son,
Lazarillo tells us that, “[é]l respondió que así lo haría y que me recibía, no por mozo, sino
por hijo” (42). In a sense, the blind man does serve as the boy’s father, raising him in
their corrupt society and, through daily practice, teaching him to use his wits to get by. 190
In every other way, however, the blind man mistreats the boy and thus begins the parade
of cruel masters through Lazarillo’s life.191
The life of the pícaro, -- his activities and surroundings – overflows with sensorial
stimulation. As these characters survive by their cunning they are always aware of what
surrounds them, constantly perceiving the world through their senses. We see this in
particular in the relationship between Lazarillo and his first master. Since the latter is
blind, his mind and other senses work more assiduously. His handicap and Lazarillo’s
novicehood match them well in their day-to-day battles against each other. We briefly
190

This father-son relationship is also signified in the chapter divisions and titles. While the narration of
Lazarillo’s time with every other master is given its own chapter, the story of the first master is included in
the first chapter, entitled, “Cuenta Lázaro su vida y cuyo hijo fue.” There is very brief mention of
Lazarillo’s criminal biological father with only slightly more attention given to his pseudo-stepfather, and
so, in searching for a paternal figure, we turn to this adoptive father in Lazarillo’s new life. Lazarillo
acknowledges how formative the blind man was: “después de Dios, éste me dio la vida, y siendo ciego me
alumbró y adestró en la carrera de vivir” (44).
191
The story is narrated in the first person by Lázaro, the grown up Lazarillo. At this point he is married
and works as a town-crier. We also learn that Lázaro’s wife is having an affair with the archpriest but
Lázaro ignores this, having chosen comfort over honor.
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turn to these here for what is presented about smell through their interactions and from
there we consider the implications for future study of the olfactory in literature.
Lazarillo tells us that he was hardly given any food by his master and that this led him
to have to think for himself, to figure out how to procure his own provision. In the first
episodes of his picardía, he steals from the blind man without the latter knowing. First,
he simply takes food out of the master’s sack and, though the man is confused, he does
not realize what happened. The second instance that Lazarillo describes shows that he is
becoming more astute. As the two are sitting begging, people give the blind man coins.
Before they reach the man, however, Lazarillo grabs the coin and instead gives his master
one that is half the value. The blind man complains: “¿Qué diablo es esto, que después
que conmigo estás no me dan sino medias blancas, y de antes una blanca y un maravedí
hartas me pagaban? En ti debe estar esta desdicha” (46-7). Though he only indirectly
blames Lazarillo for this misfortune, this instance marks his recognition of Lazarillo’s
deception.
The next episode, that of the wine jug, is truly presented to the reader as a battle
between the two characters. By this point the blind man has learned of Lazarillo’s
trickery and is on guard. The master keeps hold of the jug but Lazarillo uses a straw to
get the liquid out. Then the blind man moves the jug between his legs and Lazarillo,
pretending to be cold, curls up between his legs, and carves a hole (complete with plug)
in the bottom of the jug to give himself access. Once the blind man discovers this, he
takes Lazarillo off guard and smashes the jug into his face, breaking all the boy’s teeth.
The blind man is able to perceive what is happening even without his sight. This victory
is countered by Lazarillo as the boy uses his blindness against his master. Lazarillo tells
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the reader that he takes advantage of this malfunctioning sense as part of his revenge: “Y
en esto yo siempre le llevaba por los peores caminos y adrede, por le hacer mal daño: si
había piedras, por ellas; si lodo, por lo más alto” (50). The back and forth of this episode,
each trying to best the other as they machinate within their physical world, seems to end
in a winner-less draw.
The blind man’s acumen, however, wins out in the next incident, recalling Lazarillo’s
earlier description of his master: “desde que Dios crió el mundo, ninguno formó más
astuto y sagaz. En su oficio era un águila” (44). The two come upon a town during the
grape harvest and are given a bunch of grapes out of charity. Since they are already ripe
and will not last long, the blind man suggests a feast and, to assure equal division of the
grapes, that they alternate taking one at a time. It is not long, however, before the blind
man starts to eat two at once and Lazarillo, rather than merely keeping up with him,
begins to take three grapes for each turn. The blind man turns to him and accuses him
(accurately) of taking three. Since he could not see what Lazarillo had been up to, the
latter is in awe that he’s been found out. The master explains: ¿Sabes en qué veo que las
comistes tres a tres? En que comía yo dos a dos y callabas” (52).
The following episode is that of the sausage and we here see the olfactory in full force.
The blind man has procured a sausage which Lazarillo cooks for him. The boy gives him
the meat and is sent off to buy wine to go with it. At that moment Lazarillo tells us that,
“[p]usome el demonio el aparejo delante de los ojos […] y fue que había cabe el fuego un
nabo pequeño, larguillo y ruinoso, y tal que, por no ser para la olla, debió ser echado allí”
(54). The sight of the turnip inspires the idea of replacing the sausage with the rotten
vegetable. At this point, however, the plan is only in Lazarillo’s mind. He continues on:
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“[C]omo me vi con apetito goloso, habiéndome puesto el sabroso olor de longaniza, del
cual solamente sabía que había de gozar, […] saqué la longaniza y muy presto metí el
sobredicho nabo en el asador” (54, my emphasis). Smell has taken control of the
situation – it causes action in the narration. While Lazarillo conceived his plan because
he saw opportunity in the turnip, it was the smell of the sausage that got inside him and
caused him to act.
Lazarillo returns with the wine and finds the blind man about to eat his turnip
sandwich. He bites in, realizes someone played a trick on him and turns accusingly to
Lazarillo. The boy quickly defends himself, reminding his master that he had been away
getting the wine, claiming someone else must have come by and switched the two. The
blind man has spent enough time with Lazarillo, indeed, has taught him well, and will not
be dissuaded from his original conclusion. Lazarillo relates what happened next:
Levantóse y asióme por la cabeza y llegóse a olerme [y] asiéndome con las manos
abríame la boca más de su derecho y desatentadamente metía la nariz. […] De manera
que, antes que el mal ciego sacase de mi boca su trompa, tal alteración sintió mi
estómago, que le dio con el hurto en ella, de suerte que su nariz y la negra malmascada
longaniza a un tiempo salieron de mi boca. (55-6)
The sense of smell functions in two ways as the blind man relies on this “lesser” sense to
discover the truth. He is able to smell the scent of the sausage that is left on Lazarillo’s
breath and, beyond that, his nose – his olfactory apparatus – incites the physical reaction
in the boy which causes him to throw up, revealing concrete evidence of his having eaten
the sausage. In this case, the sense of smell triumphs to reveal the truth of Lazarillo’s
deception. The blind man considers this a great personal victory: “Contaba el mal ciego a
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todos cuantos allí se allegaban mis desastres, y dábales cuenta una y otra vez, así de la del
jarro como de la del racimo y agora de lo presente” (56).
Lazarillo decides he has had enough of the blind man and plans to leave, though not
without a parting shot. It has been raining all day and the two are on their way to an inn
but must cross over an overflowing gutter to arrive there. Lazarillo tells his master that
he will scout out a spot for them to cross where the water has not come out as far.
Having done so, he positions the blind man and tells him to jump straight ahead, leaping
over the water to drier ground. Lazarillo has tricked his master, however, and placed him
directly in front of a stone pillar: “[S]e abalanza el pobre ciego como cabrón y de toda su
fuerza arremete, tomando un paso atrás de la corrida para hacer mayor salto y da con la
cabeza en el poste, que sonó tan recio como si diera con una gran calabaza, y cayó luego
para atrás medio muerto y hendida la cabeza” (59-60). In this moment of demise,
Lazarillo taunts him: “¿Cómo, y oliste la longaniza y no el poste?” (60). Smell did not
tell the blind man what he needed to know in this case – it could not – and sight is shown
to be superior for perceiving the needed information.
What, then, can this fundamental early modern work say to our consideration of the
olfactory? In the end, vision triumphs, as nothing can make up for what the blind man
lacks. He is left alone, half-dead, as a result of not being able to see. Sight, however, is
shown to be only one way of (correctly) perceiving and understanding the world as the
blind man uses his other senses to survive and to best Lazarillo on various occasions.
What we must note is that the use of the olfactory is manifested as necessary and as
powerful as that of the others, though each in its own way. We see this in the blind
man’s culminating victory over the boy in the sausage episode, one in which sight would
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not have helped the blind man to uncover Lazarillo’s deception. Though vision is
determined to be the most needed (and lacking) here, smell proves an efficacious way of
knowing the world. Because of its unique characteristics smell functions in ways that the
other senses do not.
The study of scent in history presents a great challenge because it is not as well-kept
as other sense-perceived artifacts. Through particular language, however, smell is
preserved in writing, though it may require more work to find it. It is a part of the way
we know the physical world and it cannot help but insert itself into written observations
and narrations. Though the things described in books are recorded intentionally, many
times the ephemeral and mysterious smell wafts itself onto our pages without us even
knowing it, bringing with it the cultural and social values of the time. In this way, books
become the only museums of smells. As we have seen throughout the course of this
dissertation, smells preserved in literature tell a part of the historical narrative in a way
that the other senses cannot. Their function in literature must be pursued and such a
search reaps stimulating rewards.
At the beginning of this dissertation, I stated the obvious, that life is experienced
through the senses. It is important to recognize this simple truth though, because the
senses are, therefore, always relevant. Though is it useful for those of us in academia to
acknowledge the surge of scholarship done on the senses in the past few decades,192 we
need only look to popular culture to see Everyman’s fascination with them – books, films
and music attempt to understand them and to imagine humanity without their presence.193

192

See Smith in the Introduction.
Even as I write this epilogue, there is a new film being promoted, Perfect Sense (2012, IFC Films).
Directed by David Mackenzie, the science-fiction element of the movie imagines the possibility of a widesweeping epidemic which deprives its victims of their senses, taking them away one by one. It explores the
193
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If literature is art, if art is mimesis, and we capture life and perceptions of living in what
we write, we capture the senses as well. Their function expressed in writing must be
studied and, just as every sense is needed to fully experience the physical world, so every
sense, recorded in writing, must be well read for its representation of days gone by. In
such a way, posterity is perfumed by the fragrance of the past.

dramatic ways that people act and react to being without each sense. In particular, “[m]oments before
losing their sense of smell, the victims have fits of inconsolable grief that evoke the connection between
smell and memory” (Holden n. pag.). Movies such as this, books like Perfume, demonstrate the
enchantment of the senses on mankind.
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